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Synopsis

This thesis describes a research study in the design,

implementation, evaluation and commercialisation of

pneumatic motion control systems for modular robots. The

research programme was conducted as part of a collaborative

study, sponsored by the Science and Engineering Research

Council, between Loughborough University and Martonair (UK)

Limited.

Microprocessor based motion control strategies have been

used to produce low cost pneumatic servo-drives which can be

used for 'point-to-point' positioning of payloads. Software

based realtime control strategies have evolved which

accomplish servo-controlled positioning while compensating

for drive system non-linearities and time delays. The

application of novel compensation techniques has resulted in

a significant improvement in both the static and dynamic

performance of the drive.

A theoretical fO~Ddation is presented based on a

linearised model of a pneumatic actuator, servo-valve, and

load system. The thesis describes the design and evolution

of microprocessor based hardware and software for motion

control of pneumatic drives. A British Standards based

test-facility has allowed control strategies to be evaluated

with reference to standard performance criteria.

It is demonstrated in this research study that the dynamic

and static performance characteristics of a pneumatic motion

control system can be dramatically improved by applying

appropriate software based realtime control strategies. This

makes the application of computer controlled pneumatic

servos in manufacturing very attractive with cost

performance ratios which match or better alternative drive

technologies.

The research study has led to commercial products

(marketed by Martonair Ltd), in which realtime control

algorithms implementing these control strategy designs are

executed within a microprocessor based motion controller.
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CHAPI'ER 1

INTRODUcrION

This thesis describes the design, implementation, testing and

commercialisation of microprocessor based pneu~tic motion control systems

which can be used to achieve the actuation of single degree of freedom

robot; modules.

The research study was conducted in the Departrnent; of Engineering

Production at wughborough University of Technology as part; of a SCience

and Engineering Research Council sponsored research programme working in

co.Ll.aborat.ion with Martof'.a.ir (U.K.) Ltd. The objective of this research

study has been to design and implement pneurra.tic motion control systems

which can provide high performance/cost; ratios; these can be exploited as

the drive elements of Mcx:1ular Robot.s ,

Pneurra.tic actuation was of Particular interest in this research study as

our industrial colIaborators , Martonair, have a long standing association

with this technology albeit in 'end stop' form, A survey of canmercial

M:Xl.ular Robot Systems (Moore et al [1983]) had also indicated that in the

present generation of proprietary modules their application will be limited

by the unavailability of suitable servo-oontrolled pneurratically actuated

modules and appropriate control system facilities.

Pneurra.tically actuated single degree of freedom modules can be used in

oombination to form custom designed configurations of multi-axis

'distributed manipulators' to suit application requirements, or

alternatively they can be the building blocks of special automation

equipnent in which modules, which are not necessarily coupled tcgether

mechanically, can funct.i.on in an integrated manner to perform specific

manufacturing operations.
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the design of

has generated increased

Pneumat.i.c actuation is widely used throughout manufacturing industry as a

simple rugged means of providing linear or rotary motion at low cost. In

certain environments it is the only PJssible choice of actuation, eg for

reasons of safety, or reliability (where inflanmable environments are

encount.ered, or contamination in fcx:rl processing is a consideration). A

double acting cylinder is usually operated by a five-port binary

electro-pneUIlB.tic control valve which directs a supply of air to either

chamter of the cylinder causing it to fully extend or retract. Apart from

specf.a l, 'positioner cylinders' which are sanetimes used in process control

industries, pneumatic cylinders are not generally used for poi.nt.-Lo-po.int;

posi tion control.

'Ihe simplest form of control is 'end-stop' or •positive-stop , , where

pos.it.i.on is set by a manually adjustable mechanical stop (a damper is often

necessary to reduce impact forces to an acceptable level). Positional

repeatability is often very qood and typically 0.1 rrm, However, where an

application requires several positions to be achieved within a fixed stroke

length and/or requires that these pos i t.i.ons are changed relatively

frequently to meet changes in the related process (Le. small to medium

batch manufacturing) then end-stop positioning is not usually acceptable.

Where any degree of posi t i.on selection flexibility is required then a

motion control system is necessary. Previously this has implied the use of

an electric or hydraulic PJsition control system. Such requirements are

characteristic of industrial robotic applications, which can be identified

with flexible/reprograrrmable automation (Engleberger [1980], Ottinger

[1982], Owen [1985], Astrop [1982]).

'Ihe concept of modularity in

rnanufacturing/processing/autanation equipment
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interest as the trend towards flexibility in manufacturing systems has

gat.l-tered pace with the widespread introduction of computer based controls

(Riley [1982]). Indeed, fhe 1980' s can be seen as the decade in which

flexible automation schemes, where industrial robots p3.rticipate, have

found wide acceptance and application in manufacturing industry. Potential

benefits fran their implementation have been economic cost effectiveness,

environmental safety, product/process developnent, quality assurance, and

rranufacturing system flexibility (Engelberger [1 980], ottinger [1982], owen

[1985]) •

Unlike many areas of autanation technology, (Riley [1 982] ) r the

manufacturers of industrial rol:::ots have not readily adopted the concept of

modularity with respect to either mechanical configuration or control

system design.

One small section of industrial rol:::ot suppliers that have in recent years

adopted a modular philosophy in the design of manipulators are the

manufacturers of pneumatically actuated pick and place units. Conveniently

these handling systems are controlled by binary (off/on) electro-pneumatic

valves and work between mechanically adj ustable 'end-stops I. A number of

manufacturers of modular robot systems have been identified (Moore et al

[1983]) of which most are of a European origin. A few modular rol:::ot systems

do employ hydraulic or electric actuation, but pneumatic actuation is the

most popular (Weston et al [1986]). End-stop modules can be mechanically

coupled to form low cost multi-axis manipulators, which can derronstrate

short cycle times, good repeatability and reconfigurability. In late 1983

Martonair released into the U. K. market a family of single degree of

freedom 'end-stop' mcd.ules of this type as the first stage of their entry

into the robotic and work handling systems market. (Taylor [1984])
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A pneumatic motion control system which can achieve point-to-point

positioning has obvious potential in robotic and general work handling

applications due to its cost advantages when C0Ttpared with alternative

drive technologies. However, previously pneumatic actuation has

demoD3trated distinct disadv~~tages when positioning payloads due to

inherent time delays and highly non-linear static and dyTBmic

characteristics. The problems introduced result primarily from the

compressibility of the working fluid, which introduces s i qru.fLcant; time

lags, so that the resulting systeTt has low stiffness and little inherent

damping and involves highly complex analysis when rocx:1elled.

For these reasons the design of position control systems for pneumatic

drives has received considerably less interest frcrn the research corrmunity

than alternative drive technologies. Significant work has been carriffi out

on the design of position controllers for hydraulic drives, (McCloy and

M3.rtin [1983], Burrows [1972], Turnbull [1976]) and in recent years the

developnent of electric drive technology has superceded this (Weston et al

[1986], Tal [1984]) for all but high power applications.

Due to the inherent problems associated with a pneumatic drive and the

unavailability of a suitable proportional control valve (in commercial

form) the initial work in designing a motion control system in this

research programme concentrated on the use of binary control valves and

pneumatically actuated pneumo-mechanical control elements (Moore [1986]). A

microprocessor based control system allowed bang-bang controls to be

produced using digital switching algorithms. A novel position control

system was implemented, but the. potential for commercial exploitation was

limited by the additional complexity introouced by the use of

pneuma-mechanical control elements (brake mechanism, sliding carriage,
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etc.) and associated control valving. Other researchers have deveIoped

bang-ba~g positioning syst~~s (Rooks, Huhne et aI, [1974] etc) but none of

these to the authors I knowledge have been adopted in carunercial positioning

systems.

The obvious attractions of a conventional position control system with

pneurratic actuation, (without the additional elements of pneurro-mechanical

bang-bang systems), and the subsequent availability of a Martonair

proportional control valve, (which has been develo]?ed specifically for this

research study), resulted in this research study for the design and

implementation of a digitally controlled electro-pneumatic servo drive.

Early research into the design of pneumatic servos used analogue control

systems (Shearer [1984], Burrows [1967], Cutland [1969]). Attempts· to

compensate for the inherent time delays and non-linearities in the drive

using various electrical, mechanical, and pneumatic devices have met with

only limited success. However, the advent of low cost ISI elements provides

an opportunity to implement much more sophisticated control strategies in

software (Drazan [1978]), which allow the necessary compensation techniques

to be applied. These developments in ISI chip technolcgy, coupled with

developnents in actuator and sensor technolcgy have allowed a low cost

pneumatic motion control system to be produced which can find widespread

industrial applications.

The use of microprocessors in motion control systems is expanding rapidly

irrespective of the drive technolcgy (Anon [1983], Tal [1984]). Most

control systems currently being designed use microprocessors to perform all

of the control functions of the system. When compared with traditional

analog control system design involving the use of discrete components, the

microprocessor based designs demonstrate fewer canponents, lower cost and
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improved control system design. A major advantage of the microprocessor

based control system is the flexibility it offers, Particularly significant

in the design of pneumatic control systems. The microprocessor enables

complex control algorithrns to be performed such as fhe introduction of

non-linear control functions, minor loop canpensation (without the need for

a large number of transducers) and in the use of adaptive control

techniques: it can also provide a digital data link to other computers

within a larger architectural structure. A further advantage is that the

microprocessor, being a digital device, has no canponent variation, hence

the characteristics of the control system generated by the microprocessor

do not drift as they can with analog control systems.

As a result of this collal::orative research prograrrme, Martonair launched

an electro-pneumatic motion control system in May 1985 (Morgan [1985]),

which offers the caPability for programmable positioning at a lower cost

than canpeting technologies. This motion control system is the first of its

tyPe to become available canrnercially and pranises significant exploitation

within manufacturing industry. This thesis outlines the design,

implementation and testing of the prot.otype drives which were produced at

Loughl::orough University.
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CHAPI'ER 2

MODULAR ROBOT SYSTEt'1S

2. INlliODUCITCN

A popular concept of an industrial robot; is that of a multi-axis

mechanical structure with associated canputer systems, which can manipulate

components and tools al::out a defined working envelope (Engelberger [1980]).

Programued control of such manipulators enables flexibility to be

introduced into manufacturing automation schemes. Many industrial rccot;s

conform to this concept and are supplied by an extensive range of vendors

(Roootics World Directory [1984/85]). They can be associated with

significant capital cost which is further increased by the addition of

specialist tooling, non-standard grippers and canplex sensors such as

vision syste.rns.

The definition of a rol::ot formulated by the Rol::ot Institute of America

(RIA) is as follows:

"A rol::ot is a reprogrammable multi-functional manipulator designed to

move rnat.er.ia.Ls , Parts, tcols or specialized devices through variable

programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks".

Within manufacturing industry, rol::ots of all shapes, categories and size

are being used to replace manual operatives in the seme way as computers

are taking the number crunching burdens from the mathematician. They are

used to perform functions that are hazardous to the health of humans, eg

paint spraying, adhesive application, arc and spot welding and fettling in

foundries. They are similarly replacing human operatives in tasks that are

repetitive and fatiguing as well as being used within environments that are

impossible for humans (eg areas of radioactivity, extremes of temperature
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etc.). They are now finding ever widening application in assembly related

tasks as the technological level of the rorots increases (Gwen [1984]).

Hi thin the RIA definition of! industrial rocot;s there are two distinct

categories; non-servo and servo. Non-servo robot.s are those whose movements

are set manually through adj ustable stops on each axis. Servoed rcbot.s are

those whose movements are totally controlled by a "control syst.ern" and as

such there are many thousands of movement.s possible within one program.

Both servo and non-servo rorots now used are almost exclusively

microprocessor controlled, although in a non-servo manipulator the control

only relates to the sequencing of the motion. In a servo manipulator each

function, action and task is initiated and supervi.sed by the

microprocessor.

There are two t.ypes of motion control; (i) "point-to-point", whereby the

two ext.reme points are programmed and the motion between these two points

is randan (unless the sequence and actioning of each axis is done

individually to obtain a desired motion), and (ii) "continuous path",

whereby each point along the desired route is recorded and can be

reprcduced within the tolerance band of the robot., Motion is usually three

dimensional and can involve the interaction of up to seven or eight degrees

of freedan (ie the total number of axes of movement).

Industrial rorots demonstrate a variation in axis configuration (such as

revolute, cartesian, polar and cylindrical - see Figure [2.1]). They can be

gantry or pedestal, mounted, so that a mechanical structure which is

particularly suited to the application can be selected (Warnecke et al

[1982], Young [1973]).

Many manufacturers supply computer based control systems which enable the

user to define, by either 'teach and follow' or ' textural' methcds, the
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Figure (2.1) Industrial Robot Configurations
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robot; articulations with that of associated equipnent (Engelterger [1980]).

In recent years the developnents in corrmercially available robot technology

have allowed .improvement.s in t.he flexibility of the industrial robot so

that the application areas in which they can and have teen used has

increased s i.qn.i.fLcant.Ly (Ingersol Eng.[1980], Warnecke [1982]).

Even so the present generation of industrial robot.s have limitations

which can restrict their application. The limitations can be associated

with factors such as

i ) high cost,

ii) limited flexibility in respect to

kinematic structures,

iii) the limitations in performance of

available drive syste.rns,

iv) unacceptable dynamic perf'orrrance,

v) insufficient control system flexibility, and

vi) problems of integration within the

manufacturing environment.

The robot manufacturer would ideally like to produce an industrial robot,

which is sufficiently flexible to satisfy the requirements of a wide range

of handling, processing and assembly operations. In attempting to maximise

the flexibility of the 'u..'1iversal rranipulator' the manufacturer must

produce a mechanical structure and control system to which it is not

ideally suited for many of the applications/tasks in which it will be used

(Yurevich [1981]); as a consequence it will incorporate redundant

capabilities. An example being that of end user requiring an industrial

rocot; exhibiting a large working envelope, up to six servo driven

mechanical linkages could be provided, making the rranipulator .rather
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expensive due to the complexity of the mechanical structure and associated

control system. However it may still not be able to achieve all the desired

kinematic and dYnamic characteristics.

A stiff mechanical structure can be formed if the linkages are massive

(allowing high precision operations to be r;erformed) but such an

arrangement would be likely to 8CJ.'TIbit unacceptable dynamic performance

wi th long cycle t.irnes , In canparison with machine-tools, industrial robots

are required to manipulate canponents and/or tools over a greater working

enveIope and at much higher speeds so that the performance of a robot will

be constrained by the availability of suitable high performance drive

systems. The problem is further compounded when linkages are mechanically

coupled, with individual linkages supporting the weight of others.

When canpared with speci.al.Iy designed cam operated automated systems,

which are canmonly used in high volume production assembly machines (Riley

[1982]), industrial robots will be associated with longer cycle times and

lower accuracy, and this will limit their application in large batch

manufacture. However, industrial robots are finding rrore widespread

application in autanating processes in small batch manufacture where a

significant level of flexibility is required under software control,

although significant problems remain in automating small batch assembly and

sub-assembly operations which require high speed, aDd high accuracy

manipulation.

A generation of modular robot systems are now beginning to emerge which

are designed largely to facilitate the automation of processes involved in

medium batch manufacture, but could also find application in high volume

batch manufacture as the desire for greater manufacturing system

fle.xibility accelerates to match the ever changing market place (Yurevich
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et al [1981], Kozyrev [1978]).

2. 1. THE CDNCEPTS OF VDCUIAR ROEOT SYSTEMS

The axiom on which modular r'obot.s are based is that r'obot.s or

manipulators can be constructe::1 fran modules to achieve user defined

articulation.

Ideally, the manufacturers of modular r'obot; systems should offer a family

of mechanical modules which exhibit varying ki.nemat.i,c and dynamic

properties so that the user can select modules from that family to

introduce autanate::1 systems which closely match the requirements of each

application (Moore et al [1983]). Such a family should be canplemented by

appropriate control system elemen.ts which should also be modular so that

control system features can be Incorporated which provide a level of

control and flexibility appropriate to the application requirement

(Thatcher et al [1983], Weston et al [1984], Kozyrev [1978]).

Each mechanical module could provide a single degree of free::1an,

achieving either translation or rotary motion, so that such modules can be

combi.ned to form a very wide range of manipulator structures (Weston et al

[1986], Moore et al [1983]). Figure [2.1.1] illustrates example

combinations of mechanical units. Al ternatively, a module could function to

provide two or more degrees of free::1an if suffi ci.ent. demand for such a

speci.al.Lsed mechanical unit were to exist.

It is important to illustrate that in constructing manipulators from

modules significant advantage can be gaine::1 in relation to:

(i) the exclusion of re::1undant articulation within the mechanical

structure of the manipulator as opposed to conventional robots with a

pre-defined, and possibly overcomplicated structure. Thus significant cost
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Fi'lUre (2.1.1) (b) Example 1'1o:lUlar Robot Confi'lUrations
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saving and possi.bl.e perfonuance enhancement; may be achieved (Kozyrev

[1978], Surnin et al [1978]);

(ii) the designer is not constrained by the need to use only mechanically

coupled linkages. Mechanical mcx:lules may be arranged in more than one group

of units (with no mechanical coupling between groups) which function as a

'distributed manipulator' to accomplish the task required (Weston et al

[1984]). Thus the range of applications for which mcx:lular rocot.s can be

used is far wider than that for conventional rccot;s , The use of

'distributed manipulators' also offers the p::>ssibility to achieve

mechanical optimisation thereby improving mechanical stiffness and hence

cycle times and/or accuracy and repeatability;

(iii) mechanical mcx:lules can be individually chosen with kinematic and

dynami.c characteristics which are appropriate for the function to be

performed by the rncdul.e, The mcdule could be 'servo' controlled or be driven

to manually adjusted end stops if only limited flexibility is required

(Kreinin [1978]). Hence by selective choice of mcx:lules it may be p::>ssible

to improve perfonuance but reduce cost;

(iv) mcx:lular systems can be used to intrcx:luce automation schemes that do

not require the full flexibility of a conventional robot but cannot be met

by dedicated hard automation systems due to either capital cost, batch

sizes or lack of flexibility (Riley [1984], Brown [1983], Richardson).

TI1ey provide a half-way house between 'dedicated automation' and

conventional robotic installations.

The maj or thrust of modul.ar robot systems is to allow processes involved

in medium batch manufacture to be automated more easily and efficiently.

However, they will also find application in small and large batch

manufacture where advantage can be gained. For example,
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re-usable/re-configurable equipment is a~ important consideration in small

retch manufacture. The requirement for sophistication in control system

elements will be closely related to the need for flexibility or the

frequency with which job changes are required. In application areas, which

conventionally require 'hard' automation the appropriate choice of modules

may involve only mechanical units driven to preset endstops and may require

only very simple control system elements which provide the necessary

sequencing of axis motion in relation to the LocaL production machinery

(Kreinin [1978]). A manipulator and control system chosen for such an

application may not fall conveniently into the generally accepted concept

of an industrial robot. However, many modular robot systems used in

automating medium and small retch operations will necessarily be complex

and would be accepted by the purist as a robot. Whatever the application,

pot.ent.ial benefit can accrue if control system elements are based on low

cost L.S.I. devices which demonstrate both hardware and software

modularity. Thus future generations of mcdular systems Lr.respect.Lve of

complexity will be computer controlled (Moore et al [1983] ,Thatcher et al

[1983]). Thus it is logical to consider modular robots as a class of

Industrial Robots in which the level of complexity is related to the

SPecific needs of an application.

2.2. mMr1ERCIALLY AVAILABLE MODULAR ROBOI' SYSTEMS

It is now appropriate to consider modular robot systems and their

associated control systems that are commercially available. These are

reviewed in Moore [1986] and surrmarised in Table [2.2] , from which

conclusions can be drawn as discussed in the following sections.
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Table (2.2)

Sunmary of Mc:d.ular Robot; Systems

r
DRIVE SYSTEM MOTION CONTROL ARTICULATION

FEATURES
u u
H H U P-<

~
H H 0
~ ~ H

~
~VENDORS ~ H (J) 0 ~u

~ ~ !@I:i:I

~
I:i:I @ H

Z H I:i:I 0 H
P-< I:i:I I:i:I (J) ~ H

AFAG x x x x

ASEA x x x x

BOSCH x x x x x x

EBOSA-ROBOLINE x x x x x x

ERACOND x x x

FELSOMAT x x x x

FIBROMANTA x x x x x x

GEFIT x x x x

H.H. FREUDENBERG x x x x x

I.N.A. x x x x

1.S.I. x x x x

KAUFELDT x x x x

MARTONAIR x x x x x

METO-FER x x x x

MENZlKEN x x x x

MODULAR ROBOT SYSTEM x x x x x x

MONTECH x x x x

NEFF x x x

ROBOTIC SYSTEMS x x x

SCIAKY x x x x

TOLLO x x x
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2.2. 1. Su1>1MARY OF ELECillICALLY ACTUATED SYSTEMS.

Electrically actuated servo-controlled systems are produced by a limited

nurnber of manuf'acturers , These are either dc motor or stepper motor

controlled with some form of position transducer feedback. These systems

will provide 'point-to-point ' control and 'velocity control' rut a

'contouring' capability in a modular reconfigurable system is not currently

available. The electric drive modular system appear's ideal for providing

high perforrrence servo systems for 'point-to-point' and ' contouring'

applications, particularly where high accuracy static performance and/or

exceptional dynarni.c response is a requirement, for example in small

component asse.11bly where a number of Japanese systems are appeari.nq (such

as Pioneer, Panasonic, Silver Reed, etc.. ). A number of mcdular mechanical

hardware systems are beginning to appear that will accanodate several types

of electric drive (eg Neff, Tollo) and these should begin to find wide

application once suitable proprietary axis motion control systems and

supervisory controls have been identified.

The limited capabilities of the available control system elements, which

compliment the present generation electric driven modules, have severely

restricted the use of such systems in industrial application. Undoubtedly

electrically actuated modular systems will becane increasingly popular in

automation schemes as their cost/performance ratio improves and as control

systems elements becane available with processing facilitites which equal

those of conventional pedest.aL mounted robots. Such control system elements

(hardware and software) must pr.ovide user friendly interface and ease of

integration with other production equipnent and computer systems in the

manufacturing environment. Furthermore a control architecture, which
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matches the complexity of the manipulator constructed, must be configured

for each specific application with a minimum of systems engineering yet

must not Lncorpcrat;e redundant features which intrcd.uce high cost

penalties. The most recent development is the use of direct drive modules

(using linear motors) for cartesian assembly robots where high speeds are

required.

2.2.2. SUMMA.~Y OF PNEUMATICALLY ACI'UA'IED SYSTEMS.

Pneumatic drive systems are the most widely used form of actuation for

modular robot; systems. The majority of the present generation of

pneumatically actuated mcdul.es facilitate only 'end stop' positioning of

payloads to adj ustable mechani.cal stops. However, there are a limited

number of manufacturers who supply modules which incorporate mechanical

devices to allow limited intermediate stops. These devices often work

uni-directionally and impose severe restrictions in terms of the pitch

between successive stops.

A number of manufacturers, mainly European, provide a range of mechanical

modul.es canprising translation, rotary, wrist, gripper and gantry/portal

units with different performance characteristics. These modules are

complemented by interface/adaptor plates, mounting stands and electrical

and pneumatic couplings. Such modules can be used to configure various

types and categories of manipulators at relatively low cost.

All the modular pneumatic systems reviewed position to mechanical 'end

stops'. This obviously imposes limitatiors upon the applications that such

a positioning system can be used for, allowing only limited flexibility.

They are ideal for the relatively simple repetitive tasks, but are not

suitable in applications which demand frequent position sequence changes
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(eg where a mix of prcducts are to be manufactured) or several different

posi t.i.ons are required on a single axis (eg for applications such as

palletising and spot welding).

Clearly there is a need for low cost limited performance servo (or motion

controlled) m:::x1ules. Such low cost positioning systems could be best

exploited if pneumatic actuation is employed as potentially significant

cost advantages can be achieved when using pneumatic drives rather than

hydraulic or electric drive systems. Pneumatic actuation lends itself to

the design of m:::x1ular single degree of freedan units; this is illustrated

by the balance of companies manufacturing m:::x1ular pneumatic systems

compared to alternative drive tYJ?2s. M3.intenance and operation are simple

and industrially accepted, and most industrial sites have an established

air line distribution network.

As the trend towards flexible automation schemes in manufacturing gathers

pace, the demand for I intelligent' drives will increase. For small and

medium payloads, a low cost pneumatic servo-drive together with appropriate

control system hardware and software facilities could be significantly

exploited in such a market. However, any such system conponents will only

find industrial acceptance if the control system provides for easy 'systems

integration I and interface wi th other manufacturing equipment and can be

accessed in a I user friendly' manner. This thesis describes the evolution

of, a now canmercially available, family of pneumatically actuated servo

driven modules and associated control system elements. These modules are

the first of their kind known to the author to becane available worldwide

(Morgan [1985], Weston [1984]) .

. 2.2.3. SUMMARY OF HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED SYSTEt1S.
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Hydraulically actuated rocx:1ular systems can be considered within two

distinct categories i those which are ' servo' controlled and those

controlled to mechanical 'end stops'. The number of modular systems that

are designed specifically for use with hydraulic actuation is limited, but

some of the 'end stop' pneumatic modular units carl be adapted for operation

at the higher pressures used in hydraulic systems. Hydraulic drives have

found wide acceptance when used in conventional moot syst.ems , Particularly

for the manipulation of large payloads (from 20kg to in excess of 2000kg).

Similarly for rocx:1ular systems requiring a high power to weight ratio or for

the manipulation of large payloads hydraulic actuation would be the obvious

choice (Anon [1983]) in either 'end stop' or 'servo' form dependant upon

the application requirements.

Of the hydraul.Lc modular zobot; systems, the Sciaky and Fibromanta systems

are used quite extensively in the autanotive and automotive canponents

industries for Parts handling and welding applications. The Sciaky modular

system, which provides a full servo control capability, allows

point-to-point positioning with velocity control to be achieved. The drive

system is complimented by computer based controls which provide many of the

facilities corrmonly available with conventional pedestal mounted rocots ,

such as teach -facilities,- program editing and storage, user friendly

oPerator comnJDications interfaces, diagnostics capability, etc.

2.2.4. Q)NIROL SYSTEMS SUMMARY

The survey of commercial modular r'obot; systerns (Moore [1986]) indicates

that the present generation of proprietary modules will be limited in their

application by the availability of suitable control system facilities. The

control system elements which are available do not reflect the level of
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sophistication and 'useability' provide::3. by the programming and oPerating

systems of conventional pedestal mounte::3. robots.

It should be made clear to the reader that the control of manipulators

which comprise of only end stop modules is relatively simple and is easily

wi thin the scope of most proprietary programmable logic controllers

(PLC' s). PLC' s are functionally designe::3. to allow the prograrrrning of

sequencially operated systems. The prograrrmable I/O facilities provided by

the PLC normally allow for the switching of 24vdc devices (such as

electro-pneumatic binary valves), sequencial control of the system is

normally achieve::3. by 'user friendly' programming facilities such as a

variant of relay ladder diagrams.

However, the control system complexity must be increase::3. considerably

when manipulators , canprauising one or more servo controlle::3. modules, are

to be controlled and programmed in a 'user friendly' way. This step change

in control system complexity is accentuated for modular robotic systems

where the kinematics and dynami.cs of the manipulator are determine::3. by the

application (Weston et al [1983]). Of the present generation of modular

robotic systems this problem has not been resolve::3. satisfactorily.

Ideally a manufacturer/vendor of modular systems should supply a wide

range of control system elements which demonstrate both hardware and

software modularity so that t.he user can select control system features in

a cost effective way (that is without redundancy) and yet achieve the

require::3. degree of control and flexibility in oPeration.

A unique requirement of a supervisory control system of modular robots or

'distribute::3. manipulators' is the ability to co-ordinate sequencially the

motions of decouple::3. axis groupings. Such a facility can only be provided

effectively with a true 'multi-tasking' software environment in the
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controller. In this way, the concurrent control of sepa.rate axis groupings

of a manipulator can be achieved (Thatcher et al [1983]). A potentially

significant advantage m::dular robot.s have over conventional manipulators is

the ability to provide concurrent motions (particularly in assembly

applications) and so the control system must have fhe capa.city to exploit

this feature.

The design of control system architecture adopted in the research study

at LoughbJrough for 'm::dular r'obot; systems' is illustrated in Figure

[2.2.4]. Individual microprocessor based controls are assigned to each

servo-controlled mechanical unit so that the problems associated with

realtime control of such modules is decoupled from the supervisory

controller. This design of control system architecture is implemented in

fhe mcdu'Iar system now marketed by Martonair (Morgan [1985]).

A range of supervisory control functions have been investigated and

implemented (Thatcher et a I [1983]) to provide an operating and programming

system for the supervisory controller which includes many facilities carunon

to conventional robot operating systems such as;

(i) pendant controlled position teaching,

(ii) program specification and editing including

conditional logic,

(iii) proqram driven interfaces to other digital and

analog devices including end-stop m::dules,

(i v) overall system sequence control, and

(v) establishing a data link to other computer systems.

In addition, the following facilities unique to modul.ar systems have been

investigated;

(a) reconfigurability at pre and post installation
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phases, and

(b) prcgrarrming and executing facilities for concurrent

robot prcgra.rns (Thatcher et al [1983]) so that; more

than one group of mechanically coupled mcx1ules can

be controlled concurrently.

By adopting an architecture based on distributed processing, both

hardware and software mcx1ularity can be established which is of primary

.impcrt.ance in controlling manipulators which can range from the simple one

or two degree of freedan arrangement to a complex autorration scheme

involving a number of mechanically decoupled multi-axis groups functioning

concurrently to perf'orm a given task. Furthennore, digitally controlled

electrically and/or hydraulically actuated mechanical primitives can be

included within such a control scheme.
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CHAPrER 3

ELEMENTS OF A DRIVE SYS'IEM FOR IDIXJLAR ROEDl'S

3 • lliTRODUCI'ICN

In this Chapter the elements of a drive system for Mcx1ular RoJ:ots are

considered, The choice of actuation and feedback system are di.scussed and

the irnplications on the design of the mcx1ule are considere::i. A description

of the prototype mcx1ule designs is then given.

The microprocessor based target system is briefly describe::l, together

with the necessary interface electronics for the proport.Iona.L servo-valve

and the feedback transducer.

3. 1. ACIUATION

The choice of actuator/drive system for roc:dular roJ:ots, as with any

manipulator, is ext.reme.ly important (Archer [1983] ). The kinematic and

dYnamic properties and the cost of any manipulator will be directly related

to the type of drive system used (Diaz [1980]). The state of the art in

actuator technology implies a choice between Fluidic or Electric drive

systems (Archer [1983], Halker [1983]). The choice of actuation within

these two categories is summarise::i in Table [3.1.1].

TABLE 3.1.1

EL:oc'IRIC ACTUATICN DC r.-DIDRS

AC I·VIORS

STEPPER MOIDR

FLUID roWER ACIUATION HYDRAULIC

PNEUMATIC
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In selecting the drive for a ITKX1ular robot; system, whether linear or

rotary motion is required, the following criteria should be considered;

(i) thrust: the actuator must be capabl.e of reacting to the Load and the

intrinsic mass of the slidev~y indefinately and also be cap3.ble of

providing additional accelerating and retardation torqu.e/forces.

(ii) speed: the moving head of the module may be required to move at high

speeds so that necessary cycle t.imes can be achieved (this is often

application dependant, but any drive must be capabl.e of reaching such high

speeds) •

(iii) backlash: bi-directional loads and positioning stability

requirements would suggest t.hat. backlash in the drive should be as low as

possible without significantly increasing cost (Archer [1983]). Direct

drive is the opt.irnal, condition (assuming a stiff coupling between the

actuator and s Li.deway) ,

(iv) weight: the cumulative effect of actuator weight in a serially

coupled rrodu.Iar robot; demands LT1at each drive s.Li.deway is as light and

compact; as is feasible. However it is possible wiLT1 a modular syst.em to

IIdistributell the elements of the manipulator (Heston et al [1986]).

(v) response: the actuator should have minimal inertia and a high

mechanical stiffness to enable rapid accelerations to be obtained.

(vi) life: the actuator should operate with minimal maintenance and any

maintenance should be simple and 10v1 cost, and

(vii)cost Performance ratio: the actuator must meet a functional

performance specification wi.t.hi.n an economic range (eg high Performance at

10Y1 cost is an essential feature of drive systems for modular robot.s (Hoare
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et al [1983]».

3. 1 •1. ELECTRIC ACIUA'IDRS

I"mere electrical actuators are chosen we are considering the final stage

enerqy transfer f'rcm electrical energy into mechanical energy. Electric

actuators for industrial mcx:1ular rol::xJts are usually motors of the de type

with various armature and coil arrangements, wi.fh different excitation

tec1.niques that produce selected Performance characteristics. stepper

rrotors are also finding increased numters of applications particularly

where open-lcop control can be employed. A great deal of literature is

available with tutorials on electric motors and their applications to servo

controlled syst.erns ; these are surrmarised by Tal [1984] and Barter {1983].

In servo applications, typical dc rrotors offer SUPerior torque

c.l-J.aracteristics when canpared to ac motors (this definition of dc motors

includes the 'brushless' type motor (.Barber [1983]». The 'rare earth

mineral' dc motors offer 30% greater torque when canpared to dc motors vlith

standard motors of the same size (Barber [1983]). This is a significant

advantage because electric motor's are in general high speed, low torque

devices. Electric motors , therefore, require gearing with its inherent

mechanical imperfections. Any improvement in available torque can lessen

the actuators dependence on mechanical transmissions and reduce fhe amount;

of gearing necessary.

The advantages of electric actuation can be surrmarised as follows:

(i) high Performance control achievable at reasonable

cost,

(ii) availability of a wide range of motor types and

sizes,
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(x)

(v)

(vi)

•

(iii) relatively low cost, high performance motors

available,

(iv) low resolution position transducers can be used

(gear transmission amplification),

temperature stability,

high stiffness motor/transmission systems are

p8ssible,

(vii) linearity of system cOffip8nents, and

(viii)good reliability

The disadvantages of electrical actuation for modular robot; systems are:

(i) relatively low pa;ver to weight ratio (compared with

possibl,e fluidic actuators),

(ii) need for low backlash reduction gearing,

(iii) limited choice of gearooxes,

(iv) gearoox/transmission cost,

(v) notor/ gearoox inertia,

(vi) r'emot;e mounting of the actuator is not possible,

(vii) effect of mechanical linkage on module complexity

and cost,

(viii) 'non-back driveable'(non-compliant),

(ix) need for careful mat.ch.inq of peak loadings to duty

cycles to avoid thermal overload of motor, and

cost of drive amplifiers becomes very significant

as power' requirements increase.

In selecting electrical actuation for modular rooot drives, the problem

is quite complex as a trade off has to be made between motor heating and

transient load duty cycle and also an appropriate gearbox/transmission
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ratio has to be selected to give optimisation of the total drive inertia

and volume. Reduction gearing is nearly always necessary with electrical

drives because of t.he unaccept.abl.e penalty of size (and also weight and

cost) when used in direct drives (Archer et al [1983]).

Few dc servo-drives were used in industrial applications before the late

1960's. However, with the appearance of the N.C. machine tools they became

much more comnon, with a cost, reliability and performance that was

acceptable. Particularly of significance for dc servo-drives for robot.i.c

applications have been the improvements in motor design resulting in much

improved power to VvBight ratios and performance specf.f.i.cat.Lons ,

The use of 'rare earth' motors results in lower inertia, lower electrical

and mechanical time constants, and much less weight; hence they have

rapidly found aceptance in rccot; drive systems. Rare earth motors have long

thermal time constants and can tolerate the overload conditions they are

often subject to in industrial robot.s , Rare earth motors are extremely

reliable, have good brush life, are virtually impossible to de-magnetise

and they give good performance for minimum weight and volume which is of

paramount; importance in modular robot; systems (Duggan [1975]; Noodlewan

[1974]).

The next significant deveIopnent; of electrical drives has been the

'brushless' drive Of,.'1ited [1981]; Whited [1981]). Both brushless de

servo-systems and variable frequency ac servo-systems can be used as

roootic actuators. The brushless dc variant lends itself well to

applications requiring high power levels (Barber [1983]). In a brushless dc

motor the power rating can be further increased by fluid cooling of the

motor, which is not dificult as there is no problem with canmutation. New

magnetic materials currently under development should further raise the
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lXlwer to weight ratio of elctric motors and also result in a material cost

reduction (as a result of using less Cobalt in the CaTIlXlUIld).

Motor drive amplifiers provide a source of current of a dc waveform for

driving the electric motor. Over recent years the technology involved has

changed considerably. The present trend is to use Pulse Width Modulated

(P.W.M.) output stages, at a frequency of (typically) 5Khz (Barber [1983]).

As the ITagnetic materials technology and designs used in dc electric

motors have advanced, so motor power to -weight and power to size ratios

have improved. An increase in drive amplifier voltage and current; ratings

has resulted in extended speed ranges and power ratings. The current trend

of new designs of industrial robots that are appearing is to use electrical

actuators of various designs. In prrticular where high speed and

performance are required and the payload is typically less than 15kg then

the use of dc electric rrotor drives is appropriate. The use of hybrid

drives (eg electric drives with pneumatic counterbalancing) is also finding

acceptance where higher payloads are encountered. Similarly in 'modular

robot systems' where very high perfonnance is required (eg assembly) or an

ability to contour, then electric drives would appear to be the appropriate

choice.

3.1.2. HYDRAULIC AIT0ATORS

Hydraulic actuators are available in two basic forms , the cylinder

(linear and rotary) and the motor, which can have several design variations

(eg gear motors, radial piston motors and vane motors). Hydraulic actuators

have been used since the introduction of the first commercial 'industrial

robots exhibiting servo control. For high power applications they remain

the most appropriate choice for 'end stop', 'point to point' and
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'contouring' control. In some applications it is most convenient to use

hydraulic actuation as the high work.inq pressures (100 bar or rrore) allow

very small actuators to be used (Walker [1983]i Diaz [1980]).

Hydraulic actuators are popular in robotIc applications that require high

power to \-leight ratios (Walker [1983]; Diaz [1980]). They are also used

alrrost exclusively for paint spraying rccot.s , due to the hazardous

environment created by the inflarrmable nature of the paint compounds

("brushless" rrotors may be used in future robotic systems). Hydraulic

actuation is normally used for payloads in excess of about 35 kg (Archer et

al [1983]), below this point other forms of actuation tend to be favoured.

The reasons for this are to an extent related to performance criteria, but

rrore Irnport.ant; is the relative cost and availability of canponents. In

hydraulic systems, the servo-valves are a large proportion of the total

actuation syst.em cost. In general this is irrespective of flow capacity, so

that as the requirement for increased loads in hydraulic systems is

considered, the proportional increase in cost with load is much slower in

this case. Hydraulic actuators are often used in a direct drive mode

(particularly where linear motion is required). Due to the high

forces/torques that can be develoPed it is not necessary to use a gear

transmission. Components for producing small hydraulic systems tend not to

be readily available, so the cost of such items is restrictive.

The advantages when using hydraulic actuation can be summarised as

follows;

(i) high torque/volume permitting direct drive,

(ii) indefinite stall capacity,

(iii) low actuator inertia,

(iv) robust - abuse resistant,
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(v) simple actuator design,

(vi) simplifies overall arm/rncdul.e design,

(vii) low actuator cost,

(viii)te.ck driveability, and

(ix) flameproof.

The disadvantages of hydraulic actuation can be surrmarised as follows;

(i) high cost of propriety servo-val,ves and

proportional valves (closed loop control only),

(ii) need for high resolution position transducer (as a

consequence of direct drive) when used in

servo-controlled applications,

(iii) effect of oil temperature change on performance,

(iv) leakage,

(v) dirt sensitivity ,

(vi) non-availability of proprietary small actuators,

(vii) need for a local supply of fluid power (this has

considerable cost implications), and

(viii)non-linearities intrcduced by system canponents

(eg valve lap, assyrnetry, leakage).

The choice of actuation for conventional industrial rotots or rncdular

rotots is normally a necessary canpranise between cost, operational and

performance characteristics. Where the most critical factor in many

instances will be minimum cost, the advent of low cost canputer controls

has allowed the cost/performa.nce ratio of many drive technologies to be

improved with the design of appropriate digital control strategies.

Hydraulic actuators exhibit a much slower decrease in power to weight

ratio, and power to cost ratio than electric drives (Walker [1983]). As for
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high payload applications the hydraulic drive is still the most appropriate

selection in both 'servo' and 'end stop' modes.

3. 1 .3. PNEUMATIC ACIUA'IDRS

In pneumatic systems I mechanical energy is used to pressurise a fluid

which is then converted back to a mechanical force/torque by the actuator.

Pnewnatic systems, in general, are used for lighter loads than in hydraulic

systems because the operatinq pressures tend to be much less (typically

less than 10 bar) , but high pressure gas servo-mechanisms have been

investigated (Botting et al [1969]) and with 'end stop' control they are

ideal where fast cycling is required (Anon [1978]). The variety of

applications where pneumatic actuation has been used in industrial

applications seems to be limited only by the designers' imagination.

Pneurratic actuators have found widespread use as drive elements for

limited function robot; systems providing , end stop' motion to pre-set

mechanical stops (Anon [1983]). At present the largest sector of the robot

market is served by such pneumatically actuated robots which demonstrate

relatively high traverse speeds (typically in excess of 1m/s), intrinsic

safety in many hazardous environments, and relatively low cost (Heer

[1981]). In terms of industrial control there are few devices that are as

readily understocx:l or have proved as reliable as the pneumatic actuator.

Pneumatic actuators are available in two basic forms; cylinders

(rotary/vane actuators and cylinders) and motors (vane air motors, radial

piston air motors, gear motors, axial piston motors, turbine motors, v-tyPe

and diaphragm motors).

Some advantages which can be identified with pneumatic actuation include;

(i) relatively high torque/force to volume PerIDitting
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(x)

(xi)

(iv)

(v)

direct drive,

(ii) indefinite stall capacity,

(iii) relatively low actuator inertia,

robust (abuse resistant),

simple actuator design (particularly where linear

motion is required),

(vi) simplifies overall ann/module design,

(vii) very low actuator cost,

(viii) 'back driveability' ,

(ix) wide availabilty and acceptability in manufacturing

plants,

low cost of associated pneumatic components,

acceptability in hazardous environments

(flameproof and non-toxic),

(xii) cycle rate can be very high (vent exhaust to

atmosphere) ,

(xiii)operating temperatures tend to be low,

(xiv) no contamination problems due to leakage, and

(xv) intrinsic cushioning properties (particlarly useful

when used to provide end-stop motion).

The disadvantages of pneumatic actuation are as follows;

(i) air lubrication is normally required,

(ii) , sponginess' of response for servo controlled

motion due to compressibility (and inherent time

lags) ,

(iii) low natural frequency and hence limited bandwidth

resulting from lack of drive stiffness,
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( i v) need for high resolution position transducers (when

used with a direct drive in servo applications),

(v) Lirni.t.ed availability of servo-valves, and

(vi) highly ncri-Linear system elements making servo

control complex.

The availability of LSI elements and low cost powerful processing makes

possible the use of digital canpensation techniques. Consequently gcod

costZparformance can be achieved and as such make a pneumatic drive an

attractive proposition. The technical difficulties involved in achieving

gcod perfonnance from servo-controlled pneumatic drives have, unt.LL now,

delayed their introduction.

Hence the decision was taken to use pneumatic actuation for motion

control applied in a Modular Robot System. A pneumatic Modular Robot System

should provide both I end stop' and 'servo-controlled' capability

(point-to-point control) at significantly less cost than other drive

technologies. Such a drive technology, if exploited with appropriate

control facilities (hardware and software) allowing easy syste~s

engineering configuration and integration, should find wide acceptance as

flexible autanation schemes are introduced into the manufacturing

environment.

3.2. OPTICAL ENCDDERS

Encoders can take several forms and they can be 'absolute' devices (that

is a transducer whose output information is a direct and absolute

indication of its present position), or 'incremental' devices (that is a

transducer whose output inforrration represents only the incremental change

in position). An example of an 'absolute' encoder is a 'digital shaft'
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enccder (eg Grey code device), an example of an 'incremental' encoder is a

'rotary optical encoder ",

The transducer that was selected for use wi.th the pneurrat.Lc motion

control was the' rotary optical incremental encoder", This device allowed

qood posi.t.i.on resolution to be obtained (which was necessary as velocity

and acceleration data was derived directly from this p:Jsition data to

minimise cost), at a reasonable cost and is easily interfaced using low

cost ISI elements to digital control systems. Cost is a fundamental

criteria in the design of a pneurratic motion control system of which

!f.artonair could exploit corrmercially.

3.2.1. OPTICAL INCREMElITAL ENCDDERS

The general arrangement of a 'rotary optical LncremerrtaI encoder ' is

shown in Figure [3.2.1.1]. This shows that an incremental encoder usually

consists of two disc gratings located side by side, with their centres

concentric, one of which is fixed while the second is located on the

rotating shaft of the encoder, Each grating is divided into a number of

transparent and opaque radial lines, with a constant pitch between

successive lines. A lamp (emitter) is pos.i.t.Loned one side of the pair of

discs, with a photosensor (receiver) posi.t.ioned directly opposite on the

other side of the pair of discs. The photosensor will convert the light

pulse received into an electrical output signal of sinusoidal form which is

then normally processed via a Schmitt trigger device to produce a square

wave output (see Figure [3.2.1.2]). Hence a high or low signal is produced

depending upon the relative position of the transparent and opaque radial

lines of the two gratings.

There are various arrangements of the gratings in practice, and sane
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manufacturers only make sections of the fixed grating and install it

whenever there is a light emitter and photosensor assernbly.

Direction of rotation of the transducer disc is obtained with the

addition of a second photosensor which also allows the resolution of the

encoder to be improved. The second photosensor assembly is positioned to

produce a 90 degrees phase relationship (quadrature) between the two

photosensors. The interfacing of the encoder' and its use as a position

measurement transducer is discussed appropriately in the thesis. The

arrangement of the disc and photosensor assembly is shown in Figure

[3.2.1.3], the output of the pair of photosensors is also illustrated for

both clockwise and anticlockwise rotation, from which it can be seen that

the relationship of the two pulse trains changes with a change in

direction. Dependi.nq upon the method of processing the pulse trains, it is

possible to obtain times two or times four resolution improvement.

3.3. PROI'OI'YPE MJCULE DESIGNS

During the course of this research study it has been necessary to design

and build a number of mechanical prototype modules. These mcdul.es have

formed the basis for the evaluation system which is necessary for the

design, implementation and testing of strategies for pneumatic motion

controL In some cases the mechanical design of a prototype module has been

influenced directly by the control strategy, and in other cases a general

Purpose 'mechanical unit' is designed to facilitate investigations of

various forms of control strategy. Where it has been possible to purchase

suitable 'off the shelf' mechanical units (designed for use in 'end-stop'

modular systems) this has been done. In such cases it has been necessary to

design and implement the conversion hardware for each module to incorporate
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the feedback transducer, lock mechanism etc..

A list of the prototype modules used in this research study is given in

Table [3.3] and a description of t.~ese rnodules/primitives is presented

wi thin this section.

3.3.1. LOT LINEAR MODULE No.1

Tnis prototype mcrlule was designed to investigate various

pneum::>-mechanical bang-bang position control strategies. It was necessary

to incorporate features specific to the bang-bang techniques applied; these

include a sliding carriage with hydraulic dampers, and a brake mechanism.

The mechanical specification of the module is given in Table [3.3. 1 ], and a

general arrangement of the mcrlule is shown in Figure r3. 3. 1] and in Plate

[3.3. 1 ], which are presented in Appendix (3).

This prototype module was the first to incorporate the I sliding carriage I

which is operated with a binary control valve and lock cylinder. Tne

sliding carriage consists of a frame which locates on the guideway of the

rncdule, onto whi.ch is mounted two hydraulic dampers (ACE [1983]) and

centralising springs. This sliding carriage is located within the U-frame

of the slideway, and the springs are used to centralise the carriage wi thin

the U-frame. When operated the carriage is locked onto the slideway, and as

the motion of the rncdule proceeds the dampers act against the U-frame, and

induce a controlled retardation.

3.3.2. LOT ROTARY MODULE No.1

At the time of the design of the initial rotary mc:dules, the only known

available rotary vane actuators were marketed by Kinetrol, but these would

provide only 90 degrees of traverse without the use of additional gearing,
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Table (3.3) Prototype Mechanical M:x1ules

DESCRIPTION HOTION DIA STROKE
(mm) (mm) / (deg)

LUT Linear Hodule No 1 Translation 35 300 mm

LUT Rotary 110dule No 1 Rotation - 270 deg

LUT Rotary Hodule No 2 Rotation - 270 deg

H35 Arm Conversion Translation 25 400 mm

Bosch Module Conversion Translation 50 480 mm

LUT Rotary Module No 3 Rotation - 270 deg

LUT Linear Module No 2 Translation - 500 mm

Martonair H60110/600 Translation 25 600 mm

Martonair 1160110/300 Translation 25 300 mm

Hartonair H60l20/300 Translation 50 300 mm

Martonair Gantry Conversion Translation 50 900 mm
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which was felt to be inadequate. Kinetrol rotary vane actuators have been

used in the design of Placemate Robot.s (Pendar [1983]), where an

articulated arm design means that; 90 degrees of traverse about; each jOLl1t

is adequate. Modular robot; systems tend to require a cartesian co-ordinate

or cylindrical co-ordinate configuration when used in structures comprised

of serial mechanical linkages.

This prototype module was designed to incorporate the necessary

pneurro-mechani.cal, control elements. A rotary rrodule which incorporated

direct drive and a rotary equivalent of the 'sliding carriage' and damper

arrangement was required. The mechanical specification of the module is

given in Table [3.3.2], and a simplified general arrangement is given in

Figure [3.3.2] which are presented in Appendix (3).

The sliding carriage consists of a lever arm which is centralised between

the two hydraulic dampers. When air at supply pressure is applied to the

diaphragm it deflects and pushes the friction pad against the lever arm,

the lever arm will follow the motion of the actuator shaft and operates

against one of the dampers.

The vane actuator consists of an oval section aluminium housing, a fixed

brass vane located in the housing with an '0' ring seal against the shaft,

and a brass vane with a perimeter '0' ring seal arrangement. It was

necessary to design CL.'1d build t~e complete rotary vane actuator, as no

proprietary canmercial vane actuators were available at this time which

provided in excess of 180 degrees of motion. The problem of producing a

dynamic seal between the vane and chamber was never satisfactorily solved

with this design, however the rotary actuator did operate at a reduced

differential or standing pressure.
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3. 3 • 3 • I1JT RGrARY MODULE No.2

This prototype mcdul.e was similar in design to the previous rotary

module, where a vane actuator and a 'slidL."1g carriage' and damper's are

again incorporated. The most significant change was in the design of the

vane actuator seal arrangement. The mechanical speci.f.i.cat.i.on of the modul.e

is given in Table [3.3.3] with a general arranqement; shown in Figure

[ 3 • 3 • 3 ], which are presented in Append.ix (3).

The rotary actuator consists of a fixed vane and a ffiOVing vane, with the

seal between the vane and the housing chamber' formed by the phosphor bronze

insert to the vane. The seal is maintained in compression by the '0' ring

which is located between the phosphor bronze insert and the vane.

This second prototype rotary actuator was asse.mbled, but never fully

tested. The problem of maintaining a dynamic seal between the moving vane

and the housing was never satisfactorily overcane. However, the problem was

superseded when a proprietary range of rotary vane actuators were

.int.rcduced by SMC. An SMC rotary actuator CRE80 was subsequently

successfully incorporated into the design of the next prototype rotary

module.

3.3.4. M35 ARM

The M35 arm is a linear modul.e having an available stroke of 40Ornm. This

module was originally designed as one axis of the M35 manipulator

[Martonair Ltd [1984]), which was a three axis pick and place device,

pneumatically actuated to mechanical 'end stops' •

M3.rtonair prcduced the M35 arm conversion to a Lill specification as their

first prototype module with position feedback. It was necessary to
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.incorporat;e an optical incremental enccder (rack and pinion transmission

system) and a wrap spring lock mechanism (located on the piston rod of the

actuating cylinder). The brake is electro-pneumatically actuated with air

be.inq applied to disengage the lock spring.

The mechanical specification of the module is given in Table [3.3.4], and

Plate [3.3.4] illustrates the M35 arm, which are presented in Appendix (3).

This module was the first prototype design to mechanically resemble the

production versions of the linear modules, and as such it was used

extensively in the evaluation of new motion control strategies. The

slideway, which oonsists of an aluminium extrusion of square section, with

stainless steel surface inserts and pre-loaded roller beard.nqs , is

identical to t.he slideway used in the smaller production modules (M6011 0) .

The larger production modules (M60120) use a larger section aluminium

extrusion with plastic bearings.

The use of rolling element bearinqs in the guideway resulted in

oonsistent low friction characteristics of the slideway. When using a

pneumatic drive the stiffness is relatively low due to compressibility and

low operating pressures, and so frictional effects can be s iqni.ff.cant; in

influencing the dynami,c and static Performance. Evaluation results do show

that the higher friction levels ~~ibited by slideways consisting of plain

bearinqs combined with the friction characteristics of the actuator piston

(or vane) seal can have a detrimental influence.

3.3.5. BOSCH M)DULE CONVERSION

A Bosch pneumatic 'end-stop' module was purchased for conversion to a

servo control unit. This linear unit was selected fran the standard range

of Bosch pneumatic modular handling equipnent. The unit selected. was a
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linear rocx:iule, with a 4S0mm stroke and a sOmm diameter piston. The

actuator consists of an aluminium extrusion &~ a through rod piston

located in phospor bronze bushes.

Special design features incorporated in the module include; telescopic

air feeds for ether units mechanically coupled in an application, integral

electrical connections for qr.i.pperZproximi.ty sensor feedback etc., and end

of stroke proximity sensors (which can be used for intialising the feedback

syste:u in the servo-control rocx:iule).

3.3.6. LOT ROI'ARY MODULE No.3

This rotary rocx:iule is shown in Plate [3.3.6]. It consists of; an SMC

rotary vane actuator CRB-SO which will give 270 degrees of stroke; a

Hewlett Packard encoder HEDSSOOO (which has been adopted for use in the

Martonair production modules) ; and a disc brake. The use of the SMC

actuator has overcome all the proble~s associated with the earlier designs

of rotary rocx:iules, and the use of rolling element bearings has resulted in

a rotary module with good characteristics for control.

The full mechanical specification is given in Table [3.3.6], and a

general arrangement of the module is shown in Figure [3.3.6] , which are

presented in Appendix (3). The use of a tcoth belt and pulley wheels is &1

effective encoder transmission, and when correctly set should ensure almost

zero backlash. The use of a pneumatic disc brake (GAS001) as the lock

mechanism was also successful; it exhibited a rapid response and gave a

good holding force.
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3.3.7. LUT LINEAR MODULE No.2

This was the last prototype module canpletely designed and manufactured

a t the University. It was designed and manufactured by Mr. K. Seare as part

of the Lill based design activity. The mechanical specification of the

rrodule is given in Table [3.3. 7]. This module was used for the evaluation

of early realtime control strategies. The slideway consists of a large

diameter plain Glacier (graphite impregnated) bearing. The slideway even

in the unl.oaded condition has a significant inertia mainly due to the

intrinsic mass of the mild steel tubular guideway.

When used to evaluate the performance of a control strategy in parallel

with evaluation studies carried out on the M35 arm, these two rrodules

exhibit a complimentary diversity of operating conditions and module

characteristics: from which the robustness of a control st.rat.eqy to

variation in mechanical primitive specifications can be determined. The

general arrangement of this rrodule is shown in Figure [3.3.7], which is

presented in Appendix (3).

3 . 3 •8 • GANTRY MODULE CDNVERSIQ.'l'

From the range of Mcxlular handling units Ma.rtonair produced four

prototype linear modules converted for servo-control, incorporating an

incremental encoder and brake mechanim. Another module in this family, the

Gantry/Portal mcdule M/60400, was converted for servo-control at the

University (Abdel-Gadir [1984]). The full specification of this mcdule is

given in Table [3 .3.8] , the details of the module are shown in Figure

[3 •3 .8], which are presented in Appendix (3). The encoder transmission was

a rack and pinion arrangement using a tooth belt laid out on one face of
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the slideway (held with an efDXY adhesive) and a pulley wheel pinion. The

lock mechanism is a pancake piston arrangernent in the main carriage, acting

directly onto the slideway.

The larger extrusion fran which the size (B) modules are configured is

used with plain plastic bearings in the slideway. With the Gantry unit fhe

plain bearings have caused sane problems when used under servo-eontrol,

where slideway friction characteristics appear to be inconsistent. The

replacement of the plain bearings with rolling element bearings has

overcome these problems.

The Gantry unit is similar in design to a conventional cable cylinder.

The actuating piston is located within the main extrusions, and it is

connected to the slideway carriage via a steel cable running in pulley

blocks at the ends of the slideway.

3.3.9. MAR'IDNAL~ MJIXJLAR HANDLING UNITS

In November 1983, r1artonair Ltd released onto the U.K. market a family of

single degree of freedom modules which provide pneumatically actuated

motion to preset mechanical end-stops. Such ' end-stop modules' can be

mechanically coupled together to form low cost multi-axis manipulators.

Figure [3. 3.9. 1] shows example canbinations of these modules which can

function in a similar manner to conventional multi-axis robots. A ccmplete

specification of the modules in this family is given in the Martonair

publication [1984]. Alternatively these modules can be used as building

elements of special automation equipnent in which modules, which are not

necessarily coupled together mechanically, can function in an integrated

manner to perform given manufacturing operations.

Considerable flexibility is fDssible and user defined articulation can be
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Figure (3.3.9.1)
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achieved with the resulting mani.pu.Iatior' having kinematic properties which

match closely the requirements of a given task. Each end-stop module is

supplied with integral inductive proximity sensor feedback to allow ends of

traverse to be detected. Both electrical and pneumatic supplies can b3

conven.Lent.Ly arranged for multi-axis configurations of the modules, whereby

the supplies for modul.es further along the serial chain are accx:xoc:dated

within the module. For the resulting manipulator, sequence programming and

control is achieved using solenoid operated binary pneumatic valves and any

conventional proprietary progranmable controller, which can provide a

digital r/o capability.

The end-stop modules are finding wide application in many areas of

automation, but the extent of their application is limited by the specific

need for manipulators de.rronstrating servo-controlled motion.

In April 1985 f M:l.rtonair Ltd launched a canplimentary range of

pneumatically actuated servo-controlled modules, thus considerably

extending the versatility and flexibility of their range of rrroular

handling units (Morgan [1985]). The design of this pneumatic position

control system was a result of the collaborative research project with

Loughborough University (Weston et al [1984]), whereby the specification

and implementation of the complete motion control system were the result of

this research study.

The linear end-stop modules require the addition of a feedb3.ck transducer

(Hewlett Packard REDS-5000 optical encoder) and transmission (tooth belt

and pulley wheel), to provide a position control capability when used in

conj unction wi th a ' proportional control valve' and ' single axis

controller' (Morgan [1 985] ). The brake mechanism can also be included if

the application requires a locking device (which takes the form of a pair
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Size A

of pneumatic disc brakes acting directly on the slide). These additional

components are included in the module as shown in Figure [3.3.9.2J.

The addition of a suitable displacement transducer to any pne~~atic

actuator, when used wi,th the I proportional control valve I (SPGB 1891 3) and

I single axis controller', will allow position control to be achieved. In

this way the potential application of pneurratic position control is far

wider than just l10dular Handling Robot systems. Martonair are actively

developing special actuators, (M8000 ISO Cylinders and M45000 rodless

cylinders), with integral displacement transducers as "Intelligent

Actuators" for position control applications. Bowevez any special machinery

design could inCOrPOrate pneumatic motion control using standard actuators

and an appropriate feedback transducer.

The standard range of Martonairs I Modular Handling units include i

(i) linear modules M/6011 0/300 - Size A

M/60110/600 Size A

M/60120/300 Size B

M/60120/600 Size B

which cane in two sizes and stroke variants, all of which can have

servo-control,

(ii) short stroke modules

11/60160

M/60170 Size B

which are linear modules in two sizes, for providing end effector motion

between mechanical stops,

(iii)rotary modules M/60210

M/60220

which are available in two

Size A

Size B

sizes, for providing end effector wrist
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Table (3.3.9)

MODULE DATA TABLE LINEAR MODULE M60ll0/600

Actuator Aluminium extrusion, 025 mm

Stroke 600 mm

Slideway Aluminium extrusion with sIs face plates and
I rolling element bearings

Transducer Hewlett Packard HEDS-5000 500 p/rev
0.028 rom/pulse

Transducer Transmission Fixed tooth belt and pulley wheel

Brake mechanism Direct acting pancake cylinders (2) with
aluminium inserts

Carriage frame Aluminium block

Additional features Telescopic air feeds and integral electrical
cable and connectors

Transmission Direct drive

TO?thed belt (att;ched to moving slide)

Gear

Locking device (air operated clamp acting
on slide)

Figure (3.3.9.2) Martonair Modular Handling Unit
- Servo Controlled Version
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mot.i.ons between mechanical stops,

(iv) gripper modules M/60310

M/60320

Size A

Size B

M/60260

which are available in tv.D sizes, and are designed to locate and action

finger inserts (application dependent),

(v) a portal module M/60400

this is a linear gantry module, the stroke Lenqt.h of which is variable,

and

(vi) rotary module

this is a rotary base module, with rack and pinion actuation.

Other special design features of these modular handling units include;

(a) interface adaptor/ITDunting plates,

(b) integral telescopic air feed pipes,

(c) integral electronic signal connections,

(d) end of stroke inductive proximity detectors,

(e) hydraulic dampers at extremes of stroke with

'end-stop modules, and

(f) standard couplings and fitting.

M3ny of these design features are incorporated to simplify the

integration and installation at the mechanical "systems engineering" phase

when configuring modular handling sysbems , They allow easy

configuration/re-configuration of the mechanical elements of the system.

The ~Brtonair linear module M60110/600 in its prototype form was utilised

for many of the latter control strategy performance evaluations. The

mechanical specifications of this module are given in Table [3.3.9].
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3.4. MICROPROCESSOR DEVEWPMENT TARGET SYSTEM

The selection of the microprocessor family for use in realtime control

applications is important. In this research study the Texas Instruments

(Texas Instruments [1976], [1977], [1980]) TMS 9900 processor was chosen.

This decision was detennined by the available hardware and software

developnent tools and expertise at the outset of the research prc:granme and

its suitability for realtime control applications.

The TMS 9900 microprocessor is a single chip 16-bit Central Processing

Unit (CPU), produced using N-channel silicon gate MOS technology. Target

systems were configured using TMS 9900 based Single Beard Canputers (SEC),

memory expansion boards, the T-bus backplane system, and additional

proprietary and specfaI purpose designed electronic interface boards , A

detailed description of the Target System configured is given in Moore

[1986].

3.4.1. TMS 9900 MICROPROCESSOR

The TMS 9900 microprocessor is a single chip 16-bit CPU capable of

accessing 32K 16-bit words of memory and has a 16-bit wide data bus. The

processor supports a total of 69 instructions including unsigned hardware,

multiply and divide. There are 16 hardwired prioritised interrupts as well

as three hardware registers referred to as the prc:gram counter (PC), the

work spa.ce pointer (WP), and the status register (SR). It has a memory to

memory architecture and a context switching feature (Texas Instruments

[1976], [1977]).

3.4.2. 1M 990 (100M/101M) SINGLE BOARD MICROCG1PUTER
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For target system developuent work the TM990/100M or th~ 'IM990/101M SBC

'Were utilised. The 101M SEC has more on-board memory than the 100M SBC and

also has an additional RS232 serial port. These SBC's consist of the

following elements;

(a) 'IMS 9900 Microprocessor

(b) TMS 9901 Programmable Systems Interface

(c) 'IMS 9902 Assynchronous Carrrnunications Control

(d) TMS 9904 Real-time Clock

(e) 2k words of 16-bit RAM

(f) 1k words of 16-bit EPROM - expandable to 2k or 4k words using

on-boa.rd jumpers and appropriate EPRCMS (TMS 2716).

A full description of the TM 990 (100M/101M) SEC's and their functions is

given in Texas Instruments [1976].

3.4.3. ANALCG INPUT/OUTPUT RTI-1241

A capabi.Lity to interface the Target System to analog I/O is provided by

the Analog Devices [1980] Board RTI-1241. The RTI-1241 provides the

capability to display, in realtime, control system data such as position,

velocity, and corrmand signal. The RTI-1241 boa.rd interfaces via the T-ros

:ta.ckplane, the boa.rd being configured as memory mapped I/O, where all

control and data transfer OPerations are accanplished by v-rriting to, or

reading fran, one or other of eight words located in the processors' memory

map, Each word having a pre-assigned function, the eight words canprise the

rnerrory map of the RTI- 1241 •

3.4.4. am ADDRESS DEmDE AND INPUT/OUTPUT EXPANSION

For each target developnent system it was necessary to provide additional
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input/output lines from the processor to provide the necessary interfaces

to i terns such as solenoid drive cards / encoder cards / and proportional

amplifier cards. The standard processor boards used have previously been

descr.ibed, and these had been designed and built canmercially. The

requirement for processor r/o expansion has led to the development of ruT

designed and manufactured 'CRU address decode' and '1 6 line input/output I

cards (these originally being designed by Mr G Charles).

The 'CRU address decxx1e' card decodes up to eight blocks of stc, each

block having a boundary of eight (byte) bits or sixteen (word) bits,

dependant upon the control line configuration. A block of eight dip

switches, when set, determines the address lines that are decoded to

produce the CRU Base address of the decode board. This enables the address

decode card to reside at any undefined area in the processors rnu map/ and

this rnu Base address determines the CRU location of the subsequent eight

blocks of r/o.

Once the CRU expansion has been decoded it is necessary to provide the

blocks of sto lines via the rnu input/output line exp:msion card. The card

provides sixteen buffered input lines and sixteen buffered output lines

which operate at TIL levels. The card is designed to allow individual I/O

lines to be written, or read from, namely the r/o lines are bi-directional,

but they can be used in a unidirectional mode as dedicated input or output.

By designing interface cards using the rnu facility of the Texas processor

the five specialised single bit and multi-bit manipulation instructions in

the instruction set can be utilised. These make individual and multi-bit

r/o control simple and efficient, which is one of the powerful features of

the 9900 processor architecture.
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3. 4.5. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES

The capability of any microcauputer is dependant upon the software

deveIopnent; facilities that support fhe processor. The choice of a suitable

language for software developnent is prinarily determined by the functional

requi.rement.s of the process or task. For real time control systems to be

designed on a sample-data bas.is , the digital algorithms must execute as

fast as possib'le , typically one millisecond duration, thus the executable

machine code must take a minimum form. Hence the execution speed of the

algorithm is a function of the processor architecture and size of the

assembled code generated. A comparison of language execution speeds for the

Texas TMS 9900 processor is given by Salihi A. [1983]. From the languages

supported within the deparbnent the only feasible choice for time critical

real time control was Assembler. Interpretive languages by definition would

have been too slow, and the various caupiled forms of Pascal (Texas

Instruments [1980]) could not match the execution speeds of Assembler. The

Pascal was also limited by the requirement of a minimum operating kernel of

about 16k words, which beyond the deve.lopnent; phase could impose

significant overheads upon the single axis motion controller design at

prototype stage and in any canmercial implementation.

3 . 4. 5. 1 • TlBUG INTERACTIVE DEBUG MONITOR

TIBUG debug noni.tor is supplied by Texas Instruments [1980] to provide an

interactive interface l:::etween the microcauputer and the user via any RS 232

compatible terminal. It provides facilities to load, execute, and trace the

assembled code within the RAM. environment of the microcomputer. On the TM

990/100M or 101M board, the TIBUG program usually occupies EPROM memory
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space from memory address >0080 through to memory address >07FE. It uses

four workspaces of 40 words of RAt\1 memory, of which part is also used for

restart vectors which initialise the monitor following single step

execution of instructions.

3 . 4. 5. 2. 'I'ERc"1INAL EXEaJTIVE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (TXDS)

The Terminal Executive Developnent System (TXDS) is configured around the

Texas Instruments' FS 990 microprocessor developnent system which consists

of:

(i) 990/4 Computer CPU circuit cards

(ii) 48K bytes of dynamic RAM

(iii) 1024 bytes of ROM supplying a floppy disc loader,

CPU self tests, and front panel utilities

(iv) dual floppy disc chasis and associated controller

(v) a 911 video display terminal

As an option, a 'INS 9900/9980 emulator and buffer module, a 990 trace

mcx:1ule, and a PROM programming module can also be added to the system to

improve its versatility, all of which were available for this research

prograrrme.

The TXDS provides a comprehensive range of program developnent and

testings facilities for assembler programming of the TV~ 9900 processor.

The TXDS facilities are fully documented in Texas Instruments [1977] and

[1980] •

3.5. PROCESSING ENCODER FEEDBACK SIGNALS

The rotary optical incremental encoder was selected as the position

transducer for use in this study. The incremental encoder produces two
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digital outputs in fhe form of pulse streams when the shaft is rotating.

From these pulses, the direction of rotation of the shaft and its position

can be detennined by using suitable signal interrogation, counting and data

storage techniques.

The two different methcx:ls of achieving this can be sumrrarised as follows:

(a) by using suitable software and utilising the microprocessor to

perfonn the counting and storage of the values in registers in memory.

(b) by using suitable dedicated logic level electronic hardware capabl.e

of detecting the direction of rotation of the enccder shaft, count the

pulses and store the right number of pulses in a buffer from which they can

be accessed by the microprocessor when required.

3. 5. 1 • CDUNTING IN SOFI'WARE

Counting in software can be achieved using interrupt controlled I/O to

the microcomputer and a suitable interrupt service routine, where the

processor can be made to perfonn the necessary counting and storage of

encoder pulses. The output lines of the encoder can be directly interfaced

to the processor via the TMS 9901 programmable system interface. This is

achieved by connecting one encoder output to an interrupt pcrt., and the

second encoder output to an input port of the TMS 9901 interface (see

Figure [3.5.1.1]).

The processor continues to execute the main program until an interrupt

occurs. The processor will then complete execution of the current

instruction, and then SUSPend execution of the main program and execute the

associated interrupt service routine. The functional requirement for such

an interrupt service routine (ISR) is shown in Figure [3.5. 1 .2]. Counting

in software and its relative merits is discussed in more detail in Moore
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Figure (3.5.1. 1) Direct Interface between Enccrler and Canputer
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PORT 3
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Figure (3.5.1.2) Flowchart of Count Interrupt Service Routine
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[1986].

3.5.2. Q)UNTING IN HARDWARE

An alternative to the software counting method, is to use a suitable

dedicated logic level electronic hardware interface to count and store the

pulses. Counting using hardware techniques is more expensive than the

software equivalent, but has the significant advantage of releasing the

burden on the processor, which can be crucial in time critical real time

control applications. Methcx:1s of counting in hardware and associated

problems are discussed by Ditchfield [1984].

3.5.3. EN'Q)DER INTERFACE EOARD

'The enccder interface circuit board for processing quadrative pulse

trains from pos.ition feedback transducers, used in this research study, is

briefly described here. 'The full specification of the design and its

OPerational characteristics are given by Ditchfield [1984].

'The circuit diagram of the encoder boa.rd is given in Figure [3.5.3.1] and

additionally, a schematic block diagram of the boa.rd is provided in Figure

[3 •5 .3 •2 ]. 'The encoder board provides a 16-bit bi-directional counter that

interfaces to the microprocessor serially via the CRU of the TMS 9901.

sequential edge enabling is achieved by the use of a ring counter and two

sets of four tri-state buffers. 'The first set detennine when to alter the

counter, the second set detennine wether to increment or decrement the

16-bit counter. 'The ring counter will enable only one pulse edge at any

instant ensuring integrity. 'The counter is clocked by the leading and

trailing edges of both pulse streams (P1 and P2), thus providing an

increase in resolution of the enccx:1er by a factor of four.
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circuit and pulse delay circuit (rc8,IClO), to the
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High = count down, low = count up.

.Tnese sixteen lines transmit the binary value of the

sixteen bit counter (CT) to the buffer (Bl).

Figure (3.5.3.2) Schematic Diagram of Encoder Interface Board
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During the operation of the board, a clock pulse is transmitted to the

ring counter (IC3) at each increment/decrement of the up/down counter. This

clock shifts the ring countex one bit to the left or right, depending on

the direction of the count. Subsequently, the next edge in the sequence is

enabled along with its corresponding direction signal fran the opposite

pulse stream.

Interfacing is through the CRU to fhe processor. This requires additional

circuitry in the form of an address decode board and an I/O board.

Before the board can be used to count the pulse streams fran the encoder,

an initialisation process must be followed. This consists of four stages:

(1) Reset the ring counter

(2) Enable and clear the 16-bit counter

(3) Enable and clear the buffer

(4) Disenable the buffer

The initialisation process is achieved by setting the relevant input

ports to the board to the required state in software.

3.5. 4. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ENCDDER INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

A functionally equivalent encoder interface to the system described

previously has becane corrmercially available during this research project

which uses a Texas Instruments SN74LS2000 Direction Discriminator

integrated circuit (Texas Instruments [1985]) and a number of discrete

components. A functional circuit diagram is shown in Figure [3.5.4. 1 ] •

This circuit has now been adopted in the ccmmercial version of the single

axis controller.

Figure [3.5.4.2] shows the functional elements of the Direction

Discriminator I.C., these include a sixteen-bit up-down counter, an
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eight-bit output register, measurement logic providing quadruple data from

two quadrature inputs, and the necessary control logic. The control logic

is the interface between rhe control signals of the processor and the

SN74IS2000. The output register, which operates as a one word memory for

the sixteen-bit evaluated data, is read by the processor in two bytes.

By appropriate selection of the input lines to the measurement logic

MO ,M1,&M2, the SN74LS2000 can be set in one of three basic modes. Direction

discriminator mode, where it functions as an up/down counter for any

incremental opto-electrical transducer. It is used in this mode to

interface the pos.i.t.i.on feedback transducer to the 'single axis controller' 0

As a direction discriminator it can be set up to count in single pulse,

double pulse, or quadruple pulse state. The quadruple pulse state is used

for the 'single axis controller' application so that the SN74LS2000

functions as an exact equivalent to the earlier design of encoder board,

The alternative modes for the SN74IS2000 are pulse width measurement and

frequency measurement. In the pulse width/time measurement mode, the input

pulse width is measured by dividing the input pulse during its high state

into a number of counter clock pulse. The longer the input pulse high

(mark) state, the greater the value loaded into the counter.

In the frequency measurement mode the input line is used as a frequency

signal, the input pulses being counted in the COUI1ter register and being

transferred to the output register at a set interval.

The data sheet on the SN74LS2000 provides a full operational

specification and description (Texas Instruments [1985]).

3.6. INTERFACE TO THE DIGITALLY OPERATED PROPORTIONAL SERVO-VALVE

The propcrt.Lonal, servo-valve developed by Martonair was evaluated using a
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'digital linear actuator' to replace the proportional solenoid. This

allowed a purely digital interface between the microcanputer and fhe

actuation system. By extending the operational range of the valve

manipulation system beyond 2rrm, of which the proportional solenoid is

capable, the full flow capacity of the valve spcol and sleeve can be

achieved. This has advantages when trying to achieve high acce.Ierarons and

velocities of actuators, particularly where large control volumes are

encountered. A digital linear actuator when used for spcol manipulation

allows discrete linear increments of displacement to be obtained (the

digital actuator is used in an open loop mode).

The interface circuit to the st.epper : motor is shown schematically in

Figure [3.6.1]. When energised with a standard four-phase sequence (with

each phase at 24v dc) bi-directional control of valve spcol is obtained via

the leadscrewand return spring with increments of 0.001 "(O.0254rrm) or

0.0005"(O.0127rmn). The phase control of the stepPer motor is obtained with

the 'translator', the control pulses that drive the translator arrive via

the 'pulse buffer module I which ccrnbines acceleration and deceleration

pulse ramping techniques. The only interface to the processor necessary

being two TI'L level output port.s whi.ch provide a direction signal and a set

number of control pulses.

3 . 6. 1. PULSE BUFFER MODULE (EM211)

The I pulse buffer module I manufactured by McLennan (EM211), is used to

interface between the processor output portis and the translator. This

enables step control pulses' to be fed to the stepper motor at fixed

frequencies up to the motors maximum step rate. The EM211 .inoorpor-at.es a

ramping clock to provide automatic ramping of motor step rates and a 16K
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pulse buffer which stores pulses during the acceleration/deceleration

phases, thereby ensuring that the motor moves one step for each control

pulse generated. On canpletion of the aceleration ramp, which can be tuned

to the system with trimmer controls, the EM211 will phase lock the pulse

frequency fed to the translator to the control source. On canpletion of

each sequence of control pulses the pulse buffer also provides a

deceleration ramp to ensure pulse integrity and therefore simplifying high

speed positioning control software.

The use of a pulse buffer module also enables the input pulse frequency

to the motor to be increased by controlling the acceleration phases. The

input and output control pulse relationship fran the EM211 buffer module is

shown in Figure [3.6.1.1]. This shows how adjustment to the ramp rates can

be made and gives the specification of t.he device. 'I'ne circuit diagram for

the EM211 is shown in Figure [3.6. 1 .2]. The pulse input is equivalent to

the number of steps of the motor that are required to produce a given spool

displacement, these being transmitted to the buffer module from the 'INS

9901 with the interface circuit, as shown in Figure [3.6.1.3].

3.6.2. TRANSLATOR (EM162)

The EM162 translator was selected as a suitable interface for the L92411

digital linear actuator. It provides a mode 2 type interface to the motor

and also allows half step mode control, which then allows a resolution on

spool displacement of 0.0005"(0.0127rnm) to be achieved. A canmercial

implementation of the digitally oPerated valve would use a L92121 actuator

which could be controlled by a single Ie driver (ie type SAA 1027) which

would result in a significant reduction in interface costs as canpared to

this prototype interface.
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Figure {3. 6. 1 .3} Digital Linear Actuator - Microprocessor Interface
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Tne circuit diagram of the EM162 translator is shown in Figure [3.6.2.1],

and the interface circuit to the stepper rrotor is shown in Figure

[3.6.2.2].

3.7. INTERFACE TO THE SOLENOID OPERATED PROFORTIONAL SERVO-VALVE

The M:3.rtonair proportional servo-valve used during this project was

supplied without proprietary interface electronics. For the valve in its

conventional form with analcg operation, namely an .MSM type GRF035

solenoid, it was necessary to provide a DAC and linear power amplifier. The

DAC converts the digital 'CCXlllTB.Ild word' into a low power analcg 'corrmand

signal', which is then amplified by the 'linear power amplifier' to drive

the solenoid. The solenoid is a single acting device which provides a force

in proportion to the applied current. It is rated to function at 24v dc

with a maxirnwn current of 1 ampere. The 'valve interface' is shown

schematically in Figure [3.7.1].

The interface between the microprocessor consists of a 10 bit DAC, dither

source, and a linear power amplifier. Several DAC circuit designs have been

used for connection to the amplifier. One of these is illustrated in Figure

[3.7.2], which uses a PMI DAC 1010.

The linear amplifier circuit diagram is shown in Figure [3.7.3], where

fhe necessary inputs and power rails are also labelled. The only two

control inputs necessary come from the DAC with the dither source which is

generated off board and included at the surrming junction in the circuit, as

shown at point (A). A suggested design for the dither source is shown in

Figure [3.7.4], a signal generator was used on the test rig. The circuit is

a fairly conventional linear amplifier design, where the final

amplification stage is provided by a darlington pair consisting of
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Figure (3.7.1) Proportional Valve Interface with Solenoid Actuation
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. Figure (3. 7 •2 )
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transistors BC182 and a TIP 3055 (power transistor). The valve solenoid is

connected tetween +30 volts and the power transistors. The 2K ohm variable

resistor is used to provide 'zero' adjustment; used to set the valve 'null'.

The DAC input is simply inverted by the 308 op-amp which has unity gain.

The 20K ohm variable resistor (RVAR) is used to adjust the 'range' of the

amplifier.

A series of tests were carried out on the amplifier circuit at Lill, the

points at which measurements were taken during the tests are indicated

(A-E) on Figure [3.7 .3J. The amplifier circuit went through a number of

intermediate changes before the final design was produced, similar tests

were carried out on the earlier designs, each of which exhibited certain

failings, such as insufficient drive current and unreliability {Thatcher

[1983J). The circuit described here represents (MK3.2) the up-to-date

prototype design and will be the only amplifier design considered in this

thesis. The series of tests carried out were;

(i ) linearity,

(ii) frequency response, and

(iii) temperature stability.

DAC input was simulated by use of a suitable resistor and variable

resistors connected across O.15volts, all tests were performed wi th a

purely resistive load (Thatcher [1983J), including;

(i ) linearity two tests were carried out with different 'range'

adjust settings, both show good linearity with gains of 2mA/volt and

0.99mA/volt (Thatcher [1983J), see Figure [3.7.5J,

(ii) frequency response - a signal generator with dc offset was

connected at the DAC input, and a dual beam oscilloscope was used to

measure input and output signals. Two tests were conducted with 5v and 3v
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Figure (3.7.3)
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Figure (3.7.4)
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dc input levels, in roth instances the amplifier gain was found to remain

constant up to about 4.5 Khz, having a bandwidth of over 44Khz (Thatcher

[1983]), see Figure [3.7.6], and

(iii) temperature stability - a number of temperature stability tests

were conducted upon the amplifier; these tests and the results are

described in detail by Thatcher T.W. [1983] in an LUT internal rer:ort. The

MK3.2 amplifier design was found to exhibit acceptable temperature

stability characteristics.

3.8. CDNCWSION

In this Chapter the elements of pneumatic drive used in this research

study have been described. It should be noted that a number of target

systems were necessarily constructed during the course of this study. These

included microprocessor based systems for;

(a) pneurno-mecharlical 'bang-bang' control strategies,

(b) digitally operated servo-valve systems, and

(c) solenoid operated servo-valve systems.

A significant proportion of time was spent in the design, implementation

and evaluation of the various interface electronics hardware for the

control strategies investigated. In particlar the development of encoder

interface electronics and the proportional servo-valve amplifier involved

considerable research effort.

This Chapter considered the types of actuation and feedback system for

rrodules and considered the relevant advantages and shortcanings of each.

The prototype module designs used in evaluation of motion control

strategies were then considered.
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Figure (3.7.5) Mk 3 Servoamplifier : Linearity Check
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100,
Figure (3.7.6) Mk 3 Servoamplifier Frequency Response Characteristics
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OIAPI'ER 4

RESUME OF PREVIOUS S'IUDIES OF PNEUMATIC MJTICN

CDNTROL SYSTEMS

4. INTRODUCTICN

vmen reviewing the literature of previous research studies of 'pneumatic

rrotion control' it has been necessary to consider two broad

classifications;

(a) bang-bang positioning systems (where binary or on/off

valves are used), and

(b) servo-control positioning systems (where proportional

or servo-valves are used).

At the onset of this research study, sane attempts at evolving position

control strategies for pneumatic drives (which could be utilised with robot

modules) concentrated on the use of pneuma-mechanical 'bang-bang' control

techniques using 'off the shelf; binary valves. The results of these

investigations were documented (Moore [1986] ) and some success was

achieved. However,

(i) the constraints imposed by the market considerations

of the industrial collaborators (Ma.rtonair),

(ii) the availability of a prototype 'proportional

valve' specially designed by the industrial

collaborators,

(iii)the potential to improve further performance

criteria, and

(iv) the robustness of any control strategy to acconcdate
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different kinematic and dynamic properties of

modules, ultimately determined that it was necessary to investigate

various servo-control posf.t.i.on.lnq strategies whi.ch would be suitable using

pneurratic actuation for a range of robot modul.es , This Chapter reviews the

literature within the two classifications of drive system providing

foundation material for the resulting investigations. The results of the

research study into microprocessor based pneurro-mechanical bang-bang

control at Lur was beyond the scope of this thesis (~re [1986]).

4.1. RESUME OF PNillMJ-MECHANICAL BANG-BANG PNElJI1ATIC DRIVES

As discussed in a previous chapter, the pneurratic drive is the most

widely utilised form of actuation for robotic devices. However, in

proprietary corrmercial systems, prior to the canrnencement of this research,

the pneumatic drive was used only to provide mechanical 'end stop' and

switchable intermediate 'stop' positioning. However, significant research

effort worldwide has centred on the design of pneurratic 'bang-bang' control

strategies in an effort to extend the application of pneumatic drives to

achieve 'point-to-fOint' positioning of payl.oads , This by inference implies

that it is necessary to utilise some form of position transducer within the

system. In the simplest form this could involve the use of variable

location proximity sensors.

Rooks B.W. and Tobias S.A. describe a posi.t.i.oni.nq system that is

controlled by a conventional 'sequence interlocked' program controller.

Position control is by means of mechanical stops mounted on hexagonal

indexing bars, which provide at least six different pos.it.ions for anyone

axis. The end stops are designed to detect when close to the end position

to allow deceleration of the cylinder or 'ram' to be initiated. A new
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mechanical stop is selected by indexing the bar to the appropriate position

using a small pneumat.i.c actuator through a clutch and ratchet system. The

system described a Ll.ows greater flexibility than 'end stop' systems but

does not allow a very large number of proqrarrmed positions within the

actuator stroke to be achieved: this being lirrd.ted by mechanical

oomplexity. Although control valving is relatively simple as carunercially

available binary electro-pneumatic valves can be used, several such valves

are necessary. Thus as the number of valves required is large and the

mechanical canplexity of the system is high, such an approach has severe

cost Penalties.

Kopp V. Ya and Pogorelou B. V. [1 982] describe an analysis technique for

the ffi3.thematical modelling of a digital pneumat.Lc rotary drive. The use of

the model allows parameters to be detennined in an effort to optimise the

drive performance, The rotary actuator described is similar conceptually to

the actuator described by Rooks, in that it provides a number of fixed

positions (where the number of vane actuators determines the number of

positions). The vane actuators (providing limited rotary motion) are

connected sequencially such that the shaft of the preceding actuator

rotates the housing of the next actuator (analogous to a binary cylinder).

The angle of rotation of the shaft of the next rotary actuator is chosen to

give twice the angle of rotation of the preceding shaft. By sequencing the

binary control valves to each chamber any descrete canbination of shaft

positions can be obtained. Dampers provide a deceleration phase operated

via mechanical linkages at the extremes of a move. However the cost of such

an approach can only be justified in very specialised application areas.

Pietzsch L. et al [1974], Huhne G. and Neugem.uer A., [1974], describe a

pneumat.i.c drive system for both rotary and linear motion. The drive
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consists of a pneurratic actuator, a position enccder, a slideway/bearing

arrangement and an electrQ-IlB.gnetic brake. The system described here can

allow a large number of prograrrmed positions to be selected wi.th a certain

level of performance, The control system is of a quasi-continuous cut-off

tyPe, that is, to obtain a new 'set-point' position from a 'known' position

a cut-off signal for the movernent is calculated. The start of the

controller bra1d.ng action is detennined by the following control

parameters; maximum acceleration, time constant of the brake, inertia of

the moving drive canponents and the inertia of fhe load. The brake closes

with a controlled braking couple and the speed of the actuator will be

proportional to the position error deviation. The braking couple is limited

by the maximum couple of the brake. The occurance of wear in the system

will induce changes in performance characteristics over a period of· time,

so would changes in slideway friction conditions. The necessary binary

control valving is relatively simple, however the brake control system is

an additional cost and canplexity.

Wauer G. [1980], describes an application of the control strategy which

is discussed in some detail in the previous paragraph (Pietzsch et al

[1974]). It is used as a drive system for Pfaff Industrial Robots. These

include a four degree of freedom cylindrical co-ordinate manipulator and

gantry mounted manipulator.

Belfonte G. et al [1981], describe the design, implementation and testing

of a dynamic braking system that acts on the rod of the pneurnatd,c cylinder.

In the research study described the brake closing was actioned by a sensor

actuated by a cam that moves with the cylinder rod. Variations of cylinder

velocity, load inertia and sensor positions have been investigated. The

brake acts directly on the cylinder rod, the cylinder rod passing through
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the annular brake, it being actuated by a pneumatic cylinder whose movement

parallel to the cylinder roo is translated to clamping motion via the wedge

action of conical metal inserts. These conical inserts force four elastic

elements (with' fe.rodo ' brake inserts) to contact the cylinder roo and

apply a braking couple. The brake is released by an internal spring when

air pressure is released. Such a brake mechanism could find application in

a bang-bang control strategy using binary control valving. However,

perforrrance woul.d be limited by the consistency of the braking couple.

Gradetskii V.G. and Paroi A.A. [1981] describe sp2cial cases for solving

the equations of rrotion of Industrial Robots using pneumatic actuating

mechanisms. They propose a methOOology for calculating the point at which

to initiate braking devices: (i) when an additional volume is autorna.tically

connected to the cylinder exhaust chamber; (ii) when at the exit from the

exhaust chamber: a brake bushing and needle type restriction are used for

exhaust regulation. The methOOology proposed in each case was used to

implement a computer based solution using numerical methcds.

Paroi A.A. [1981], using a similar approach to that used by Gradetskii et

al [1981], propose mefhods for determining the position at which to

initiate the braking action when the actuating piston demonstrates varying

laws of rrotion up to and during the braking process (eg variable friction).

Practical implementations, based on the results presented, are suggested

for designing drive braking units. These drive braking units include

exhaust restriction, additional control volumes (cushion) and mechanical

braking.

Prokofev V.N. et al [1981] in a general discussion on the use of

pneumatic and hydraulic drives for industrial robct.s , illustrates sane of

the advantages of a pneumatic drive and references their use in Japanese
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rol::ots such as the ' Khimei t ' and ' &\fI'-700' . Many types of

pneumattc/hydraul.tc actuators are discussed: the paper describes a linear

binary cede actuator similar in concept to the rO~1 actuator detailed by

Kopp et al [1982], where the linear actuator is made up of a series of

interlinked chambers of varying stroke Lenqth , thus with In' chambers it is

possible to position to 2n-1 descrete positions along the stroke of the

actuator. The cost of such actuators is restrictive and they can only be

justified in specialised applications.

Krisztinicz P. and Elek 1. [1976], describe several types of pneumat.Lc

control strategy and present results ccmparinq their performance, The

different types of bang-tang control strategy descrited include; a purely

pneumat.i.c system, a pneumatic system with a mechanical brake, and a

hydro-pneumat.i.c system. Pneumatic systems only included; (a) positioning

by shut-off of a binary directional control valve, triggered by a stop

signal produced by a roller limit switch; (b) positioning by shut off of a

binary directional control valve, triggered by a stop signal produced by a

jet cut-off sensor; (c) positioning by shut off of a binary directional

control valve by triggering fran the jet cut-off sensor with the additional

use of a 'pressure equalisation' valve; (d) positioning by shut off of a

binary directional control valve but using two jet cut-off sensors (giving

a high speed phase followed by a creep phase) thus further restricting

exhaust gases. Pneumatic positioning using a mechanical brake on the piston

rod is descri.beCl., the braking couple being produced by a pneumatic actuator

driving clamping collets: again exhaust restriction is used to obtain speed.

control. Another control strategy described. is one combining

hydro-pneumat.Lc actuation and binary control valving. For all the tests

described a position transducer was used for performance evaluation
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purposes. Each of the control strategies descril:ed provides only limited

positions otherwise the strategies become restrictively canplex and costly.

Kreinin G. V. [1978] discusses several types of pneumatic drive systems,

which include I end stop' syst.ems with roth passive and active dampers

(exhaust; restriction); pneumatic drives with adjustable stops, produced by

a stepped mechanical system (similarly descr.ibed by Rooks); and drives

which use multiple (n) piston stops which allows 2n-1 descrete positions

(binary cylinders). other pneumatic drives descri1Y:rl which do not utilise

stops, include control strategies using stepped positioning mechanisms with

a binary pneumatic control circuit and pneumatic braking; and a stepped

pneumatic positioning mechanism with a binary pneumatic control system

(where a leadscrew and nut is used for linear motion and harmonic gearing

is used for rotary motion). Each of these control strategies is complex

mechanically and consequently expensive and only a limited number of

positions can be achieved.

'Ihe reasons for the preferential use of hydro-pneumatic drives are

discussed by Vcdopyan P.O. and Oksenenko A. Ya [1 978] , [1981 l , who also

define areas of application. 'Ihey provide data concerning new aspect.s of

hydro-pneumatic equipnent. A research investigation aimed at prcducing

standardised components for robot; drives of all tyPes is discussed.

In two papers Korolj ev V.A. et al [1979] and [1982], discuss the probl.ems

of achieving saisfactory dynamic resp:::>nses as determined by the amplitude

and I settling' time for different tyPes of pnewna.tic rorots: the r'obot.s

using either a mechanical braking system or a pneumatic braking system.

'Ihis analysis is applied towards the problem of the I shaft-bush' assembly

task.
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4.1.1. SUMMARY

General conclusions drawn from this review of research studies into

pneurro-mechanical hmg-bang pneumatic drive systems are;

(i) t.he drive systems tend to be relatively canplex either in mechanical

construction or in the associated pneumatic control valving (both of which

imply cost disadvantages);

(ii) many of G1.e drive systems wi.Ll, only allow a limited number of

pos.i.t.Lons which consequently limits the flexibility of the drive;

(iii) the drive systems which use progressive braking techniques have no

limitations on the number of posd.t.i.ons , however the static and dynamic

performance that can be achieved is limited and performance "Will vary as

slideway conditions and payload change;

(iv) the simpler control strategies could find application in specialised

applications but are not considered to be generally appropriate as drive

systems for flexible robotic elements.

A study of microprocessor based banq-banq control strategies (using

pneurro-mechanical control elements) was conducted at LUT ([.bore [1986]).

4.2. RESUME OF SERVo-CDNTROLLED PNEUMATIC DRIVES

Having considered the use of 'bang-bang' pneumatic drive systems (a

resume of previous research studies is given in section 4.1) we shall now

consider the findings of various research studies in the use of pneumatic

servo-drives.

The term servo-drive or servo-mechanism has been defined in a number of

different ways (Burrows [1972]). It has been used to denote a

powar-ernpl.Lfy.inq device where the amplifier is error-actuated and it has
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also been used to describe a feedback control system where the dependant

variable is position and/or its derivatives with respect to time (the later

definition applies here). The output quantity (position of actuator) is

adj uste::1 by the error via the controller and the servo-motor (a control

valve). In a digital servo-system the error and the control signal are

generate::1 under canputer control, the feedback signal being generate::1 by a

position transducer which monitors the motion of the actuator/load.

Process control systems (characterise::1 by plants which have long time

constants, that is, the output does not change rapidly following a load

disturbance; also the input usually remains reasonably constant) make

extensive use of 'pneumatic controllers/positioners' using air at a

pressure of 3-15psi (Burrows [1972] i Martonair [1982]): this cabeqory of

positioner is specifically exclude::1 from this literature review as it is

functionally different from a servo-drive (servo-drives are associate::1 with

applications where the input is continuously varying and the load changes

less frequently).

In contrast to hydraulic and electric servo-drives, little attention has

been paid, until recently, in the use of pneumatic servo-drives. Foundation

studies on pneumatic servo-drives were carrie::1 out by Shearer J.L. [1954],

[1956] and [1957] , who conducte::1 various theoretical and experimental

studies involving the use of air at very high pressures. The li.mited

research interest in pneumatic servo-drives since Shearers I foundation work

can be attribute::1 to the fact that air is a canpressible medium and hence,

the associate::1 describing rrodels are more canplex than those associated

wi th hydraulic systems. However, 'hot gas servo-mechanisms' have received

attention in applications in aircraft and missile systems (Vaughan [1965]).

Pneumatic servos have been successfully implemented in the design of high
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pressure systems (Botting et al [1969]), but for industrial applications

safety requires that the supply pressure should be relatively low (below 10

bar). In low pressure S2J..--VOS the Inherent; disadvantages of using a

compressible workiriq medium becane rrore apparent (where the bulk modulus

decreases as pressure is reduced). Farly imple:nentation studies involved

the use of analog control systems which are not particularly suited to

facilitate comPensation for low drive stiffness and the inherent

non-linearities introduced by pneumatic elements. Shearers' work on

pneumatic systems also demonstrated the effect of Coulanb friction on drive

performance. It was shown that low levels of Coulanb friction were

sufficient to cause significant dwell in the response during reversal of

the actuator as a result of the time taken for the load pressure to build

up (which, in turn, is due to the compressibility of the air).

Burrows C.R. [1968], [1969] and [1969], extends the earlier research work

of Shearer, (whi.ch was concerned with describing the motion of the load

when the piston is operating about; the mid-stroke position to account for

rrotion fran any initial position). Burrows studies a proportional valve

controlled pneumatic servo-mechanism and shows that system stiffness and

damping are load position dependant; (where, in the mid-stroke position the

system is least damped ) , The system analysed by Burrows canprised a

four-way valve controlling the flow of air to a pneumatic cylinder which

positions a known load. The valve was operated (or manipulated) by a torque

rrotor using an analog controller which summates the position, velocity, and

transient pressure feedback loops. Position dependant drive stiffness has

been shown to occur in roth' proportional' and "orr-off I controlled low

pressure pneumatic servo-rnechani.sms (Cutland [1967], Burrows [1968]). The

analysis of Burr-ows has been extended as part of this research study (see
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Chapter (7)) yielding a linearised mcdel which has been used as a design

aid in evolving the control strategy described within this thesis.

In BlLrrows I paper [1969] r it pr'esent.s exper.irnent.al. and theoretical

transient response and frequency responses results for a low pressure

pneuma.tic servo, canprising of a four-way f Lappe.r-riozzIe valve (activated

by torque motor), pneuma.tic cylinder and load in the presence of coulanb

friction and stiction. He presents a simplified model to describe the

syst.em under investigation, results agree with experirnerrta.L results except

for the case where a variable input signal is used, here friction has a

significant influence.

Potting L.R. et al [1969] use linearised analysis techniques to design

feedback compensating networks for a high pressure pneuma.tic

servo-rrechani.sm using a proportional valve. Digital canputation of the

complete non-linear eqUations is used to predict the effect of the

following parameters; saturation, inertia load, stiction and coulanb

friction, valve laps and leakage. It should be noted that here it is a high

pressure servo-mechanism that is analysed using a single stage servo-valve

with 0F€n centre operat.i.on, The equations presented are non-diInensionalised

and apply equally to both linear and rotary type actuators. They illustrate

that because of high loop gains, required to meet p2rlormance

specifications, the servo-valve is easily saturated. Also the implications

of valve sPJOl lap design are discussed together with the effects of

stiction and coulomb friction.

Fran the analysis and experimentation, the fo.lLovzlnq observations are

concluded:

(i) the maximum bandwidth poss.Irile is of the order of twice the natural

frequency, (but fhf,s is only poas.i.bl.e using non-linear couF€nsation),
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(ii) the stiffness and accuracy of the servo-drive are very sensitive to

stiction and leakage (thus they should be minimised), and

(iii) the valve should have its land laps adjuste::l in conjunct.ion wi.th

leakage to give standing pressures between 0.5 and 0.8 of supply pressure

(sdnce these values give the best canpranise between pressure gaLl and

natural frequency).

Vaughan D.R. [1965] presents a third order mcd.el of a hot gas position

control syst.em, He shows that due to gas flCM saturation certain

limitations are imposed on the speed of step response. The results

presented indicate that significant improvements in response time can be

achieve::l through the use' of non-linear feedback compensation.

r13.nnetje J.J. [1981] describes a methed to control a fluid power

servo-system when a compressible me::liurn such as air is used, A high gain

pressure feedback loop alters the valve characteristic to a constant

pressure source independent of the rate of flow. The control valve

described consists of a moving coil in a permanent rragnet field, the valve

sleeve being rigidly attached to the coil. The pressure feedback loop uses

proportional and derivative action only, the valve having a resonant

frequency of 190 Hz. The position loop controller described uses simple

lead and lag compensation networks. This analysis suggests that this

approach when compared to the classical methods gives an improvement in

system bandwidth of sane twentyfold, higher bandwidth implying higher

static gain, better resolution, smaller following error and Improved the

static and dynamic stiffness.

Nguyen H.T. et al [1984] describe a pneurratic servo-system developed at

RWI'H Aachen for position control. A sirnplifie::l theoretical model of the

pneurratic system is presente::l which is used in the design of an
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appropriate control strategy, suggesting the use of velocity and

acceleration feedl:e.ck loops in addition to the position loops. Earlier

foundat.Lon studies by Shearer [1954], [1956] and [1957] had suggested

s imi.Lar feedback loop canpensation techniques. The positioning system

described by Nguyen consists of; a rodless pneumatic cylinder, a single

stage servo-valve (operating at 7 bar supply pressure with a maximum flow

of 6001/min), a linear incremental encoder with a resolution of 10 microns

over a stroke of 650rrm, and a microcanputer controller. The controller uses

a sixteen bit processor, which runs the control loop every 600 microseconds

(interrupt driven ) , the control algorithm is written in assembler. The

encoder is interfaced to the canputer via suitable interface electronics,

and velocity and acceleration infonnation are obtained by differentiation

of the position signal. Performance figures of 0.1IThll repeatability and

maximum velocity of 1.5m/s for the actuator described were obtained.

Backe w. [1983] describes a pneumatic servo-system that was developed at

RWTH Aachen, but in this case two three port proportional servo-valves are

used. Pe.rf'ormance figures of 0.01mm repeatability, maximum velocity of

2.5m/s and acceleration of 4Om/s.s for a 200rrm stroke unit are presented.

This drive system was ma.rketed by Kienzle, but has since been taJ<en over by

the GAS Corporation.

Neuhaus R. [1981] describes a closed loop pneumatic servo-drive which

consists of a four port proportional servo-valve controlling a symnetrical

actuator and an inertial load. The proportional valve is spring centralised

(centre closed) actuated by dual solenoids. Transient response results are

presented for various methods of analog ccmpensaci.on technique.

Schwenzer R. [1984] describes a pneumatic servo-system developed. at RfNTH

Aachen using an analog control system with a five port proportional
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using a linearised model and

strategy uses state variable

servo-valve operated by two proportional solenoids acting in opposition.

The paper also illustrates how 'dither' can be used to reduce hysteresis in

fhe servo-valve, also suggested by Burrows [1972]. The system described

here, in terms of system design and perfonnance characteristics is similar

to that described by Packe [1 983] . A very high resolution feedl:ack linear

transducer has been used to obtain t.he level of static pefonnance claimed.

Schwenzer's results show that as G.1.e controller forward path gain is

increased drive stiffness is increased, enabling the static positioning

perfonnance to be improved.

Drazan P.J. et aI, [1976] to [1980] has carried out a range of research

studies aimed at using electro-pneumatic drives to actuate multi-axis

rcoots , This work originated at Surrey University with GKl'1 as industrial

collaborators. The objective was to design a low cost conventional pedestal

mounted robot, by employing pneumatic drives. The system initially

consisted of an articulated arm with three degrees of freedom, a base joint

(rotating horizontally) and two joints, approach and lift, (rotating in a

vertical plane), additional degrees of freedan can be added (eg wrist,

gripper etc .. ). The earlier design used linear actuators and suitable

linkages to provide rotary motion about the manipulator joints. Initially

a control valve based on a hydraulic proportional servo-valve was used.

Changes in manipulator design have now incorporated Kinetrol rotary vane

actuators (90 degrees stroke) on each joint and switching of a binary

(on-off) valve are used to effectively change it into a proportional

servo-valve because of the unavailability of a suitable low cost

proportional valve.

A digital control strategy was designed

computer simulations. The final control
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control, state variable data being derived from a position transducer on

each joint and numerical differentiation techniques. The digital

algorithms ultimately prcduce a binary IOJic pattern that is then amplified

and used to switch solenoids which in turn actuate on-off pneumat.i.c valves

which control the flow of air to and from the actuator chambers. The latest

control strategy described uses a posi.t.i.on sampling rate of 1ms and the

control signal update rate of 20ms. Position data being required more

frequently for the algorithms calculating velocity and acceleration

information. The approach develop3d by Drazan is now used canmercially in

the 'Pendar Placemate' industrial robot which comprises a pneumat.Lcal.Ly

actuated articulated. arm with three degrees of freedan with

'point-to-};Dint' positioning capability under computer control.

Mariuzzo C.L. et al [1980] present a non-linear mathernatical model. to

describe the dynamic response of a class of pneumat.i,c actuators. The object

of the study was to develop an elaborate system model which would enable

the selection of optimised parameters for use in designing pneumat.i.c

actuators to meet stringent requirements on speed of response, torque to

weight and gas consumption. The rotary actuator modelled consists of twin

cylinders with a f'Lapper arrangement on each exhaust port, linear

displacement is converted to rotary motion via a linkage mechanism, the

f Lapper being controlled by a push-pull system of solenoid coils which are

rigidly attached to each piston.

Mariuzzo et al [1980] describe a simplified non-linear modal. which was

used to conduct ana.Loq parametric studies. These studies included both

transient and steady state aspects of the positioning servo-system. The

effect on the positf.on dead zone, time lag, static gain, res};Dnse time and

torque are considered a.rrongst others. As a result of the ana.Iysis ,
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recommendations for the synthesis of this class of servos are presented.

Ivlev 1.V. [1983] describ2s an analog controlled pneumatic servo-drive

for an industrial robot arm. The drive consists of a pneumatic cylinder

(with teflon for piston seals to re:1uce friction effects) with a 140rmn

stroke, a pot.errt.i.cmet.er position feedb3.ck transducer (velocity feedb3.ck is

obtaine:1 by differentiation of the displacement signal) are incorporated

together with a servo-valve. Perforrrance figures quoted for this analog

servo-system are, O.5mm repeatability and working frequency of O.1hz for a

payload of 0 . 3kg. To reduce the air consumption of the servo-valve the

supply is disconnecte:1 during arm stationary Pericx1s with a binary

electro-pneumatic valve.

Krayni.n G.V. et al [1 982] descriJ::e how an observer model can be used in

an analog control system to compensat.e a pneumatic servo-drive. An observer

rncx1el is used to create supplementary feedback loop couplings in the

control circuit of the pneumatic servo-drive. It is shown that the

introduction of a negative velocity feedb3.ck loop, via the observer, can

stabilise the dynamic response. All that is necessary is a single

displacement transducer signal which is then input into the observer. This

provides an alternative to 'direct measurement' of state variables or

'numerical differentiation' of position data.

Eun T. et al., [1982] describe the developnent of a low cost pneumatic

positioning system, which utilises a solenoid operated on-off valve. This

analog control scheme utilises an input potentiometer and feedback

potentiometer1 the two signals are compared and an electronic relay

switches the appropriate control solenoid. Methods of canpensation

investigate:1 by Eun et al [1982] include the use of stabilising tanks,

actuator chamber 'coupling' and velocity feedback. Each of these methods
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are compared in the results presented (each of these stabilisation

techniques were investigated in earlier studies by Shearer [1954] and

Burrows [1 972] ) •

Kato S. et al [1972] discuss the influence that friction can have on the

perforrrance of pneumatic servo-drive. They point out, as many of the

earlier references have, that the characteristics of a pneumatic

servo-mecharii.sm are susceptible to the prescence of friction owing to the

relatively srrall operational forces exhibited: in particular the effects of

viscous friction in the supply piping and the friction of the actuator and

load are examined theoretically and experimentally. The experimental data

presented in this paper was obtained with a single acting cylinder and a

flapper and nozzle valve arrangement.

Hammett G.G. [1984] describes a low cost pneumatic servo-drive. The

system uses a pulse wi.dt.h rncdulated poppet; valve which controls the flow of

air to the actuator. Feedback signals from the poai.tion transducer are

processed by the control microprocessor, which generates the control signal

to the solenoid operated poppet valve.

4 •2. 1 • SUMMl>RY

General conclusions that can be drawn from this review of research

studies into pneumatic servo-drives are;

(i) in recent years the possibility of using low cost microprocessor

based controls, which enable complex canpensation techniques to be applied,

with a pneumatic servo-drive has stimulated significant research interest;

(ii) the unavailability of proprietary low cost profOrtional

servo-valves has been a significant contributing factor to limiting

research success and interest in developing such a drive technology
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(notable pneumatic servo-drive

studies (Nguyen [ 1984] r Backe

servo-valves. However, the

perfonrance has been achieved in ~v.German

[1983]) using derivatives of hydraulic

cost of such valves could limit the

acceptability of such drives);

(iii) switching techniques applied to binary electro-pneumatic valves can

be used to produce a pneumatic servo-drive (Drazan et al); and

(iv) developuents in low cost LSI e.Lemencs and transducer technology

make it tedl~cally feasible aDd commercially attractive to evolve a

pneumatic servo-drive.

4.3. RESUME OF MODELLING STUDIES OF PNEUMATIC MarION CONTROL

A resume of ITKX1elling research studies of pneumatic motion control will

be described in this section.

4.3. 1 . MJDELLING STUDIES OF PNEUMATIC ACIDATORS

Brown D.E. and B3.llard R.L. [1972] deveIoped digital simulation software

to obtain the transient Performance and response t.ime of a pneumatic

actuator and valve combination. The simulation includes the valve flow

characteristics. The maj or difficulty presented in the simulation was found

to be in the assessment of suitable values for actuator friction (Ff). The

relationship

Ff = Fc + C1 v + C2(P1 - P2), where v = velocity and P1 and P2 = chamber

pressures, was found to hold reasonably well providing correct values of

the coefficients Fc, C1 and C2 could be determined. Factors such as dwell

time between strokes, lubricant variability, ambient temperatUre and load

condition all can affect the friction conditions. If the assumptions made

about seal friction were accurate the simulation would accurately predict
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stroking t.ime and pressures in the actuator.

Chitty A. and Lambert T.R. [1976] descril:::e mcdelling studies on a low

pressure pneumatic actuator and load. The results are used to verify the

nature of the expansion and canpression processes in the actuator and to

study the effect of piston Leakaqe and friction. In this research study a

glandless labryinth seal was used for the piston seal, which is

unrepresentative of most actuators in use, but it allowed a simple

representation of friction to be used.

Nazarczuk. K. [1979] presents a mcdel of a double acting pnewnatic

actuator used in slinulation studies. The mcdel presented considers the

three phases of motion, each descril:::ed by a set of differential equations.

Early experimental results are canPared to the slinulation results.

Watton J. [1984] studies the open-loop r'esponse of servo-valve controlled

linear actuators for both extending and retracting motion. In Particular,

the influence of transmission line dYnamics is considered and its effect on

the overall system model is evaluated. This analysis considers hydraulic

actuation but the synthesis of transmission line dynamics could l:::e mcdified

so that it becanes appropriate in modelling pnewnatic drives.

4.3.2. ~DDELLING STUDIES OF PNEUrv'.1A.TIC SERVO-VALVES

Taft C.K. et 0.1 [1981], [1981] describe the developnent of a profOrtional

electro-pnewnatic servo-valve. The valve is a two stage device consisting

of a piezoelectric bender element centred between two nozzles. The

bender/flapper element is deformed by an electrical input signal, this then

causes a change in pressure at the output of the nozzle, which is then

amplified to sane usable level using cascaded propcrt.Lcnal. amplifiers. A

mcdel of the valves l:::ehaviour is discussed and verified with experimental
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data.

M3.yer E.A. [1981] descrites a dual solenoid operated valve. Mcx1els of the

valve are confirmed by experimeritaL data, the valve is designed for use

with single acting cylinders primarily for use in temperature or engine

control systems.

Araki K. [1971] discusses the ITDdelling and compensation of a force

fee::Thack pneumatic servo-valve. The valve design consists of two stages, a

flapper-nozzle arrangement at the first stage followed by a spool. and

sleeve stage. Methods of compensation are comparedj these include the use

of spring centralising of the spool., and stabilising volumes. Both

techniques improve stability and perfonnance, the test results are obtained

when used together.

Araki. K. [1981] considers the effect of valve configuration on the

perfonnance of a pneumatic servo. The spcol valve is considered in terms of

a mean lap, unevenness of laps and a port width ratio to express the

configuration of an underlapped or an overlapped valve. A describing ITDdel

of a valve controlled cylinder is derived, where load inertia and friction

are introduced. Experimental data is presented and compared with simulated

results.

Viersma T.J. and Blok P. [1969] suggest methods of stabilisation for

servo-systerns using both hydraulic and pneumat.i.c actuation. Tl"'lese

techniques which relate to two stage valves (flapper/nozzle and sp<X)l

stages) include chamber bypassing, spring centralising, and various types

of pressure feedback which include stabilising volumes.

4.3.3. SUMMARY

For this review of modelling studies of pneumatic motion control several
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conclusions can be drawn. The design of a representative mcdel of a

pneumat.Lc servo-valve controlled actuator and load system (that can be used

in the simulation of perforrrance) is ext.rernef.y complex. However, various

aspects of the processes involved have been the subj ect of research studies

frau which results can be drawn. The difficulties of rrode.Ll.Lnq friction

conditions in a pneumatic drive system is a recurring theme in many of

these research studies.

T'ne literature available on the study of pneumatic servo-valves is very

limited, and material that is published tends to be very specific to

individual valve designs or applications. Research publications in the area

of process control valving are more prolific but these were considered to

be outside the scope of this literature survey. The shortage of proprietary

low cost pneumatic servo-valves is also reflected by ele very limited

number of research studies in this sphere. A wealth of literature is

available describing research studies with hydraulic servo-valves. However,

most of this material is not directly of relevance in the design of

pneUffi3.tic servo-valves (particularly when cost i..rnplications are

considered) •

4.4. CDNCLUSICNS

The literature survey of previous research studies in pneumatic motion

control provided foundation material on which to build in the research

study described in this thesis. Both broad classifications of pneumatic

motion control systems have been reviewed: that is; (i) pneum:J-mechanical

'bang-bang' control 'systems (using binary on-off valving where control is

not continuous), and (ii) ,servo' control systems (using pror;:ortional

servo-valves or the equivalent where control is continuous).
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In pneuma-mechanical "banq-banq ' control systems in general, the l:Lrniting

features appear to be the mechanical canplexity of the actuator and the

associated number of binary electra-pneu..rratic control valves. A pneurratic

drive will only gain wide acceptance if it demonstrates a tetter relative

"cost:perfonrance" ratio fhan the alternative electric or hydraulic drive

t.echnoloqi.es , Microprocessor based controls offer the potential to improve

the Performance of pnemro-mechanical 'bang-bang' drives through the

application of software controlled 'switching algorithms' and 'learning

strategies'.

The application of pneumatic servo-drives has teen severely restricted by

the unavailability of proprietary low cost servo-valves, and the technical

difficulties that have to be overcome in order to obtain gcx:x1 static and

dynami.c perfonrance fran such a drive. 11icroprocessor based controls and

LSI elements make a technical solution feasible at relatively low cost, by

providing canpensation, with the use of digital control algorithms.
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aIAPI'ER 5

EXPERIl'1ENTAL EVALUATION SYSTEM

5. Th"'TROOUcrICN

The experirnentaL evaluation system used in the design, evaluation and

analysis of control strategies is described in this C1lapter. Evaluations

have teen conducted with a range of pneumatic drives operating under

different experimental conditions (eg load change). An experimental

evaluation system was ori.qi.na.Ll.y produced to investigate the bang-bang

control strategies describe::l in M:>ore [1986] : additional software and

hardware facilities necessary included the facility to autanate part of the

set-up procedure and the pre-processing of the experimental data.

The experimental evaluation system so configured involves a number of

sub-systems, as shown schematically in Figure [5.1]. The sub-systems are;

(i) the 'control system' and its associated elements which comprise the

actuator and slideway, a prop::>rtional valve, a position transducer, a

micro-computer, interface electronics and control algorithms performing

realtime control functions (as describe::l in C1lapter (8»,

(ii) t.1-}e ' test bench.' and its associated elements, which comprise

pneumatic supply conponent.s , load test facility, external position

transducer and measurement/recording instrumentation, and

(iii) the ' evaluation software' and its associated functional rocxlules

which comprise facilities for set-up, test program sequencing and single

stepping, diagnostics 1 control Parameter editing, data storage and data

analysis.
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5. 1. THE EXPERIMENTAL TEST BENCH

The 'test bsnch ' was designed to allow a series of experiments to be

oonducted on a range of different m::x'l.ules. This test bench is required to

locate and support; the module whilst load testing with both inertial loads

and mass loads, is carried out. Instrumentation for measurement and

recording of experimental parameters is required and the equipnent used

comprised of a digital storage oscillosoope, graph plotter, and pressure

gauges/transducers. A oontrolled pneumatic supply was necessary for the

proport.Lonal, control valve and brake mechanism (when used). The external

pos.ition transducer was used as an independant source for monitoring the

performance of a moduLe and can be used to calibrate the integral. feedback

system used with each rncrlule; thereby validating the static performance

data derived.

5.1.1. THE TEST TABLE

Linear rncrlules under test were located on the test table which ccmprised

a heavy framed cast iron marking out table. This provided a solid level

frame on which to mount the module, via a suitable adaptor plate, and also

supported any load test equipnent.

5. 1 .2. PNEUMATIC SUPPLY CG1EONENTS

Various components are required to provide pneumatic supply services .for

the control valves. The pneumatic supply is provided by tapping into the

pneumatic ring network which supplies the laboratory. The air is filtered

(with a 25 micron screen) and then regulated so that required supply

pressure can be obtained with an appropriated amount of lubricant being
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added to the air. A standard combination uni.t, is used to achieve the

necessary filtering, regulation and lubrication.

5. 1 .3. r.-IEASliREl:'lEN'I' AJ.'\ID REmRDING INSTRUMENTATION

The rneasuremc~t a~d recording instrumentation consists of digital storage

oscilloscopes. These are used to display position, velocity and

acceleration inforrration during dynamic performance testing. The only state

variable measured directly is displacement, but velocity and acceleration

are derived using digital differentiation techniques. This sampled data,

roth measured and derived can be output; to DAC's available within the

prototype target system allowing the state variables to be displayed. If a

digital storage scope is used then the transient r'esponse data can be

displayed in realtime and stored as necessary, from which measurements can

be taken.

Once the necessary measurements, such as positioning time (tp), maximum

velocity (vmax) etc, have been measured, the data can then be transmitted

to an 'X-Y' plotter under the control of the storage scope so that a

permanent record of the transient response can be obtained.

Pressure transducers and associated charge amplifiers were also used to

display the pressure changes within the control volumes of the actuator;

this facility was utilised in some evaluations.

5.1.4. THE LOAD TABLE

The load table was designed to provide an inertia load test for linear

modules, and consists of a table slideway and load carriage. The individual

components of the load table are shown in Figure [5.1.4.1].

The load table slideway is mounted onto the surface of the 'test table'
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using six 6rmu caphead screws in each of the two shaft support rails. The

table slideway is 1200mm long and is made up of two shaft support rails (4

x 600mm Lenqfhs ) SR16 and two 1200rmn lengths of 1 inch O/Diameter shaft

(class L) hardened and precision ground. Each shaft is radially drilled and

t.apped with twelve 1'15 x 12rrm holes for location on the shaft support rails.

The load carriage consists of an aluminiuru top plate which is used to

locate the ball bushing pillar blocks which carry the load.

The carriage is made from four OPen super ball bushings and pillar blocks

'SPB.16.0PN', as manufactured by RHP, which locate under the aluminium top

plate. The ball rushing operating principle consists of three or more

oblong circuits of balls within the bearing, each of which has the balls in

one of its straight sides in bearing contact between the inner surface of

the ball bushing sleeve and the shaft. As movement between the ball bushing

and shaft takes place, ball recirculation is produced: the load being

rolled along on the balls in the loaded portion of the circuit (see Figure

[5. 1 .4.2] ). The ball bushings are mounted in aluminium pillar blocks and

are of the open tyPe to locate over the shaft support rails. This t.ype of

bushing will caupensate autorratrtcal.Iy for slight misalignment. Full details

and the specification of the bushing is given in the RHP bookl.et; [1983].

The final component of the load carriage is the aluminium adaptor bracket

which attaches the load carriage to the mcdul,e, This consists of the right

angled adaptor bracket, a coupling screw and a flexible coupling ring. The

flexible coupling ring allows for slight misalignment between the module

and load table, see Figure [5.1.4.1].

This design of load table provides a mcdul.e test facility, from which the

dynamic and static Performance can be assessed. The super ball bushing and

rail arrangement should ensure that the effects of external friction are
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consistent and smaI l, in magnitude. The design of the carriage coupling

arrangement and the bushing pillar blocks allows any slight misalignment

between the mcx1ule and the load table to be accomodated without; Inf.Luenc.inq

the perf'ormance, The main design criteria, for the load table, was to

provide the ability to statically load a r'anqe of rrcdules, where the load

could be considered as having a purely inertial loading effect, without

cantilever loading of the actuator or rrcdule slideway.

5.1.5. LOAD PULLEY

The ' load pulley', which is shown in Figure [5. 1 .5.1 ], is designed to

provide 'axial' loading of the mcdule under test. The test configuration is

shown in Figure [8.5.1.1]. This test configuration allows assymetric axial

loading of t.he mcdule. A design criteria of the load test facilities was to

allow the Performance of position control strategies to be analysed with a

variety of static loads, it was not designed to assess the mechanical

rigidity and stiffness of the Martonair translation slideways.

The load pulley consists of a nylon cord, an adaptor plate to interface

to the mcdule, a load hanger and the pulley block. The pulley block

consists of an aluminium U-bracket, for attachment to the test table and

two support arms. Onto the support arms are mounted the two pulleys, as

shown, which run in ball races. The Perimeter of the smaller pulley is

arranged to align axially with the mcdule under examination.

5. 1 .6. EXTERNAL DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER

A linear displacement transducer is mounted to the surface of the test

table. The transducer is set up so the moving head is offset but has

parallel and axial alignment with the load table. It can be used to provide
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a means of calibrating the pos i.tion transducer and transmission system of

any mcdul.e under test. Alternatively it can be used during an evaluation,

and having a resolution three times better than that; of the conventional

feedback system, can be used to provide Improved data resolution for

realtime control.

'The linear transducer selected was a Heidenhain LS513 incremental

displacement transducer. 'The movement of the modul,e is transferred to the

transducers' moving head by a coupling arm which directly connects between

the rrodul,e mounting surface and the transducer. 'The operating principle of

the LS linear transducer is shown in Figure [5. 1 .6.1 ]. It is analogous to

the rotary optical incremental encoder , A precision glass scale,

manufactured using the Heidenhain diadur process, is the measuring

standard: the LS513 scale has a line grating pitch of 40 microns.

Measurement is achieved by photoelectric scanning of the scale via an index

plate and an emitter and receiver pair. 'These receivers generate per.iodi,c

signals when the scanning/moving head is displaced relative to the scale.

'This scanning produces two quadrative trains of output pulses and a

reference or marker pulse. 'The output pulses are in fact sinusoidal in form

but are squared by signal conditioning electronics in the scanning head.

'The square wave quadrative pulse trains so produced can be processed in a

similar manner to that used with rotary encoder. Using such an approach a

position resolution of 10 microns can be obtained fran the LS513

displacement t.ransducer , A cross section through the transducer (Figure

[5.1.6.2]) shows the internal details of the device, the scale is cemented

to a steel carrier bar and is mounted in an aluminium extrusion which also

acts as a guideway for the scanning head. To function correctly the

scanning head, when mounted to some external carrier, must align precisely
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with the scale. Full specification, mounting and operational details are

given in the Heidenhain catalogue.

5.2. BRITISH STANDARDS BASED EVALUATIONS

It was necessary to devise a standard evaluation procedure which could be

used to analyse and compare the performance of mcxlules whilst making design

changes in control strategy or control system hardware. In an attempt to

control experimental conditions and madrrtain consistency and reliability of

results a set procedure had to be adopted.

A British Standard, BS4151 :1967, entitled 'Method of Evaluating Pneumat.i,c

Valve Positioners with Input Signal of 3 to 15psi (gauge)', was used as the

basi.s for a test procedure designed to measure quantitatively the static

performance of any single degree of freedom positioning syste.rn. The use of

this procedure coupled wi t.h the use of standard measures of dynamic

psrformance (relating to the transient response) has enabled data to be

compiled and analysed to achieve the following;

(a) a comparative study of alternative realtime control

strategies,

(b) a study of the robustness of a control strategy

wi th respect to the drive system (eg change in

actuator, valve, load and pneumatic operational

conditions) r

(c) performance comparisons to be made with respect to

change in control system hardware elements (eg

position transducer resolution r valve control

resolution, etc), and

(d) assessments to be made with respect to the overall
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suitability of any particular control strategy for

subsequent commercialisation.

BS4151 :1967 relates specifically to pnewnatic valve positioners, but the

measures of perforrrance defined by the standard in tenus of 'linearity',

'repeatability' and 'hysteresis' coupled with the mefhcdol.cqy defined for

assessing such characteristics, is appropriate for the design and

assessment of perforrrance for any single degree of freedom positioning

system.

5. 2. 1 • EVALUATICN PROCEOORE

'The evaluation procedure was designed in two sections; one to quantify

the static performance using measures defined in the BS4151 and the other

to quantify the dynamic response. The dynamic response test is less well

defined in BS4151 thus a software based test procedure was devised: fhe

measures of dynamic perforrrance being chosen from those used in

conventional control system transient response analysis.

5.2.1.1. STATIC PERFDRMANCE

'The static behaviour of the positioning system is assessed wi th the

folloNing test procedure, which is defined in BS4151: the available stroke

of the actuator is divided into seven equal Lenqfhs , (see Figure

[5 . 2. 1 •1 ] ) r by selecting eight appropriate 'set points'. 'The bI,O outer set

points are turning points and are used as a reference for change in

direction during a test. 'The six inner set points are the active positions

from whi.ch test data is compiled. The set-point sequence, whi.ch is

prograrrmed into the prototype microcomputer controller, involves 14

positions: this being necessary so that during one complete sequence each
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active set point is approached in roth directions. A typical test prog-ram

sequence is illustrated in Figure [5.2.1.1].

Each test sequence is proqranmed so fhat; it is repeated 'N' times

(typically N=10) to produce statistically valid data. The evaluation

software stores the 'desired position', the 'actual position' achieved and

calculates the 'absolute error'. This data is stored for each set point,

tog-ether with the positioning time, tp (which is evaluated using a

specially developed software algorithm). At the conclusion of a test

prog-ram the mean position for each set point is calculated, tog-ether with

the position variance (the sum of the squares of absolute error) and the

mean positioning time. The calculations are based on the following formula,

Mean position ~ =LX/N ---(5.2.1)

Position e.....rror variance

Mean positioning time

~p = ~tP/N

where N = number of test repeats,

and x = setpoint
d

---(5.2.2)

---(5.2.3)

Software was also included to provide a s~~ of each test sequence

with associated data for each test be.inq stored in memory so that at L'1e

conclusion of a satisfactory test, surrrrnary tables can be obtained in hard

copy form using a terminal printer. All the test data compiled and stored

in memory can l:B accessed with use of a 'statistical data menu' which is

one of the sub-level menus of the evaluation software. If an error occurs

during a test sequence (for example due to an unacceptably long positioning
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time because of some drift problem) then an error flag will be indicated in

the test summary tables.

Before an evaluation can take place it is necessary to set the

experimental/control conditions and the control Parameters associated with

a control strategy.

When conducting perform:mce testing the following steps are followed:

(a) down-loading to the target system of the appropriate

version of real-time control software,

(b) setting the ITKXlule 'attitude' and 'load condition',

(c) settLDg the desired air supply conditions,

(d) setting the correct valve 'dither' (if required),

(e) initialising the displacement transducer

interface and 'nulling' the proportional valve,

and(f) proqrarmunq the evaluation set-point sequence and

initialising any measurement instrumentation.

The 'control parameters' required are dependant upon the real-time

strategy being employed, ie each control strategy has characteristic loop

gains, sampl.inq intervals, etc which must be defined. The design of the

control strategy and control system gains must be known so that the

appropriate control parameters can be defined. A typical selection of

control parameters would include:

(a) sampling interval,

(b) proportional error gain,

(c) saturation levels,

and (d) positioning 'dead-band'.

For an evaluation to be canpleted successfully 'control parameters' must

be selected such that the modu.Le under test can always achieve the desired
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in-position tolerance and it should be able to reach the setpoint within a

defined time period. If these criteria are not met fhen the evaluation

be "'d th' 't-' ., th' 't-' , t'comes lnva~l as .e posl~lon error varlance r or e poSl....lomng lffie

variance' will overflow. In either case an error flag will be placed in the

sumnary data table.

5.2.1.2. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

The dynamic performance or transient response evaluation procedure 'Was

designed to cx::xnpliment the static performance analysis procedure defined in

BS4151. Analysis of control systems in the time dorrain via measurement of

the transient response and other state variables (eg velocity) is well

defined. It 'Was necessary to devise a test sequence which could be run in

'single-step' mode to allow recordings and measurement.s to be taken

representing a cross section of 'point-to-point' moves within different

regions of the actuator stroke: thereby al.Lowinq the influence of 'length

of stroke' and 'actuator position' on the transient response to be

quantified.

The test sequence for a dynamic performance evaluation would, typically,

involve six set-points and a program sequence of nine positions, which

includes set-up positions. An example of selected set-points and the

program test sequence is given in Figure [5.2.1.2] for a module stroke

length of 21000 pulses. In a dyn&nic response test the moves can be

categorised in "b'rree classes dependant; upon the stroke length;

(a) long moves( >= 75% full stroke)

(b) medium moves( >= 25% full stroke & <= 50% full stroke)

(c) short moves( <= 25% full stroke)

The evaluation soft'Ware associated with dynamic response testing carries
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out several functions. The system calculates the velocity of the mc:dule

every sampling interval, stores the maximum velocity attained during any

single move displaying the value and calculates and stores any other

desired Performance indice. During each position control cycle, the

evaluation system stores data (associated with a sampling interval) which

includes corrmand signal, velocity, acceleration, proportional term, and

position error of the m:x1ule under test. This data can be accessed from the

,statistics' menu and a hard copy taken.

This data can subsequently be used to give the relationship between the

control signal and the state variables of the mc:dule, assuming that values

of velocity and acceleration calculated are representative of the true

states. This data can also be used to confirm or ot.herwi.se the integrity

of a control strategy.
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5. 2. 2. QJA.1'ffATIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES

A ranqe of quantative performance measures have been adopted f rom BS4151

for the analysis of static performance data and oD~er conventional measures

used to analyse the dynami.c perfonnance data. The quantative measures used

to analyse the static perfonnance data are defined below, these are;

(a) Average depart.ure fran linearity

This is defined as the arithmetic mP~ of the deviation fran linearity at

each pcd.nt; of measurement; and is considered seperately for positive and

negative moves. The reference for linearity is defined as the straight line

between the points corresponding to the average of the ten position repeats

at the innerrrost set-point and the point corresponding to the average of

the ten position repeats at the outennost set-point.

Average dep3.rture frau linearity is expressed as one value for all

positive noves , and one value for" all negative moves and has dimensions of

millimetres. This measure of linearity is norrrally obtained by plotting

the mean pos i.tion error against set-point and constructing a 'linearity

line' •

Linearity = [2!x
l-

~)] IN ---(5.2.2.1)

where x is pos.it.lon defined by linearity line
I

and x is mean posLtLon achieve::1

(b) Hysteresis

This is defined as the algebraic difference between the two arithmetic

means of the deviations from linearity found for the same set.-pcdnt; when

approached from opposite directions, and is expressed in millimetres. This

measure of hysteresis is normally obtained from fhe mean pos i.t.Lon error
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against sec-pofnt; plot, hysteresis is the mean outstroke error minus the

mean instroke error.

Hysteresis = {L( ~. - ~ )}IN
lS os

(c) RePeatability

---(5.2.2.2)

This is defined as the root mean square deviation from set-roint for a

sequence of posi t.i.ons where the sequence is repeated 'N' times, with values

for roth posi.tlve and negative moves and has dimensions of millimetres.

\' - 2 1/2
Repeatability = ({~(xd - x ) }IN)

where x is desired position (or seti-paint.)
d

---(5.2.2.3)

A profile of repeatability is obtained by plotting the pos.i.trion error

standard deviation against seti-pcdnt ,

(d) Accuracy

This is defined as the w~ deviation from the set-point, for a

sequence of poait.i.ons where the sequence is repeated 'N' times. Accuracy

has dimensions of millimetres.

(e) Deadband

This is defined as the region about a set-roint within which the 'control

system' can be defined as 'in-position'.

(f) step resolution

This is defined as the minimum step change in the set-point to which the

system can respond.

The quantative measures used for the analysis of the dynami.c performance

are defined below, these are

(a) Maximum Velocity

This is defined as the maximum velocity measured during any point to
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po.int; ITDve. It must be quaLi.f'Led in terms of Lenqrh of ITDve and loa.d

conditions.

(b) Mea..'1 Positioning Velocity (MPV)

'This is defi.ned as the average value of velocity at.tained during any

given £X)int-to-£X)int move. It must; be qua.l i.fi.ed in terms of length of move

and load conditions.

(c) Positioning 'I'irne (tp)

'This is definoo as the total time taken to complete a given

po.lnt.-Lo-pcdnt; move. It is used to indicate cycle times and is nonrally

quaLi.f i.ed in terms of length of ITDve and the load conditions.

Additional quantitive measures (or indices) of dynamic r'esponse (that are

conventionally us00 with relation to transient response) have been used,

'These indices are described be.low with reference to Figure [5.2.2.1] which

shows a typical transient response. 'These indices include;

(a) time lag, tl - this is the time requi.red to

res£X)nd to a step canmand.

(b) delay time, td - this is the time requi.red to reach

50% of the step canmand.

(c) rise time, tr - this is the time requi.red to cover

a pre-determinoo percentage of step

(typically 10% to 90% for overdampej

systems, and 0% to 100% for

underdampe:::l systems).

(d) peak t.ime , tpk - this is the time requiroo to reach

the peak of the res£X)nse •

(e) peak overshoot, mp- this is the percentage difference

between the peak time r'esponse and
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the steady state output.

(f) settlLDg tLme, tst- this is the time required for the

r'esponse to reach and stay within a

specified tolerance (typically 2 or

5% of the step COtLma11d).

Using such indices the transient response for a system can be defined.

other indices that can be used for analysis of system response include,

Integral square error (ISE), Integral absolute error (IAE), LDtegral time

absolute error (ITAE), and. Integral time square error (ITSE).

Using any of these indices can simplify the design procedure by reducing

the number of variables in r'esponse analysis to a straightforward procedure

of seekinq to minimise the· applied index. In the analysis of transient

response IAE has been used in addition to the other performance measures.

Any of the perfonnance indices discussed can be used in ' learning'

strategies where the indice is the measure of dynamic response, For any

quantitive perforrrance measure it is desirable for the indice to

demonstrate properties such as sensitivity to parameter variation,

selectiveness, and ease of implementation.

Measures of 'constancy' of the system, as defined in BS4151, were not

considered to be within the scope of this research study at Loughborough,

but this work has been undertaken by Martonair during pre-production

trials.

5.3. EVALUATION' SOFIWARE

The evaluation software described in. this. section was produced in

liru~able software modules to provide a partially automated test

environment, which used in conjunction wi th test hardware, allows a
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comprehensive evaluation of posf.t.i.on control systems to be carried out. The

software achieves L~~iate analysis of some of the test data while other

data is stored in memory for post; analysis. All the evaluation software

modules are written in Texas Instruments Assembler code which are then

assembled to produce object code modules; the modules are then linked to

produce the canplete evaluation package. The modular configuration of the

software allows the I realtime control module I to be changed very easily,

thereby facilitating assessment of alternative versions of control

strategy. This structure also allows additional features to be Incorporated

wi thin new modules, without the need for maj or changes to other stand alone

modules. In this way the software developnent cycle is reduced and

documentation is simplified.

The evaluation system was designed to produce statistically valid

experimental data, whilst allowing the efficient design and analysis of

pnelliIB.tic motion control systems.

The evaluation package as indicated is divided into modul.es which each

achieve a specific function or utility. At a lower level the modules can be

divided into sub-routines that process individual tasks.

5.3. 1 • MENU DRIVEN EVALUATION SYS'IEM INTERFACE

The evaluation software is driven using a series of screen based menus to

simplify the operational procedure for the user. The forrrat of the menu

structure is shown in Figure [5.3.1]. The operator enters a character

dependant upon the facility required, the facility is executed or the next

detailed menu associated with this facility. is displayed. Once a facility

has been executed it may be necessary for the operator to input more

detailed Lnformat.Lon , for example in the selection of control system gains.
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If no operator input is required the facility when canpleted returns

control to the calling menu.

This menu driven interface a.LLows fhe operator access to any of fhe

facilities in any sequence. In t.hi.s way the operator can define the

required program 'test sequence', the mode of operation and the number of

sequence r'epeat.s and fhe associated a:mtrol p:rrameters. The operator can

then initialise the enc:xXler Int.erface, 'null' the proportional valve, and

also drive the module under open-loop conditions or in closed-loop 'teach I

mode. _Once the evaluation test program has been run, and the data has been

compiled, this perfonnance data can be processed under control of the

'statistical data' menu thereby allowing the data to be recorded and output

in several forrrats as required.

In the autanatic mode, testing is under control of the 'drive sequencing

module' which issues 'desired position' ccmmands for each move (Yd) on a

handshake basis to the realtime control module: each new desired position

corrmand is transmitted on receipt of an 'in-position' response from the

realtime control module. 'In-position' is signalled when the

servo-mechanism has entered the controller deadband and maintains zero

velocity for a fixed interval. The 'statistics' and 'diagnostics' module is

used for the display, storage and limited statistical analysis of data

relating to the static and dynamic performance of the drive. During a test

run, a number of syste.m variables (such as position error, mean positioning

velocity, etc.• ) are displayed on the VDU while the instantaneous value of

other variables (such as position, calculated velocity, controller output

corrmand, etc.. ) can be output as a function of time through digital to

analogue converters to a display.
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5 • 3. 2. EVALUATION SOFrtlARE MJIXJLES

The evaluation software package was designed so that it can be used in a

complete RAM memory environment, where the program would be downloaded from

disc as required. Alternatively the same modules can be configured to

produce an EPROM version. It was such a version of the evaluation software

that was used to provide Martonair with an inhouse evaluation facility. The

fully Linked object code of the RAt\! version is known as : RAMPRG/OBJ, where

the EPROM version is known as ROMPRG/OBJ. They contain all the same

m:dules but are configured differently to produce the desired ROM/RAM

memory split. The software modules are listed in Table [5.3.2].

TABLE (5.3.2)

EVALUATION SOFTWARE r-VIXJLES

:sm/SRC
: ffiVJ.CLC/SRC
:ca.VJ.m/ SRC
:a:MJUT/SRC
:DIAG/SRC
:INIT/SRC
: RAtTv1/SRC
:ROM/SRC
:RTC/SRC
:STAT/SRC
:SUA/SRC
:SUB/SRC
:SUBC/SRC

Initialisation
Communications Control
Co.1Tflunications Input
Communications Output
Diagnostics Monitor
Memory Initialisation
Evaluation Variables
Evaluation Constants
Realt.ime Control
Statistics Package
)
) General Sub-routines
)
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The funct.i.on of each modul,e is described below:

(a) :sm/

This mcdul.e contains a single sub-routine 'SEI'-UP' and is the first

routine that runs once the evaluation program is executed. The mcdule

initialises fhe control system hardware to a known state, it resets any

registers and interrupts vectors, it starts fhe interval timer and then

determines the sense of the brake mechanism on the mcdule.

(b) : crMCLC/

This mcdule contains the data conversion sub-routines 'HEXDEC' and

, DEX::HEX'. These sub-routines are used by - all the other m:x:Iules which

communicate data to or f rcm the operator. The 'HEXDEC' routine takes an

hexadecirrB.l input and prcduces a decimal conversion. The 'DECHEX' routine

takes a decirral input and prcduces a hexadecimal conversion.

(c) :CCMIN/

This mcdule contains the operator input canmunication sub-routines.

These include the 'PRCGRAM S:ECUfli!CE' routine which is used to set the test

program setpoint sequence; the 'PARAMETER TUNING' routine used to set and

ed.Lt; the control parameters associated with a particular control strategy;

the 'CDN'IDUR EDIT' routine which can be used to generate/edit values in the

proportional term-error contour; and the 'DECIMAL INPUT' routine which is

usffi to process decimal input by the operator.

(d) : CQ.\10UT/

This mcdule contains the operator output communication sub-routines.

Included here is a 'RTC DATA O/p' routine which outputs data in pseudo

realtime to the VDU during each point-to-point move. Another sub-routine,

'MOVE SUMMA..-qy', is used to output the error status at the end of a move.

The final sub-routine in G~is mcdule is the 'LIST PRXRAM' routine which
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lists the current sec-potnt; sequence.

(e) :DIAG/

This mo:lule contains a single sub-routine wh.i.ch collates the stored

diagnostics data, concerning the last move, and outputs this data in the

form of a table to the tenuinal or printer.

(f) :INIT/

This mo:lule contains a single sub-routine 'INITIALISE' and asscx:::iated

data which is necessary to initialise RAM memory areas. This RQ'1 to RAJ:.1

transfer Ls only necessary once C!fter power UP.l and then only when working

with fhe evaluation software residing in EPRCM memory.

(g) :RJ1M/

This modul.e contains all the data associated with the evaluation

software and all the designated workspaces. The data includes default

conditions for all registers, control parameters, and the pr'oport.i.ona.L tenn

error look-up table.

(h) :RCJ:.1/

This mo:lule contains operator message prc:mpt data strings for the

menus and error flags. This section can reside completely in a ROt1 area of

memory.

(L) :RTC/

This mo:lule contains the 'REAL TL'1E CON'IROJ..J' sub-routine in which

resides the control algorithm. This realtime control mo:lule is executed

under; the control of the interval timer and functions as an interrupt

service routine. The control strategies implemented are detailed in

Chapter (8).

(j) :STAT/

This mo:lule contains the sub-routines associated with storage and the
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processinq of this test data. The module includes a 'DATA S'IDRAGE' routine;

a 'STATISTICS CALCULATION' routine; an 'CUTPUT RAW DATA' routine; and a

'DIAGNOSTICS OUl'PUT' routine.

(k) :SUA/

This modul,e contains a number of sub-routines for the control of the

menu system which are related to one anofher ; these include a 'MENU SPACE'

routine; a 'MENU REPLY & SELEcrION' routine; and other input control

functions.

(1) :SOO/

This module contains a number of :"sub-routines, they include the

following:

(i) the 'SID' INTERVAL TIMER' routine,

(ii) the 'BRAKE: TOGGLE' routine,

(iii) the 'DAC OUTPUT' routine,

(iv) the 'CXJUNTER READ' routine,

(v) the 'RUN PR03RAL\1' routine,

(vi) the 'CCXJNTER INITIALISE' routine,

(vii) the 'COUNTER ZERO' routine,

(viii) the 'NULL VALVE' routine,

(ix) the 'DISPLAY STATUS' routine,

and (x) a 'MAL'WAL VALVE mi'-J"'TROL' routine which is

used to control the proportional valve in

open-loop mode.

(m) :SOOC/

This module contains additional sub-routines that have been included

in the suite of evaluation software. These include:

(i) the 'AU'ID VALVE NULL' routine which, with the module somewhere in
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mid-stroke, will drive the mcdule a set distance forward and fhen reverse,

and fran this determine fhe 'null' of the propor't.Lona.L valve, and

(ii) the 'TEAc;:q' routine which will drive the modul.e under close::1-loop

control, the speed belnq determined by the size of set-point step

increment, which is set by the operator fran fhe keyboard (fast [f] or slow

[s] ). Using -the 'TEACH' routine the mcdule under test is driven forward or

in reverse fran the keyl:oa.rd, and will stop when no input is given. At any

point the axis position can be loaded into the set-point proqram table

thereby providing a means of teaching a sequence of set-points.

The evaluation software - is fully detailed and f Iowchar't.ed in Moore

[1986] •
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01API'ER 6

PNEUMATIC PROPORTIONAL SERVO-VALVES

6 • Th"'TRODUCITCN

L'1. fh.i.s chapter the design and use of a I proport.Lonal servo-valve I will

be considered. In a fluid power' syste.rn the proportional servo-valve

provides direction and flow control of the working fluid. The design of

various types of proport.Lonal, servo-valve and their characteristics have

been assessed by Turnbull [1976]. Control of pneumat.i.c servo-drives is

always achieved by means of servo-valve

compressors cannot be used.

6.1. TYPES OF PROPORTIONAL SERVO-VALVE

as variable displacement

Figure [ 6 .1] illustrates the elements of the proportional valve, which

are necessary irrespective of the working medium. The 'input signal' which

is normally of low power, is provided by the control system, and is

normally an electrical quantity (current or voltage) but it can also take a

mechanical form. The 'valve actuator or manipulator' converts the 'input

signal' • +-In....o a mechanical displacement of the 'metering device I. In a

conventional valve the electric signal is amplified and converted into a

fluid power signal by the 'valve actuator' and 'metering device' The 'valve

actuation' can take rrany forms and these include torque motors,

proportional solenoids,and stepper motors.

The metering device controls the flow rate and the direction of the

working fluid. It can consist of many different designs, but more

fundamentally it can meter the working fluid in one or two directions
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dependant upon the category of the valve (three of five port).

Conventionally a five-port valve is necessary to control a double actuating

cylinder: a supply port, two exhaust ports, and two control port.s (one for

each control volume). A three port valve can be used to control a single

acting cylinder, or one side of a double acting cylinder.

The ' metering device' design normally determines the valves'

characteristics and the classification of the valve. Particularly when a

hydraulic working fluid is used, the 'metering device' will often be

designed as a multi-stage unit, where at each stage further amplification

of the 'output signal' will take place. This is necessary due to the high

flow forces that can be present when working with hydraulic fluids at high

operating pressures, (Burrows [1972]).

It is poss.ibl.e to classify most types of proportional valve by their

basic design, which depends mainly on their operating principle and to a

lesser ext.ent , on their geanetry (McCloy and Martin [1980]). One of the

rrore conventional classifications that has been adopted is as follows:

(i) SingLe stage valves, which include;

(a) S]?CX)l and sleeve,

(b) Rotary spool.,

(c) Split spcol.,

(d) Sliding plate,

(e) Rotary plate, and

(f) Askania.

(ii) 'Iwo stage valves, which include;

(a) DoubIe sp:)Ol,

(b) Nozzle flapper sp:)Ol,

(c) Ibuble nozzle flapper s]?CX)l,
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(d) Plate spool, and

(e) Askania spool.

(iii) Three stage valves

In these specialist three stage valves an additional spool stage is

nonnally added to the conventional two-stage valve.

6.2. SPOOL AND SLEEVE VALVES

The most corrronl.y used mcxiulating valve configuration is a spool and

sleeve valve. The features of valves of this type are shown in Figure

[6.2.1]. Here the spool is displaced relative to the sleeve by either

mechanical means, a torque motor, a solenoid working against a spring, or a

pair of solenoids in a push and pull mcxie, (normally spring centralised).

The spool-sleeve valve may be used as part of a multi-stage valve.

Axial movement of the spool covers and uncovers interconnecting ports.

Port covering is provided by lands, or full diameter sections on the spool

wi th intervening waist sections which provide port interconnection through

the sleeve.

Spool-sleeve valves can be made with the spool lands either

"underlapped", "overlapped", or "critically lapped" with their associated

sleeve ports. Critical lapping is also known as a zero-lap condition. The

effect of land lap on valve characteristics is discussed by Botting et al

[1970], and its ultimate effect on valve design is considered.

6.2. 1 • SPOOL-SLEEVE SERVO-VALVE CHARAcrERISTICS

Spool-sleeve combinations are generally designed to give a linear

characteristic such that the flow rate from the valve is directly

proportional to the input signal or spool displacement. A typical
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Figure (6.2.1) Spool and Sleeve Valve
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'spool-sleeve' valve arrangement is shawn in Figure [6.2.1].

The valve flow rate 'Q' is a function of the following:

Q = f (X, Pv, w)

where'Q' is the valve flow rate

'X' is the valve spool displacement

------(6.2.1)

"Pv ' is the pressure drop across the control ports

and'w' is a parameter relating the area of the port to the valve travel

If the valve is to have a linear flow characteristic, then it is

necessary for 'w' to remain constant. This implies rectangular or armular

ports are necessary. However, valves with circular ports are easy to

manufacture.

It is often necessary to express the characteristics of the servo-valve,

and it is convenient to express in terms of valve coeffti.c'ient.s , for

example;

Gq = SQ I
- Volumetric flow gain

SX Pi

Gp = SP I - Pressure gain or pressure
sensitivity

SX Qi

Gqp = SQ - Volumetric flow pressure
coefficient

SP Xi

C1 = SM - Ma.ss flow gain

SX Pi

C2 = SM - Ma.ss flow-pressure
coefficient

SP Xi

In pneumatic systems the power medium is canpressible as opposed to a

hydraulic system where the fluid can often be considered to be

incompressible: this accounts for differe.l'1ces in the behaviour of pneumatic
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and hydraulic systems. For example, when air is intrc::duced into a cylinder

when the valve is opened, then sufficient gas must flow into the cylinder

chamber to increase the pressure and build up the force to overcome any

static friction. In hydraulic systems a very small valve displacement will

cause an almost immediate pressure rise in the cylinder.

Hence hydraulic systems have a rapid initial response whilst the

pneumatic systems exhibit significant time delays. The pneumatic system

will also exhibit limited stiffness, especially to external load

disturbances. Pneurnatic systems are sensitive to friction as a result of

the time taken for pressure build up due to the compressibility. The effect

of coulaub friction on pneumatic systems was demonstrated by Shearer

[1954]. It was shown that low levels of coulanb£riction were sufficient to

cause a significant dwell in output during the reversal of the actuator.

One possible solution is to use valve dither to overcome coulomb friction

acting on the load and valve (Hattori [1980]). This will be discussed in a

later section of this chapter.

6.2.2. VALVE SPCX)L FRIcrrOO

The power and force available to move the valve spool within the sleeve

are normally small being limited by the desire to keep size, weight, and

cost of fhe operating mechanism to a minimum. It is therefore essential

that frictional forces are kept to a minimum. This is Particularly

important when using low pressure air as the working medium because the

compressible nature of the fluid makes such systems very susceptible to the

influence of frictional forces. It is necessary to ensure that there is

adequate force available to accelerate the mass of the spool, and to

overcome any viscous friction and reaction forces. With a pneumatic
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servo-valve the reaction forces, if the sfXX)1 is designed syrrunetrically,

should be quite low, and by definition of a gas medium the natural viscous

friction will be quite small. Because of this a spool.-al.eeve valve for a

pneumat.i.c servo operating at low pressures (less than 10 bar) can function

successfully using a 'single stage' design. This is obviously desirable as

the simplicity of the valve is maintained and the cost kept to a minimum.

The term 'stiction' is norrrally used to describe the solid friction force

which must be overcome before the spool. will move and this is usually due

to dirt particles, the lack of geometrical perfection, the quality of the

surface finish, and the axial alignment of the spool, and sleeve. Early

investigations on the effects of dirt particles on the performance of the

spool. valve is discussed by Alcock [1947]. He shows that the valve will

operate successfully even when particle size exceeds the radial clearance

between the spool, and sleeve, as long as no metal burrs or chips are

present. Particularly, if dither is used to reduce friction effects it is

Impor-tant; to ensure that excessive wear between the spool and sleeve does

not take plaoe.

lack of lubrication in the working fluid can also cause poor

characteristics. A simple method of reducing the stiction effects is to

use narrow lands. Such an approach was used in the design of the Ma.rtonair

proportional servo-valve used for the investigations described in this

thesis. Eynon [1960] suggests a method for land width design, a typical

sp::ol land is shown in Figure [6.2.2.1].
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6.3. PROPORTIONAL SERVO-VALVE ACTUATION

Single stage prop:>rtional servo-valve actuation can be produced in

several ways, which include mechanical linkage, e Lect.ro-maqnet.i.c force from

an analog signal, and e.Lect.ro-maqnet.Lc force from a digital conmand.

Mechanical linkage is used in proportional valves used in I pneumatic

positioners I, where fhe spool pos i.t.Lon is adjusted dependant upon the

location of a lever feedb3.ck mechanism.

El.ect.ro-maqnet.i.c operation of a proport.Ional, valve can take one of

several forms, a torque motor where the torque produced by the motor is

pr:oportional to the current applied, a proportriona'L solenoid where the

force produced is proportional to the current applied iana]:ogues to a

linear torque motor), and a oonventional motor providing either torque or

force (such as a stepper motor).

6.3. 1 • PROPORTIONAL SOLENOID

During this research study a proportional valve, using solenoid actuation

of the spool, has evolved and is now marketed by Ma.rtonair (SPGB 18913).

This solenoid is manufactured by the Einessern solenoid cornpany, and is a de

wet pin regulating solenoid (Type GRFY 035). An oil irrunersed (wet)

solenoid (designed for regulating control valves at up to 350 bar), will

provide a force in proportion to the current applied.

The solenoid is flange mounted to the valve body. The solenoid is single

acting and operates in a push mode against a return spring in b'l.e valve.

The solenoid operating characteristics are shown in Figures [6.3.1.1] (a),

(b), and (c) where the force/stroke graph, force/cUrrent graph, and the

force/time graph are depicted. The solenoid provides 4rnrn of stroke, but
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Figure (6.3.1.1) Proportional Solenoid Characteristics
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only 2mm of the availale stroke provides a proportional force/current;

relationship. The available force becomes insignificant beyond the initial

2mrn. The lirnited proparti.onaI stroke of the solenoid imposes a limitation

on the valve operational characteristics. It imposes a saturation on the

fully open port size of the valve (which limits the flow capacity of the

valve). When the solenoid is fitted on the valve body,if it is not adjusted

so that the valve 'null' occurs in the middle of the proportional range of

the solenoid then an asymnetry in valve saturation levels will occur. This

phenanena is illustrated in the transient responses discussed subsequently.

The solenoid is rated to operate at up to 0.68 amps at between 24v and 30v

dc, and has a specified hysteresis of 3% force and 3.5% current. The

dimensions of the MSM solenoid are given in Figure [6.3. 1.2]. The1:la.ndwidth

of the proportional solenoid operated servo-valve with blocked load ports

is about 60 hz for a constant amplitude input signal of 100 rnA(p-p) as

shown in Figure [6.3.1.3].

6.3.2. DIGITAL LINEAR STEPPER MaIOR

The proportional servo-valve can be used with an alternative form of

actuation and during this research project a proportional valve using a

digital linear actuator was constructed and tested. This digital linear

actuator consists of a stepper motor which was modified to incorporate an

internally threaded rotor fitted with a leadscrew shaft. When energised

with a standard four phase sequence, bi-directional control of fhe shaft is

obtained, with linear increments of 0.001 or 0.0005 inches depending on the

translator mode used (half or full step actuation). Microstepping could be

used to improve the resolution of sp::xJl positioning but this would include

significant cost penalties.
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Figure (6.3.1.2) Proportional Solenoid
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There is a wide range of manufacturers fran which to select an

appropriate proport.LonaI solenoid, but this does not appear to be the case

for digital linear actuators (Ekere [1984]). A large number of

rnanufacturers produce variants of the stepper rrotor , but it 'WOuld have been

necessary to develop a suitable rotary to linear transmission to make use

of a standard stepper notor , It was decided to purchase a corrnerc.LaLl.y

available digital linear actuator which could be used directly when

suitably mounted on the valve body,

The actuator selected for this study is manufactured by Airpax (USA), and

distributed in the U.K. by Mclennan. From the 92000 series, a L92411

digital linear actuator was chosen. The actuator is shown in Plate [6.3.2].

A diagram of the valve and digital actuator is shown in Figure L6.3.2. 1 ] •

M::trtonair have also produced prototype variants of the digitally operated

valve using the smaller L92121 and K92211 actuators, which can be driven

directly from a proprietary I.e. driver. This has cost advantages but

imposes limitations on the flexibility of the interface. To maximise

flexibility when evolving mot.i.on control strategies a decision was made to

purchase the more powerful L92411 actuator and to interface to the device

using the Mclennan EL'1162 translator which enables higher step rates by

employing drive pulse ramping techniques (using the Mclennan :EM211 'pulse

buffer module') and an L/2R drive configuration. Another advantage was that

the translator allowed the motor to be controlled in half step mode, which

.was important in that it allowed an improvement in linear resolution (this

being particularly important when close to the valve null).

The two methods used to interface to the digital linear actuators are

shown in Figure [6.3.2.2], where mode (2) is used for the L94211 actuator.

When used in full step mode the digital actuator gives a resolution of
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PLATE (6.3.2) SERVO-VALVE ASSEMBLY - DIGITAL OPERATION
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Figure (6.3.2.2) Methods of Interfacing the Digital Linear Actuator
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approximately 6 bits wi.th.in the 2rrm working range. This is improved to 7

bit resolution when using half-step mode. The digital actuator has reduced

resolution when compared with the proportional solenoid, but it does enable

the full flow characteristics of fhe valve to be achieved as sufficient

stroke is available to fully displace the spool.

6.4. USE OF DITHER IN SERVO-VALVE AcruATION

It has been found, by experirnentation, that sluggish jerking motion

within a position control system can be caused by non-linear friction

forces within the positioning system (Hattori M. [1980]). When using fluidic

actuators, such as proportional valves and cylinders, valve spool stiction

and seal friction can be a rrajor factor in producing non-linear friction

characteristics. Other factors that also influence friction characteristics

include the slideway bearings and the external load. With dc/ac servo

motors the same effect is produced by varying torque components with

changes in anqul.ar position (Hattori M [1980]).

The use of a relatively high frequency dither component superimposed upon

the system input conmand signal, helps to significantly reduce the effects

of non-linear friction forces upon the system. In this way the position

control system is made more sensitive to changes in input commands,

oparat.inq response speed is irnproved and hysteresis is substantially

reduced in the valve.

The value of amplitude and frequency of the dither component is critical

to its effectiveness upon the position control system. The dib'1er source

used in this research study is a sinusoidal waveform, the amplitude (a)

necessarily produces a force component greater than is required to overcome

the friction present within the overall positioning system. The frequency
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of the dither is necessarily greater than the natural frequency of the

posf.t.Loni.nq system. In this research study dither was only used with the

solenoid operated valve via the analog interface.

'Ihe value of the df.ther source used is in the region of 20 to 100 hz with

O. 9 volts (peak. to peak.) ampl i tude. These values were detennined by a

variety of experimental tests carried out when using the servo-valve. The

reduction in the level of hysteresis present was chosen as a measure of the

effectiveness of the dither input amplitude and frequency setting. The

reduction in hysteresis levels present within the valve indicates the

degree to which stiction has been overcome. The optimal level of dither

amplitude and frequency required will vary as the control system Parameters

are altered (eg valve actuator type, slideway type, load, etc).

Disadvantages of using dither include; (i) air consumption is increased,

(ii) wear in the valve can result, and (iii) ambient noise levels are

increased.

6.5. CDMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE PNEUMATIC PROPORTIONAL SERVO-VALVES

Exploitation of pneumatic motion control systems has been restricted by a

number of factors, as previously discussed. Of the limited attention such

control systems have received much of the work involved the use of

bang-bang motion control techniques (reviewed in Chapter (4)). The early

studies on pneumatic prop:Jrtional valve controlled servo-systems utilised

either hydraulic system prop:Jrtional .valves or special purpose designed

valves such as the plate valve (Shearer [1954]).

'lhis trend has been a function of the limited commercial availability of

suitable propor-t.Lonal, servo-valves. Of the valves now available, selection

is limited by valve design and characteristics, valve actuation and
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suitable interface electronics, cost, and application expertise. A brief

review of the corrrnercially available proport.Lona.L valves known to the

author is presented in Mcx:>re [1986].

6.5. 1 • SUMMARY OF CO/I1MERCIAL PROPORTIONAL SERVO-VALVES SURVEY

A limited number of proport.LonaL servo-valves are now available that are

suitable for use with pneurnatic actuators (eg Bosch, Herion, Dynamic, PIM,

SMC, etc •• ). A1Jnost certainly a number of the hydraulic valve m::mufacturers

v.Drldwide must have or are considering prcx1ucing pneumatic profDrtional

valves. Of the propor't.i.onaL valves known to the author, the majority are

not ideally suited for motion control systems, because of the valve

configurations. At RwrH Aachen (~lG) developnent of a fast response two

stage pneumaticproportior>..al valve (3 and 5 port) has proceeded (Backe et

all .

During this research project, the industrial collaborating company,

Martonair Ltd, developed a pneurnatic proportional control valve, which was

made available for use in the ensuing research study. This proport.lonal,

valve is now available in commercial form from Martonair (No.SPGB 18913),

as an industrial conponent , This valve, its characteristics and interface

components are describe:1 in section (6.6). The developnent of this valve

has been an integral part of this research study and various prototypes

have been used and tested within the various motion control investigations

carried out at LUT.

6.6. . MA.l:\TONAIR PROPORTIONAL SERVO-VALVE

The t1artonair proportional servo-valve was developed from a propcrt.Lonal

valve used in a 'Pneumatic Positioner' device marketed by Martonair for use
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in process control applications, where the positioner moves relative to a

pressure control signal.

6.6. 1 • PROPORTICNAL SERVO-VALVE DESCRIPTICN

The "proper....tional valve' SPGB 18913 is shown in Plates [6.6.1] and

[6 . 6 .2 ] , where Plate [6 .6.1] shows the complete valve asse.rnbly with

solenoid operation, and Plate [6.6.2] shows the individual valve

ccmponent.s , The valve in its conventional form is operated by a

proportional solenoid, but alternative methods can be used. A section

through the valve is shown in Figure [6.6. 1 •1 ] •

This proportional valve is a 'single stage' device and consists of a

glandless spool and sleeve design. The valve has five ports, two control

ports, two exhaust ports, and a supply port. The valve is designed to work

wi th dry or lubricated air with a maximum supply pressure of 1a bar, but

this is more typically 6 bar, In the 'null' condition the valve is

'mid-centre closed', to reduce quiescent leakage, and the three spool

, lands' cover the ' supply' port and the two 'exhaust' ports. The valve

lands are zero lapped in the standard version, flow control being obtained

to either control port of the valve by displacement of the spool relative

to the valve sleeve. In this way the supply orifice to either control

volume can be adjusted, with the f Low capacity being proportional to the

spool displacement from 'null'.

The valve consists of the following components, which are shown in Figure

[6.6.1.1]:

(i) The 'spool' which is a stainless steel cylindrical component with

three control lands which are ground to very close diametrical tolerances.

The valve relies on close tolerances between the spool and. sleeve
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PLATE (6.6.1) SERVO-VALVE ASSEMBLY - SOLENOID OPERATED

PLATE (6.6.2) SERVO-VALVE COMPONENTS
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Figure (6.6.1.1) Mechanical Arrangement of the Proportional Valve
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(12-1 4microns ) to maintain the ' standing pressure' between the control

volwnes and minimise valve leakage. The control lands have recesses to

reduce sticlion between the spool and sleeve, by rEducing the annular

contact area. The spool, is designed with a location for the centralising

spring at one extreme and an endcap at the other extreme for the spoo.l

actuator. The spool, has a hollow centre to reduce its mass. The spool,

(M!P22947) is shown in Plate [6.6.2].

(ii) Tb.e 'sleeve' which is a brass cylindrical component, contains the

control ports of the valve, these control ports consist of two milled slots

on opposite sides of the sleeve. The port size is adjusted by either

altering fhe depth of the slot (which is very limited) or changing the

width of the slot. The bore of the 'sleeve' is honed to obca.in a high

quality surface finish and a close diametric tolerance to match the spool.

The outside of the 'sleeve' is recessed on an even pitch with '0' ring

localion grooves. The ' 0 ' rings provide a seal between the 'sleeve' and

the valve housing. The 'sleeve' (M/P22946) is shown in Plate [6.6.2]. (The

dimensions of a typical spool and sleeve are shown in Figure [6.6. 1 .2] ) •

(iii) The 'valve housing' is a machined aluminium block that provides

location for the 'sleeve' in its bore, location for the spool actuator, and

the tapped holes for the pneumatic fittings which are positioned over the

ports in the 'sleeve'. It also provides location for the end-plate. The

valve housing is shown in Plate [6.6.2].

(Lv) Tne' return spring' is a helical canpression spring, against which

the spool actuator works. If a solenoid actuator is used, it is necessary

to select the return spring so that the solenoid works in its proportional

force range.

(v) The' end plate' is used to retain the return spring in position. It
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SLEEVE

Figure (6.6.1.2) Proportional Valve - Spool/Sleeve Detail
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is shown in section in Figure [6.6.1.1]. The end plate also includes a

pressure relief vent. This allows any back pressure fran the exhaust port

or leakage across the spool, lands to escape to atmosphere.
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6.6.2. PROPORTIQ~AL SERVO-VALVE PRESSURE AND FLCJfl CHARAcrERISTICS

'Ihe ope.ratL'1g characteristics of the profDrtional valve are

conventionally represented by the 'pressure-displacement' and the

, flow-displacement' profiles. The pressure-displacement data will show

'pressure sensitivity' of the valve and the saturated 'standing pressure'

of the valve. The flow-displacement data will show the maximum flow

capacity for a given supply pressure, the linearity of the flow for each

control port., and the valve flow gain. The manufacturers quote steady state

valve co-efficients of;

9 -2-1
(i) Gp = 8 x 10 Nm m , and

3 -1 -1
(ii) Gq = 2.0 m s m

The flow/current characteristics for the proportional valve SPGB 18913

are shown in Figure [6.6.2. 1 ]. These characteristics were obtained using

the standard propcrt.Lonal, valve with solenoid operation. The supply current

does not include a dither ccmponent., investigation of dither is considered

in section (6.6.4).

A flow/current test was carried out by the valve manufacturers, using a 6

bar supply pressure and an increasing supply current. A variable dc power

supply was used to power the valve solenoid. The M:l.rtonair flow test rig

was used to establish flow/current characteristics using a turbine meter

No. 3 and a Krohne (0. 1 to 1.1 litre/sec) variale area meter. The low range

flow readings were checked using a GEC Elliot 'Rotameter' flow kit'. Exhaust

port.s of the valve were blocked.

The characteristics show that the flow/current relationship .in the
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Figure (6.6.2.1) SPBG 18913 - Proportional Valve Flow/Current Characteristics
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operating range is linear. The valve leakage in the 'null' condition is

constant at approximately O.1litre/second. Using a glandless spool, and

sleeve valve design there will a Iways be a qui.escent; leakage ass<x:iated

with it. The graph also shows that the maximum f Low saturation level is not

identical for each control pcrt.,

The floVl and pressure characteristics for the proportional servo-valve,

(with the solenoid r'erroved) , were determined by manually displacing the

spool, in known increments. A depth micraneter was used directly for spool,

displacement, pressure transducers P1 and P2 measure the control chamber

pressures and a flowmeter measures the air flow to the valve supply port.

The valve is connected to a symmetrical actuator locked in mid-stroke. The

experimental procedure used is described below;

(i) the valve was adjusted to achieve the null, where pressure Pa==Pb,

the reading of the micrometer being noted as reference,

(ii) the spool, is then displaced by a known increment,

(iii) the differential chamber pressure is recorded, (Pa-Pb), after

reaching a steady state, and the flow meter reading is also noted,

(iv) steps (ii) and (iii) are repeated, until a saturated chamber

pressure is reached, and

(v) the valve spool. is then reset to the 'null' position and the test

procedure is repeated for the reverse spooL di.sp'lacement ,

The flow rate is calculated using the following formula;

1/2
Qv == Cc.fx. ([Ps + P']/p')

3
where Qv == Flow rate (m /min)

2
Ps == Inlet/supply gauge pressure (kN/m )
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2
P' = Atmospheric pressure (~~/m )

Cc = Flowmeter constant (O.049)

fx = Flowmeter reading

The test results are tabulated for flow and differential pressure in

Tables [6.6.1] and [6.6.2] respectively. Figure [6.6.2.2] shows the graph

of 'flow-spool displacement'. This shows that the valve flow characteristic

is symmetrical and the valve is zero lapped.

The 'differential pressure-spool displacement' graph is shown in Figure

[6.6.2.3]. This shows that the pressure characteristic is not symmetrical.

The shape of a valve pressure characteristic will be influenced by the

manufacturing precision, and each valve checked would vary slightly

dependent upon the spool-sleeve combination. The graph also ShOY1S that the

'standing pressure' will fully switch from one control port to G.1.e other

within O. 2rrm of displacement about; the valve null.

6.6.3. OPTIJ.'lISATICN OF PROPORTIONAL 'SERVO-VALVE' DITHER

The prototype servo-valves supplied by Martonair exhibited considerable

hysteresis when a control signal was applied. This hysteresis makes the

valve of this type very non-linear and difficult to control, particularly

as the hysteresis represents a significant proportion of the operating

characteristic. A small percentage of the valve hysteresis is due to

electranagnetic hysteresis in solenoid (approx 3%), but the main proportion

being due to stiction of the mechanical cc:mponents in the valve (and

cylinder if connected).

As discussed previously, a conventional way of reducing hysteresis in

hydraulic proportional valves is to apply a 'dither' cc:mponent superimposed

upon the control signal. The 'dither' cc:mponent may also influence the
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I
Differential Pressure

2
(p - P ) (kN/m )

1 2
Spool Displacement

(rrm) +ve Displacement -ve displacement

0.01 103 83
0.02 207 165
0.03 276 200
0.04 324 227
0.05 379 248
0.06 407 248
0.07 421 262
0.08 427 276
0.09 434 324
0.10 434 359
0.11 441 386
0.12 448 421
0.13 448 434
0.14 455 434
0.15 469 441
0.16 469 448
0.17 476 448
0.18 476 462
0.19 483 469
0.20 483 483

Table (6.6.1) Pressure Characteristic

Flow Rate

3 -1 -2
m min (xl0 )

Spool Displacement
(rrm) +ve Displacement -ve displacement

0 0 0 I
0.1 2.1 1.6
0.2 4.3 3.7
0.3 6.6 5.8
0.4 7.9 7.5
0.5 9.0 8.7
0.6 9.7 9.6
0.7 10.3 10.3
0.8
0.9
1.0

10.6
10.7
10.8

Table (6.6.2) Flow Characteristic
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level of friction present in the pneumatic actuator itself, possibly

influencing seal friction, etc.. The use of a 'dither' canponent improved

the linearity and consistency of t.he valve characteristics and hence allow

improved perfonrance in a servo control systern using the valve. It would

have been possible to use a ~1 amplifier design to drive the solenoid

oPerated valve as an alternative to using a linear amplifier and a dither

source, however this was not investigated in this study.

A series of tests were carried out to assess the optimum level of dither

amplitude and frequency in order to minimise valve hysteresis (Thatcher

[1984]). A schematic of the test equipment is shovm in Figure [6.6.3.1].

The test results are shown in Figure [6.6.3.2] and Figure [6.6.3.3]. They

show that minimum hysteresis in the valve occurs with a dither "frequency of

about; 20hz, and also that; hysteresis can be reduced to a minimum value by

increasing the amplitude of the dither. This, intuitively is correct, as

the dither amplitude necessarily produces a force canponent greater than

that required to overcane friction present in the system. These results

show that a very significant improvement in the valve characteristic

results with the inclusion of an optimised dither canponent. Where no

dither was used the valve shows a hysteresis of 340mA, but with dither of

20hz and 100mA amplitude the hysteresis is reduced to only 28ITLi\.

As a result of the tests, it was decided to standardise on the use of a

dither canponent in any evaluation work using the solenoid operated

proportional servo-valve. To simplify the design of the di.ther generation

circuit, mains supply derived 50hz dither frequency is used and a suitable

amplitude can be selected by manually adjusting a "gain potentianeter".
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Figure (6.6.3.1) Hysteresis - Dither Experimental Arrangement
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Figure (6.6.3.2) Hysteresis Characteristics of the Solenoid Operated

Proportional Valve as a Function of Dither Frequency and Amplitude
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CHA....PTER 7

A LINEARISED illDEL FOR THE DESIGN' OF PNEUMATIC SERVOS

7. ANALYSIS OF A PNEUMATIC ACIUATOR, PROPORTICNAL VALVE, AND LOAD SYSTEM

In this chapter a mc:del is presented for a pneumatic actuator,

servo-valve and load system. The objective in formulating a simplified

rrodel is to represent the dynamic behaviour of the physical system

involved. The system model can then be utilised in a number of ways which

include;

(i) to formulate an under'stiand'inq of the open-loop physical

system,

(ii) used in the synthesis of closed loop control strategy

designs,

(iii) used in the analysis of closed loop control strategies

to investigate the generalised effect of changes in

feedback loop design, and

(iv) as a design tool to investigate the specific effect of

changes in system parameters on performance (eg feedback

loop gain selection; to simplify any system design and

tuni.nq procedure involved wi G.~ a r'anqe of robot modules

and actuators).

However, by definition before some or all of these objectives can be

achieved it is necessary to verify any mc:del formulated.

Linearisation techniques have been successfully applied in the analysis

of . electric and hydraulic drive systems, however the validity of such an

approach needs to be considered when applied to a highly non-linear
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pneumat.i.c drive system. However, linearised analysis remains the most

attractive choice to the control system designer without embarking on very

extensive ccmponent; orientated rrodelling studies (which were outside the

terms of reference of this research study).

Pneumat.i,c actuators have found limited industrial use as prirrary drive

elements for servo applications (in contrast to hydraul.Lc and electric

actuators) as a result of the difficulties encoUntered when using

compressed air to transmit controlled power. Air, as a working fluid

exhibits very low stiffness and little inherent damping at the operat.inq

pressures corrmonly used in manufacturing plants, resulting in servo-control

features

sluggish

inherent

which are typified by a low natural resonant frequency and hence

response times. Additionally, complex non-linearities are an

feature of a valve controlled linear actuator and its associated

load system.

These features lead to canplex describing mcdels, when canpared with

counterpart; mcdels for electric and hydraulic drives and until the advent

of low cost ISI devices it was generally impractical to achieve a level of

compensation which would give adequate static and dYnamic performance

characteristics for general industrial use. The reader should be aware that

the use of high cost control system elements used to achieve canpensation

w'Ould largely negate the cost effective use of pne1.1ffi:3.tic servos possibly

leading to equipment of similar or greater cost than electric or hydraulic

servos with inferior performance characteristics. Thus prior to the

widespread use of microelectronics, pneumatic motion control received

comParatively little attention within research canmunities in the western

world.

The original stimulus to the study of pneumat.Lc servomechanisms can be
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attributed to foundation research by Shearer, [1954], [1956], [1957], who

analysed an open-loop system consisting of a plate valve controlling a

cylinder using air at 55 bar. However, though Shearers I fundamental

equations have been successfully applied to high pressure pneumatic

systems, for industrial applications safety requi.rement.s dictate that the

supply and operating pressure should be low. In low pressure servos the

inherent disadvantages of using a cxmpressible working medium become more

apparent.

The linearised model presented here is derived from an earlier rncxiel

presented by Burrows, [1968], [1969], [1969].

7. 1 • NOMENCLATURE

= supply temperature

= volume either side of the piston in mid-stroke position

= acceleration-loop gain

= the quiescent pressure

Valve
coefficients

= velocity-loop gain

= position-loop gain

= time constant = V /Jf)RT C
i s 2

= ratio of specific heats

= gas constant

= ram area

= displacement from the mid-stroke position

= mass

= flow-pressure coefficient

= flow gain or flow sensitivityc
1

c
2

m

A

(y-y )
m

V
i

p

q
R

T
s

L:

0-

K

P
K

v
K

a
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(v)

(vi)

The bar notation is used to denote changes from the initial conditions.

SUbscripts 'a' and "b ' refer to the ends 'a' and "b ' of the cylinder, and

subscript Ii' refers to the initial value.

7.2. SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTION'S

It is very imr:or-L2.I1t to realise that the following mathematical analysis

presented in this chapter necessarily includes a number of simplifying

assumptions. The assumptions on which the analysis is based include;

(i) the supply pressure and temp='Jature are oonstant. The supply

pressure is also assumed to be low (less than 1a bar typically for

industrial applications),

(ii) a reversible adiabatic process is assumed,

(iii) the piston moves only small distances from its initial condition,

and the pressures deveIoped on either side of the piston vary by

small amount.s from an initial steady state value (small perturbation

analysis theory),

(iv) the valve coefficients are oonstants and do not vary with spool

displacement (an ideal valve),

a syrtlIT'etric actuator is used, and

only an inertial load is applied so that friction effects (and the

non-linearities introduced therein) are negligible.

One of the ID:Jst severe problems when ID:Jdelling pneurna.tic systems is in

describing the friction forces which are non-linear, a function of more

fhan one variable, and can va.,..ry from stroke to stroke of the same actuator.

(Chitty et al [1976]).
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7.3. OPEN-LCOP ANALYSIS OF THE PNEUMATIC ACIUA1DR, SERVO-VALVE, A...ND LOAD

SYSI'EM

The open-Loop transfer function is an expression relating the load

displacement to the valve spcol displacement; the system is shown in Figure

[7.3.1]. A representation of the open-loop transfer function G(s) is shown

in Figure [7.3.2].

Linearised Mass Flow Rate equations (Shearer [1956]) are;

· . .
M P V + V p
-a ai -a ai -a

RT ¥RT
s s

and similarly

· . .
~ Pbi~ + Vbi~

RT ~ RTss

(7.3.1)

(7.3.2)

where 1( is the ratio of specific heats.

Linearising the valve pressure-flow characteristic to give

·M C1 ~
- C2 r, (7.3.3.)

-a

and

·
~

=-C X - C2 r, (7.3.4.)
1-

where the mass flow rate through the valve is a function of spool

displacement and cylinder pressure.

For compressible fluids the valve characteristic is conventionally a

plot of 'mass flow rate' versus pressure, and a plot of 'mass flow

rate' versus spool displacement.

used for incompressible fluids).
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The valve coefficients are;

. I ~Mb IC
1

~M Flow Gain or
al

.: I P
ai

~x Pbi Flow Sensitivity

and

.
_ A}'"IC

2
~M Flow-Pressurea

.\P X. ~Pb X. Coefficient
a :l 1.

The load motion equation, assuming friction effects are negligible

and a rigid coupling between the actuator and load, for zero external

forces is;

(p
a

m Y (7.3.5.)

Let the volume on either side of the piston, when in mid-stroke

position (i.e. Y = Ym), be V.;
1.

then v .
a1.

V. + A [y-y]
1. m

(7.3.6.)

and V.
1.

A [y-y]
m

(7.3.7.)

Volume changes from the steady state

V AY (7.3.8.)
-a

and

V· =-AY (7.3.9.)
-b
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Assuming equal ram areas and absence of an external load;

P .
al

P the quiescent pressure
q

An open-loop system linearised analysis has been presented by Burrows

[1969] which accounts for displacement from the midstroke.

Reducing equations (7.3.1) to (7.3.4) and (7.3.6.) to (7.3.9.) to get

2PqAsl.
RT

s

2C X 
1-

+ V.s
1

"tRT
s

(A [Y-Y ]/(-oRT )2
m s

V.s/('2)RT) + C
21 s

(7.3.10.)

The Laplace operator has replaced the Newtonian dot notation.

Similarly we can substitute as follows;

u sY the actual velocity change
-

and

~P P - P-a -b

also let

1::' V. the Pneumatic Time Constant
1

~RTsC2 (7.3.11.)

then

1fl + ts - [At [Y-Ym]] 2
2

~P2P Au 2C~ - C2
s

q-

RT L Vi J"s

(l + ts)
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or

2P Au
q-

RT
s

+ 1:::"" s

where N A1;' [y-y]
V. m

1

0.3.12.)

Thus

2C X 
1-

2P Au
q -

RT
s

or

(l +'t's)

C
2

[1 + 2~s + (~2 - N2) s2

0.3.13.)

2Pq~ Jl----------
RT

s

= [(2C X -1-

so

DoP 0.3.14.)

222[1 + 21;s + (~ - N ) s ]

where

L 0.3.15.)

p
q

Equation (7.3.14.) may be re-written in the form

..6,P :: 2C/ r X - A: ] (l + 1::'s)
- l-

C;1

( l:'2 _ N2) ( s2 + 2~ s + 1 )

(1;2 _ N2) (~2 _ N2)

For the case of real and distinct poles may be written as
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where

K'

,
K [~ - Au 1(1

L J
(s+a) (s+b)

+'ts) (7.3.16.)

(7.3.17.)

The poles are identical to the roots of the characteristic equation

2
s + 2 t s

hence

+ 1
o (7.3.18.)

s =

which gives

a = - "t' + N and b

Substituting into equation (7.3.16.)

hP = K' [X - :U ] (J + 1;5) (7.3.19.)

(s + t+ N ) (s + 't- N )

(t2 _ N2 ) (1':;2 _ N2 )

rearranging and resubstituting for K'

2C1 r-x - Au 'lJ (l + ts)

C2 L L

(l +1:]: s ) (l + 1;'2 s )

(7.3.20. )

Where 1:'1

and ,.,..,
'"' 2

('t 2 _ N2 )

('t' + N)

( "t 2 _ N2 )

('t - N)
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The expression for pressure change given in (7.3.20) is a second

order relationship between~, X and u.

position Y = Y , for which
m

However at the mid-stroke

N A '"t' (Y-Y )
m

v.
1

This reduces equation (7.3.20.) to a first order relationship, where

(l +Ls)

The analysis can be extended as follows;

From equation (7.3.5.)

also as u

mY

sY

2ms Y (using Laplace operator)

Then substituting in equation (7.3.20.) we obtain

2
ms Y .APA (l + L:s)

expanding to give

Y 2AC
l (l + 1::;'s)

X m't'l "t'2 C2
4

( t:'l
3 2C l A2 2C lA

2
s + + t 2 )s + m + 2s + s

t
l 't' 2'

C2 L C2 L

mt'l \::'2 m L 1t:::2

(7.3.23. )
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This is the open-loop transfer function for the linearised model

relating actuator/load displacement to the spool displacement.

The open loop transfer function can further be expressed as follows;

G (s)

where

K (1+1:'s)

4 3
s + b

i
s (7.3.24. )

K 2AC
i------

't'i t 2 rn C2

The coefficients of the transfer function can be evaluated as;

K 2AC
iC 2

( "IS' RT )2
s

m [V/
2

(y-y
m

) 2]- A

alternatively

K 2C
i

C 'L 2 r1
- rA

(Y-Y ) fJm 2 m

A L L Vi

Similarly

2V. ~ RT
1 s

alternatively

(7.3.25.)

(7.3.26.)

= 2
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Similarly

alternatively

b
2

mC
2 + 2AP 't'

q

A RT
s

2 r-[A (Y::m
) ] 2]mC

2
1:"

A

Similarly

alternatively

(2 P A)/RT
q s

(7.3.28. )

An alternative form of the open-loop transfer function of equation

(7.3.20.) is:

.6P Gp ["' - Au ] (1+ t s)

Gq
(l + t

l
s ) O+'C 2s )

By identity with (7.3.20.) yields:

Gp 2 C
I

Cn Valve pressure gain
L

Gq L RTsCI

P
q Valve flow gain
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Equation (7.3.29.), an alternative expression which can be useful if

Gp and Gq are readily available.

Now combining equations (7.3.29.) and (7.3.5.) to develop:

+ m + Gp A2 't 2 + GpA2s s

Gq ~qmLI L: 2]

m t 1:::
I 2

G(s) = l (s )
-X

4
s

o+1::'s) -(7.3.32.)

Equation (7.3.32.) is an alternative form of the open loop transfer

function.

The pneumatic time constant 't is defined in terms of C , however:
2

Gp 2C
I

and Gq RTsCI

C
2

p
q

thus

CI
p Gq (7.3.33.)

q

RTs

then substituting in equation (7.3.30. )

Gp 2 P Gq
q

RT
s

C2

hence

C
2

2 P Gqq (7.3.34. )
RT Gps
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Thus substituting in equation (7.3.11.)

~ = V. Gp (7.3.35)
1.

2 -t P Gq
q

From equations (7.3.21.) and (7.3.22.), ~1 and ~2 can be evaluated o

and

Gp

2 -oP Gq
q

Gp

2~P Gq
q

(7.3.36. )

(7.3.37. )

The coefficients of the open loop transfer function, equation

(7.3.32.), can be evaluated from equation (7.3.24.) where

G (s) = y (s)

x

K('t's+l)

(7.3.24. )

K

Similarly

Similarly

4A (~P Gq)2
q

41r P Gq

(7.3.38. )

(7.3.39.)

4m ('0 P Gq)
2 +

q
2 'X"" P A

2
V. Gp

2
q 1.

(7.3.40. )
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Similarly

4 (-X- P A) 2 Gq
q
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7.4. APPLICATION OF THE LINEARISED M::lDEL

The open-Loop rrodel describe:1 in equation (7.3.32) will now be further

analysed with a view to designing closed-Ic::op control strategies and

associated ccmpensatrion methods. The advantage of deriving a linearised

m::x1el despite the gross simplifying assumptions eml:xrlied therein, is to

predict system behaviour using well established analysis techniques.

Thus far the analysis presents a model originally derived by Burrows

[1969] which accounts for system response about any initial position in the

stroke. However, the anal.ysLs is extended to Lncorporat.e an acceleration

feedl:ack Ioop in place of the quasi-transient pressure feedl:ack. The

concept of using a ccmbination of velocity and acceleration has been

postulated by a number of researchers where implementation was expected to

utilise analog control architectures.

VelOCity feedback is commonly used with commercial electric and hydraulic

servos and has a similar effect on stability to that of increasing viscous

damping acting on a load; unlike viscous damping however, it does not

dissipate energy. Acceleration feedback can further stabilise the response

when used in conjunction with velocity feedback. In the digital control

system implemented in this research study minor Loop canpensation is

achieved with velocity and 'regenerative' (or positive feedback)

acceleration, as this was found to be most effective in stabilising the

system. The use of 'regenerative' acceleration and 'negative' velocity

fee::Thack is a feature quite unique to this system in fhe canpe:nsation of

pneumatic servo-drives as far as the author is aware. The technique has

been advocated for canpensation of hydraulic systems by Burrows [1972].

An early study of digital electro-pneumatic control systems is descril:ed
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by Drazan [1978] and it is shown that velcx::ity and acceleration feedback

can be used to improve system stability. This study is illustrated by root

Locf, fran the characteristic equation, where the lead term introduced

ITKXlifies the system behaviour (both velocity and acceleration are required

for inherent closed loop stability).

The effect of a velocity and acceleration feedJ:E.ck canbination on the

root locus for an electro-pneumatic system has also been demonstrated by

McCloy and Martin [1 980], where the ratio of the feedback coefficients is

shown to determine the conditional stability of the system, clearly

indicating that the feedback loops need to be carefully tuned.

7.4. 1 • EVALUATION OF THE OJEFFICIENTS OF THE OPEN-LCOP 'IRANSFER FUNcrION

The coefficients of the linearised open-loop transfer function (equation

(7.3.32)) can be evaluated for the drive system elements under examination

(modules and proportional valves). To illustrate this we will consider the

particular use of the M3.rtonair M6011 0/600 module. This rrod.ule has a 25mm

diameter piston, a maximum stroke length of 600mm and has an intrinsic mass

(for the moving element) of 3.5kg.

For this analysis we will assume that the air supply is at a pressure of

6.8 bar and temperature of 293K. On making these assumptions the following

parameters can be calculated:-

m = 3.5 kg

2
A = (11D )/4

v = A(S/2)
i

-4 2
= 4.91 x 10 m

.-4 2
= 1.47 x 10 m

5 -2
P = 6.87 x 10 Nm

q
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Subsequently these parameters can be used in evaluating the corresp::::mding

coefficients of the open-loop transfer function provided that the necessary

coeffii.ci.ent.s associated wi.th the proport.Iona.l valve (Gp and Gq) can be

detennined. Representative values for these valve coefficients are not

easily assimilated; it is necessary, in an attempt to simplify analysis, to

asswne steady state values here, even though it is likely that these

coefficients will vary under transient conditions. Furthe.rrrore, inspection

of the steady state pressure and flow characteristics for a proportional

valve shows that the coefficients are non-linear. Despite these problems

esti.rrates of the valve coefficients were made, but it should be made clear

to the reader that significant doubt must be associated with the choice

made.

However, using valve coefficients of

9 -2 -1 )
Gp=8x10Nm m )

) *
3 -1 -1 )

andGq=2ms m )

(* as quoted by the valve manufacturer)

the coefficients t, K, b1, b2 and b3 can be evaluated using equations

[7.3.35] and [7.3.38] to (7.3.41] respectively. But inspection of the above

equations shows that the magnitudes of the coefficients are significantly

influenced by the values for Gp and Gq.

On evaluating coefficients (assuming midstroke operation) the values

obtained for the Martonair M6011 0/600 module and proportional valve were as

follows;

t = 0.304
6

K=12.1x10
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b = 6.6
1

b = 10.8
2

and b = 2974.7
3

Corresp:mdingly an alternative set of coefficients can be obtained using

valve coefficients of

8 -2 -1 )
Gp= 8.82 x 10 Nm m )

) **
3 -1 -1 )

and Gq = 3.33 m s m )

(** these being obtained fran valve characteristics presented in Chapter

(6) ) • The coefficients relating to the alternative valve coefficients were

found to be;
-2

't'= 2.01 x 10
8

K = 3.04 x 10

b = 99.3
1

b = 2463
2 4

and b = 4.48 x 10
3

Comparison of these two sets of open-loop coefficients serves to

illustrate the importance of evaluating values for Gp and Gq. Investigation

of the open-loop system behaviour shows that the system would be inherently

unstable (ie open-loop poles in the right hand half of the s-plane) when

using the valve coefficients as quoted by the manufacturers. However, the

alternative valve coefficients give a better interpretation of the

open-loop system stability (this is illustrated in the following section).

7.4.2. CLOSED-LCOP SYSTEM ANALYSIS

KnONing the open-loop transfer function, a range of classical analysis
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techniques are available to ant.i.c.ipat.e in either the time or frequency

dorrain the effectiveness of any control strategies (Kuo [1975]). Here the

root; locus t.echni.que is used to study c.losed-Loop system stability and

behaviour with ext.enai,ve use being made of a canputer aided control system

design software packaqe from UMIST known as SVLlli. v-Jhen using this packaqe

the user defines parameters of the transfer function and a corresponding

root; lccus is autorratically calculated through the use of the

Newton-Raphson technique.

The root; locus technique was selected as it is a well established

graphical technique for gaining an insight into the effect of changing

parameters of the c losed-Loop transfer function. The SVLIN packaqe

simplifies the process of calculating r(X)ts (or pole positions) aDd the

subsequent plotting of the root locus once the transfer function is

formulated. However, it must be emphasised that the merit of any

information derived depends directly on the validity of the transfer

function representing the system mcdel. To illustrate the use of the

technique we will, however, consider two alternative c losed-Loop control

strategies.
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7 • 4. 2. 1 • PROPORTICNAL ERROR CD'rIROL

Proport.Lona.l error control is a ccmnonly used control strategy where only

the position loop is closed. Proportional control is now considered in the

context of a pneurnatic drive system (see Figure [7.4. 1 ] ) where the

closed.-loop transfer function can be shown to be:

W(s) = Kp.G(s)

1+G(s).Kp.Kf

where Kf = Ky

If we nON' consider the characteristic equation, which determines

stability, we have:

432
s+bs+bs+b$

1 2 3

KpK{Kyrs + Ky}
1 +-------- = 0 ---(7.4.1)

---(7.4.2)

If we now consider the system behaviour (about the midstroke position)

then we use equation (7.4. 1) to determine the locus of the roots of this

,equation for values of the proportional coefficient (Kp) between zero and

infinity.

When anticipa.ting motion control through the use of a microprocessor

based controller a Jr..nowledge of the nature of the proportional coefficient

(Kp) is necessary so that we can interpret information contained within the

root locus of the system. The proport.Lonal, coefficient constitutes two

seperate elements, viz:

(1) the hardware', dependant gain of the system (Kp"), and

(2) the software programmable gain (Kp'), where

Kp = Kp' .Kp"
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Figure (704.1) Proportional Error Control

,
yes)

K
p

Xes)
G(s)

yes)
1----.----..

Figure (7.4.2) Proportional Error Control
with Minor Loop Compensation

I

yes)

K
p

Hcs)
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The elements that constitute the hardware dependant; gain are illustrated

in Figure [7.4.3], and consist of coefficients associated with the DAC,

linear amplifier, and the proportional sololoid. If an idealised situation

is considered each component of the open-Loop system will saturate for the

same input demand. For any digital input in the range of 0 to 1024, this

should result in a displacement of the valve sp<XlI (X) in the range 0 to

2rnm. However , it should be remembered that physical saturation within the

real system can occur for different input demands (non-ideal component

rratching), as well as saturation effects occurring in software due to

overfIcw conditions in calculations etc••

Having considered this background iP.fonnation we will now interpret the

root loci obtained. Root locus (1) corresponds to the situation where the

valve coefficients are chosen as being those quoted by the manufacturers,

and predicts an inherently unstable system. This is clearly unsatisfactory

as variation of the proportional gain can be shown to produce a spectrum of

stability conditions in the real system (see Figure [9.2.1]). As mentioned

earlier, alternative estimated values for the valve coefficients can be

obtained, and fran these values new coefficients of the characteristic

equation can be derived.

Root locus (2) corresponds to the alternative characteristic equation

(embodying fhe modified coefficients), where the system is shown to be

conditionally stable; the stability be.inq dependant on the chosen value of

proportional gain (the root locus is duplicated to show the position of the

roots for various values of gain). Again however , it should be emphasised

that any predictions with respect to system stability will only be valid

within the lirnitations of the model.

As we have seen, it is difficult to determine values for system
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Figure (7.4.3) Elements of the Open Loop Pneuma.tic Drive
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coefficients which enable the linearised model to closely represent the

real system l:eha.viour. However, the rncxlified coefficients at least indicate

a generalised stability and l:eha.viour spectrum of a t.ype that can be

identified on the real system (Figure [9.2.1] illustrates such a range of

stability conditions).

The root; loci thus far would indicate that with proportional control an

increase in drive stiffness will quickly lead to unacceptable damping and

eventually instability. In fact, in general, manufacturinq drive systems

for ma.chines such as robots will not be required to demonstrate oversheat

(ie they should not be underdamped) , Inspection of equation (7.3.24) and

equation (7.4.1) shows that with proportional control the coefficients of

the characteristic equation will vary with load position. If the

proportional gain is a constant then drive stiffness will vary as a

function of load position. Despite the uncertainties associated with

identifying suitable values for coefficients the form of equation (7.4.1)

serves to illustrate the difficulties embodied in achieving gcod dynami.c

response characteristics for pneumatic servos, Particularly with variation

in load mass ,

7. 4. 2. 2. MINOR IroP c::n1PENSATION

Figure [7.4.2] illustrates conceptually how velocity and acceleration

minor loops can be Lnt.roduced to canpensate for unacceptable dynamics. Here

we will consider the case were Ka=O (ie only a velocity minor leap is

introduced) for which the closed leap t.ransfer function becomes:

W(s) = Kp.G(s)

1+ Kp.G(s)" HlS)

where
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H~si = {Ky + Kv.s}

If we now consider the characteristic equation we have

2
1 + KpK {'t'Kvs + {Kv + tKy)s + Ky} = 0

---{7.4.3)
4 3 2 1

s + b s + b s + b s
123

fran which root locus (3) can be plotted. Again we will consider the case

of a digital implementation. Furt.1-lennore we will assume that position of

the load is measured and input to the controller in sampled data form (ie a

new digital word representing position is sampled by the controller every

ts seconds). We will also assume that the actual velocity of the load is

not measured directly I thereby reducing the hardware cost of the drivel but

is detennined in software by evaluating the change in the position word in

time ts (ie differentiating the position response). We will assume a

position feedback resolution of 0.0285rrrrn/inc for the M60110/600 mcdul.e , and

a controller sampling interval (ts) of 2 milliseconds.

Root locus (3) relates to the case where a controller is used in which a

velocity feedback gain takes a value Kv =100 set in sof'tware , and the

coefficients of the characteristic equation are calculated using the

rrodified values of Gp and Gq. The velocity feedback loop results in a

rnc:dified characteristic equation I and predicts an improved

stability.

system

However I the system behaviour can be additionally canpensated when a

controller is used where Ka>O (ie an additional acceleration minor loop is

introduced). Thus for this particular pnewnatic drive this leads to the

characteristic equation:
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3 2
1 + KpK {Kars + (Ka+KvL:) s + (Kv+Ky't') s + Ky} = 0

4 3 2 1
s + b s + b s + b s

1 2 3

---{7.4.4}

fran which .root; locus {4} can be plottro. The velocity and acceleration

minor Loops result in an inherently stable system behav.lour , For the

practical implementation used in this study, acceleration infonnation

concerning the load was also derived indirectly. Thus the difference

between two velocity words in consecutive sampling intervals could be

derived in software to obtain an acceleration word. Constant feedback loop

gains of Kv =50 and Kv =100 were used where it can be seen that tWJ zeros

and one of the poles are almost coincident at the origin. The effect of

changing the minor loop gains was not investigatro due to the uncertainty

of choice of coefficients eml::odiro within the characteristic equation.

7.5. JMPLICATIONS WITH RESPECr TO THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF PNlliMATIC

SERVOS

The overall objective was to fonrrulate a system rncxlel which could be used

for:

(i) control system design purposes in general terms, to make generalised

conclusions concerning the gross effects of feedback design, and

(ii) selecting controller gains for different robot modules and actuators

to simplify tuning etc••

Ccmpar'Lson between practical and theoretical studies have shown that the

ITDdel can be used to make general conclusions concerning the effect of

gross changes in parameters (eg area of cylinder, stroke length, mass,

etc•• ) and feedback design. However, this work has shown that it is

impossible to make more specific use of the model {ie selecting gains to
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simplify billing etc.. ), this being emphasised by the practical problems of

establishing even the order of magnitude of sane of the values of system

parameters.

Assuming that it is acceptable to describe the functioning of a pneumatic

servo by a small perturbation linearised model it has been shown that the

use of minor loop conpensat.Lon, in the form of velocity and acceleration

fee::lli3.ck, can be used to stabilise a pneumatic servo based on the use of a

conventional proportional position loop. The theoretical analysis has been

verified in broad terms within Chapters (8) and (9) where the influence of

minor loop ccmpensat.Ion on system stability is demonstrated.

It is apparent fran the linearised rocx:1el that the midstroke position

should correspond to a situation where there is least damping (Burrows

~ [1969]) and that the drive stiffness varies as a function of load position.

When minor loop ccmpensat.ion in the form of velocity and acceleration

feedback is used, the feedback loop gains can be chosen to alter the

coefficients of the linearised closed loop transfer function, W(s), and

hence improve the stiffness and damping of the system.

Fran the analysis, having established it has severe limitations, we can

still use fhe linearised model to advantage to identify generalised

controller designs. For example, in a digital controller it is possible to

implement ' gain scheduling' by selecting loop gains as a function of load

position thereby improving the dynamic performance. Similarly, if the

proportional gain is increased the drive stiffness is increased and as such

improves system accuracy. An alternative additional control technique which

could be utilised would be to select loop gains as a function of change in

the load mass (m). In robotic typ::: applications the load mass is nonnally

"known.' and this knowledge of the system can be incorporated within the
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controller thereby facilitating an appropriate choice of loop gains.

7.6. ffiNCWSIONS

A linearised. mcx:1el for a pneumatic valve controlled. actuator and l03.d

system has teen fonnulated in t.hi.s Chapter. The mcx:1el has enabled an

understanding of the physical system to be gained, providing a mechanism

for understanding the inter-relationships of canponent elements within the

system and a means of assessing the effect of gross changes in coefficients

relating to the components. The linear mcx:1el is used to approximate the

behavi.our of the physical system; however, many simplifying assumptions are

ernl:xx:lied wit..run the fo:rmulation of the rrode.L and additionally,

linearisation techniques are only valid for small perturbations about

initial conditions. The medal, can be used to illustrate the generalised

effect of changes in controller feedback design, and also alternative

controller designs can be surrmised from the nature of the model.

H01M2ver, the linearised mcx:1el cannot be used more specifically in

controller design (eg selecting controller gains to simplify tuning for the

range of robot mcx:1ules and. actuators likely to be encountered) as it cannot

adequately represent the highly non-linear system. As such the linear mode.l,

has only Partially achieved the objectives that stimulated the original

rocxlelling studies. We could have considered developing a more detailed

component orientated mcx:1el or a non-linear analysis of the system but even

these routes would not have necessarily provided an adequate system mcx:1el.

For those reasons the ensuing research study was largely formulated around

testing new control system design hypotheses via practical implementations

and evaluations.

The linearised. mcdel offers advantages of simplicity and can be analysed
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are ignored

of chanqes in

satisfactorily

by a range of well proven techniques. However, the mcxlel has only limited

validity because the linearisation is applied to a highly non-linear

system. It is important that a reader wishing to extend the use of this

rncx1el should proceed with caution and be fully aware of the rncx1els I

limitations. Reasons why the linearised rncx1el is not closely representative

of the pneumatic servo-dr.ive can be attributed to several factors which

include:

(i) to apply the mcxlel it is necessary to establish representative

system Parameters fran the real system and this can be difficult,

(ii) the significance of component saturation effects (and the

non-linearities intrcxluced) is difficult to detennine,

(iii) friction effects (and the non-linearities intrcxluced)

wi.th.in the mcxlel fonnulation, and the possible effect

friction forces in seals, slideways, etc., is difficult to

establish,

(iv) saturation tyPe non-linearities which are likely to occur and

result because of: limits and overflow in calculations in software,

electronic interface canponent saturation (eg linear amplifier), and

saturation of mechanical system canponents (eg solenoid, proportional

valve, etc•. ). saturation can occur simultaneously in a number of

components (where we have ideal component matching), but is more likely to

occur in a single component,

(v) the proportional valve de.rronstrates asyrrrrnetry in its

characteristics which cannot be accounted for wi thin the mcxlel. Factors

influencing valve asyrrunetry include: the matching of the active range of

the amplifier to the s?lenoid: the assembly of the solenoid to e1e valve

body (so that mid-range solenoid displacement results in valve null), and
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the use of asyrrmetric valve spool actuation, and

(vi) the m::Xlel is not sufficiently robust to account; for the diverse

range of operating conditions likely to be encountered wi.thm a family of

robJt m::Xlules, namely variations in actuator size, payload type, friction

forces, and ITDve types.

To briefly surnrrarise, a linear model has been formulate::1 that has allowed

an understanding of the physical system to be gained. The m::Xlel can be used

to illustrate the generalised effect of changes in feedback loop design,

and the nature of the m::Xlel serves to aid the design of new controllers.

However, the model cannot be used more SPecifically in controller design

(eg gain selection, etc•• ) as it does adequately represent the non-linear

system behaviour.
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CHAPI'ER 8

f-mION CDNTROL STAATEGIFS FOR PNEUMATIC SERVO-DRIVES

8. lliTRODUcrrCN

In tru,s Chapter control strategies, which achieve motion control of

pneurratic servo-drives are described. An experimental based evolution of

control strategy is necessary without an adequate mcdel of the pneumatic

drive existing. In this research study microprocessor based digital

control was utilised. The availability of relatively low cost LSI elements

coupled with developnents in actuation and sensor technology make the use

of microprocessor-based control systems an attractive solution. In

particular, where a pneumatic drive is to be used (which demonst.rat'es

significant compressibility, little natural damping and non-linearities)

then canplex canpensation techniques are required if performance

characteristics are to be obtained to satisfy the requirements of robots

and other servo-controlled manipulators.

In evolving realtime control strategies, it has been necessary to study

the characteristics of the elements of the pneumatic drives constructed.

Here, the open loop response of a proportional valve controlled actuator

is considered, with reference to various step inputs. Subsequently the .

results of a study of 'proportional' closed loop control is described. The

design of more sophisticated control strategies Employing canpensation

techniques is then described, these include the use of minor loop

compensation, non-linear control system gains and outer loop 'front end I

control schemes.

The control syst.em software "las designed such that the realtime control
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algorithm executes within the interrupt service routine corr-espond.inq to

the interrupt level generated by the interval timer. The control algorithms

execute at a fixed sampling rate detennined by the proqramminq of fhe 'IMS

9901 interval timer.

was necessarily achieved using a

features of these mcdules are

strategies

the design

The background program is used to service tasks such as the processing of

test data, process canmunication with the VDU, and upjate the corrmand

signal.

The evolution of control

number of mcdule designs:

described in Chapter (3).

8. 1. OPEN LOOP RESPrnSE TESTING

The objective of open loop response testing was to identify actuator and

valve characteristics. Associated with each pneumatic actuator will be a

time lag, due to the compressible nature of the drive medium, the r esponse

time associated with the operation of the proportional valve, the issue of

the demand, and the influence of the load and slideway friction. For a

given supply pressure, the open loop r'esponse of the drive to a rraximum

step input to the valve, can be used to determine the maximum attainable

velocity and acceleration characteristics of the drive for a given load

condition: the open loop transient r'esponse t.'h.us being a quantitive measure

of dynami.c Performance which can be compared with the transient responses

when employing various forms of closed loop control.

8. 1 • 1. OPEN LOOP RESPrnSE TEST FACILITIES

Open loop responses of pneumatic actuators controlled with a prop:>rtional

valve were investigated. Software facilities provided a simple test
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Figure (8.1.1) Open Loop Test Hardware
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envi.ronment; from which' step' input canmands can be selected together with

a sample data rate. 'Ihe module under test is driven in oren loop mcx:1e from

one ex:trerne of stroke: the open loop response characteristics of the mcx:1ule

for a variety of valve 'step' di.spl.acerrerrt.s being recorded and made

available for 'realtime' display. The test hardware is shown schematically

in Figure [8. 1 .1 ]. The position and velc:city data is output via two

twelve-bit DAC's on the RT1-1241 board, wh.Lch resides in the microprc:cessor

target system, to the recording instrumentation.

When using a digitally operated proportional valve corrmand signal

upjating (from the microprc:cessor to valve) intrcx:1uces a significant time

delay, which is a funct.i.on of the command size. The at.epper motor can only

respond to control pulses at a limited frequency without losing

synchronisation. The pulse buffer mcdule ensures that the canmand pulse

train has a controlled acceleration and deceleration rate to ensure

synchronisation is maintained.

8.1.2. OPEN-LCDP RESPailSE EV"dlJATION

Rotary mcx:1ule No.3 was selected for evaluation as this incorporates a

syrrmetrical vane actuator and rolling element slideway bearinqs , As such

the effect of valve asymmetry can be demonstrated with reference to the

tr~'1sient response.

To obtain the step responses, the mcx:1ule is positioned at one extreme of

stroke with the valve 'nulled'. A spool displacement is then demanded and

the position and velocity response of the mcx:1ule are monitored. The

procedure is repeated for a range of step changes and directions as

required.

Figure [8.1.2.1] through [8.1.2.4] show the position-time and the
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velocity-time characteristics for both clockwise and anti-clockwise motion

of the module for varying step ccmmands of pulses (1 pulse = O.025mm). The

results show that the response is consistently faster for anti-clockwise

motion. The asymmetry in the valve charact.erLst.i.cs can be attributed to

the valve spool sleeve arrangement and manufacturing tolerances, and could

also be influenced by the asyrrmetric nature of the spool actuation (direct

drive in one direction and spring return). 'Ihe results also show that the

speed of response of the module increases as the step cormand is increased.

The time lag before the m::x1ule responds to a conmand is attributable in

part to the t.irne response of the proportional valve, but rna.inly is a

function of the pneurna.tic delay which in turn is a function of the pressure

gain of the valve, the size of the control volumes and the friction

characteristics of the module.

8.2. PROPORTIONAL CON'IROL

Proportional error control is the most carm:mly used form of closed loop

control strategy, where the corrrand signal is directly proportional to the

position error. Such a control strategy based on analog control system

components is corrmonly used for the control of electric drives. With

proportional control the position error (Yd-Y) is calculated and multiplied

by the proportional gain (Kp) to produce the proportional term,

Cp = Kp(Yd-Y) ---(8.2.1)

Proportional control is shown in Figure [8.2.1].

'Ihe relationship between the ccrrmand signal and the position error is

determined by the proportional gain. The higher the rna.gnitude of gain the

sooner that corrmand signal 'saturation' is reached. With the pneurna.tic

servo studied here, 'saturation' is determined by the physical pror::erties
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of the proportional valve: saturation being a function of the port geometry

and the available spcol rrovement , vmen using the digitally operated valve,

the ccnmand signal 'saturation' is determined by the control port geometry

as sufficient valve spcol displacement stroke is available to fully open

the ports. In the case of the solenoid operated valve the available

proportional stroke is limited to 2rrun, and as such this imposes a

saturation condition. Details of the valve spool 'land' and sleeve 'port'

geanetry is given in Chapter (6) where the proportional valve is discussed

in detail. Stability assessment for proportional control using the Root

Locus technique has been demonstrated in Chapter (7).
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---(8.2.1.1)

---(8.2.1.2)

8.2. 1. PROPORTICNAL ill'ITROL S'IR..~TEGIES

PropJrtional control strategies were implemented to allow this

conventional form of closed loop control to be assessed when used with

pneurratic actuation. A version of 'proportional control' is shown in flow

chart; form in Figure [8.2. 1 . 1 ]. The control algorithm is described by fhe

equation:

Cs = Cp + Cnull

where Cp = Kp(Yd-Y)

and Cnull = valve offset for null

The proportional control strategies implemented assumed symmetry of the

valve actuator and load, which often is not the case. However, the addition

of bi-direction proportional gains is easily implemented digitally if so

desired, see Figure [8.2.1.2], where gains Kpn and Kpp can take different

values. Bi-directional gains are essential when the mcxlule is loaded

asymmetrically such as when working in a vertical orie.'1tation/attitude. In

this example, appropriate selection of gai:ns Kpn and Kpp allows cycle times

to be winimised for load condition and still maintain stability.

A 'brake control' algorithm is incorporated in the control scheme to

control the operation of the 'lock mechanism' when the modul.e has achieved

'in-position'. The alternative to using a brake/lock mechanism is to

maintain realtime control continuously and hence canpensate for any drift

in position that occurs.

In-position is defined as a tolerance zone about the setpoint, within

which the drive is defined as 'in-position'. This zone is known as the

position 'deadband' and it normally takes a symmetrical value either side

of the setpoint. Realtime control is active within the 'deadband' until the

brake is applied, at which point 'null' is applied to the valve (an offset

command resulting in balanced flow condilions). When the 'deadband' is set

at its smallest level it defines the incremental resolution or threshold
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deadband of the servo-drive, and any step change in the setpoint smaller

than the deadJ::B.nd would not be followed by the drive system. The

incremental resolution of the servo determines the accuracy that can be

achieved in 'teach' merle, and is significantly influenced by friction

characteristics of the slideway and the stiffness of the se:r:vo.

The canmand signal is re-calculated every 'Nr' tines through the

interrupt se:r:vice routine: in this way it is possible to select a very

short sampling interval (ts) and the 'calculation rate' can be set as an

increment of the sampling interval.

The algorithm inCOrPOrates saturation limits which are necessarily

applied at t.wo stages. For position errors greater than a certain value,

/ (Yd-Y) /limit, then the control system imposes the ccmmand saturation,

Csat. By imposing such limits any overflow condition during the calculation

of the canrna.nd is prevented.

The algorithm sets the direction flag, according to the sense of the

position error, calculates {Kp./(Yd-Y)/} and then checks for command

saturation. The camnand signal Cs is then scaled before being output. This

scaling of the canrna.nd signal can cause problems, Particularly where the

output device has poor resolution, which is the case when using the

digitally operat.ed valve. In this case, the scaling creates a command

signal 'dead-zone' when {Kp./(Yd-Y)/}<Sf, the scaling factor. This problem

is overcane by introducing a minimum camnand, Onin, when the scaling factor

prerluces a zero corrmand term.

8.2.2. PERFOffiAANCE EVALUATION - PROPORTIONAL CONTROL

The exp=rimental conditions relating to the evaluation are detailed in

Table [8.2.2.1]: the LUT linear merlule No.2 and the digitally operated
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Table (8.2.2.1) Experimental OJrrlitions
Cs Co~nand Signal
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Figure (8.2.2.1) Proportional Control
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valve were used. The control parameters used are listed in Table [8.2.2. 1 ] •

A standard static performance evaluation was carried out with set point;

chanqes of 64.5rrm (2000 pulses): triis corresponding to 13% of full stroke.

Sample transient r esponses were recorded for a number of move lengths 0

The pr'oporrt.LonaL control strategy used is illustrated in Figure

[8.2.2.1]: as can b2 seen saturation limits are included in the control.

The cormand signal Cs is given by the following

for / (Yd-Y) / >= CNTRNG and either (Yd-Y) > 0, Cs=Ml0CSAT

or (Yd-Y) < 0, Cs=MINSAT

for CNTRNG > / (Yd-Y) / then Cs = Kp. (Yd-Y)

where Kp = PGAIN/512

for 512.MINa::M/PGAlli >=/ (Yd-Y) / > DEBAND and (Yd-Y) > 0

therefore Cs = MINa::M

or (Yd-Y) < 0 therefore Cs = -MINCDM

and for DEBAND >= /(Yd-Y)/, Cs = 0

8.2.3. E"vALUATIO)i RESULTS - PROPORTIONAL CDNTROL

The evaluation results for static performance testing are surrmarised in

Table [8.2.3.1] and Figure [8.2.3.1], with the results of the dynamic

r;erformance tests being presented in Table [8.2.3.2]. Observation of this

data and Figure [8.2.3.1] show that certain posl t.ions in the stroke exhibit

relatively poor static r;erformance. This indicates that the sliding

friction characteristics of the rncdul.e change as a function of position.

Thus when using only proport.i.ona.L error control with a low loop gain, the

stiffness of the drive system is low and hence the system is very sensitive

to changes in load condition.

This evaluation has shown that it is possible with proport.Iona.I error
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Figure (8.2.3.1) Proportiooal Cootrol
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Table (8.2.3.1) Results Summary - static Performance

Parameter Positive Negative
lOUT III'

Lineari ty (rnm) 0.62 0.50

Repeatability (mm) 0.13 0.163

Hysteresis (nun) 1. 12
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Table (8.2.3.2) Resul ts Summary - Dynamic Perfonnance

HOVE NAXIHUH I-lEAN POSITIONING
VELOCITY (mms-l) VELOCITY (Ilulls- l )

SI1UI11 move out (TOP) 22~.2 ~O.l

Small move in (TOP) 131.0 3~.3

Sma 11 move out (\lOTTON) 157.6 8~.3

Small move in (\lOTTON) 21~.7 84.0

Hedium move OUT 335.8 113.5

Hedium move IN 343.7 71.5

Long move OUT 439.0 151.0

Long move IN 581. 7 127.0
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control to obtain a mean repeatability of the order of 0.17mm and accuracy

of 2.9rTh1l. This level of perfonnance can only be achieved with the use of

non-linear gains in the fonn of saturation limits and offsets on a rncdul.e

that exhibits Lnherent.Iy high damping. Maxirmnu velocities of 0.5m/s were

obtained for long rroves, with mean positioning velocities of approximately

one third the maximum velocity. It should be noted that the control

parameters had been tuned to give a rrarginally overdamped response and that

by increasing the proportior.al gain the response rapidly becanes unstable.

The problem of overcaning friction, particularly where short moves are

encountered, highlights the limitations of proportional control. The mcdul.e

under test exhibits more inherent mechanical damping than other m::x1ules

evaluated, but even here the forward path gain of the system Kf=1<1Kp must

be relatively low to obtain a stable response with little overshoot:

consequently the stiffness of the drive is low and hence the system is

sensitive to friction conditions particularly with short moves.

The results of a position resolution test illustrated this phenanena

quite clearly. A set-point sequence was selected so that a reduction in the

move length was programmed with each successive command. The data fran this

test showed that for moves below 70 pulses (2.24rrm) the static perforrrance

deteriorates dramatically.

A sampl.e velocity characteristic is shown in Figure [8.2.3.2] which

illustrates the effect of changes in differential pressure across the

actuator. The differential pressure initially rises and then decays, with a

small time lag the piston velocity characteristic follows this pattern.

The piston movement accentuates the drop in differential pressure to such

an extent that the differential pressure is no longer sufficient to

overcome friction and the actuator stops. The actuator rerrains stationary
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Figure (8.2.3.2) Response Characteristic
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while the differential pressure builds up and then jerks forward again; fhe

process is then rePeated which in consequence results in poor dynamic

r'esponse and considerable overshooting of the set-point with the velocity

peaking at approximately 35rrrrn/s.

When using the digitally operated proportional valve, hysteresis in the

spool and sleeve is less of a problem (ignoring backlash) but with no

dither component being used its beneficial effects on reducing friction in

the actuator and slideway are lost.

Proportional error control wi th constant loop gain when applied to

modules exhibiting low levels of mechanical damping (eg M35 arm) results in

an unstable response (when a high loop gain is used) or large absolute

position errors (when a low loop gain is used), typically several

milli.rnetres. This effect is illustrated clearly in the next Chapter where

the dynamic response of a module under proportional error is analysed. The

use of non-linear proportional error gain results in an improved dynami,c

response and static performance.

8.3. PROPORTIONAL CONIROL - NON-LINEAR GAINS

Conventional proportional control can be modified to incorporate

non-linear or multiple proportional gains. The control strategy is shown in

Figure [8.3.1]. The use of multiple proportional gains allows the

"proport.Iona.I gain' to increase as the error reduces: thereby applying a

chosen non-linear loop gain profile. The stiffness of the drive can be

increased as the setpoint is approached, thereby allowing the 'deadband' to

be reduced. The lower proportional gains maintain stability of response in

a long point-to-point move, but allow high gains close to the setpoint

improving static performance.
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Figure (8.3.1) Non-linear Gain Proport.Lonal. Control
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Where; Ko > Kl > K2

Example;

C = K x (e - e ) + Cnon 0 0

Cn+l = Kl x (e n+l - e l) + Cl

Cn+2 = K2 x (en+2 - e2) + C2

e l = control zone limit (1)

e2 = control zone limit (2)

e3 = control zone limit (3)

(9.3.1)

(9.3.2)

(9.3.3)

(9.3.4)
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The proportional gains KO, K1, and K2 have the relationship as shown in

equation (8.3.1). The corrmand signals for position errors e(n), e(n+1), and

e(n+2) are calculated as shown in equations (8.3.2) through to (8.3.4)

respectively. It is also necessary to define the associated control zone

limits e1, e2 and e3. Once these limits are known the control strategy

switching points C1 and C2 can be calculated, where;

C1 = (KO.e1)

and C2 = (K1.[e2-e1]) + C1

---(8.3.5)

---(8.3.6)

The multiple gain proportional control strategy is shown in flow chart

form in Figure [8.3.2]. The beneficial influence of a non-linear

proportional gain on static and dynamic perfonnance is evaluated in the

next chapter.

8. 4. MINOR I.roP CDMPENSATION

Control strategies using minor loop compensation were designed with

reference to the linearised model which describes the pneumatic actuator,

valve, and load system, (Weston et al [1984]), and the effect of such

compensation on stability is illustrated in Chapter (7). The model is an

extension of an analysis presented by Burrows [1969], (which accounts for

variation in system transfer function with load position), where the

pressure feedback loop is replaced by an acceleration loop.

The model assumes an ideal proportional valve, a sy:mrnetrical actuator and

pure inertial load and as such only approximates to the physical system.

In recent years a number of researchers (Drazan et al [1976] , Neuhaus

[1981], Schwenzerger [1984], etc.) have investigated the use of computer

controls in an attempt to compensate for the problems caused by the

compressibility of the working fluid which results in low stiffness, little
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natural damping and complex non-linearities.

With reference to the linearised model it can be shown that the addition

of a velocity and acceleration minor loop feedback terms allows adjustment

of the coefficients of the characteristic equation to be made, with

appropriate selection of the feedback loop gains.

The family of control strategies to be described are known as MIr..cx:M,

which is derived. frau the name 'MInor Loop ffi'1pensation'. The use of

velocity and acceleration feedback is only an attractive compensation

technique, with respect to a canmercial system, if the feedback data can be

derived. frau a single transducer

Methcds available for state variable measurement include;

(a) additional velocity and acceleration transducers

for direct measurement, and

(b) digital differentiation of the displacement

transducer signal using software algorithms.

The best quality of state variable measurement would be obtained using

direct measurement, but this is unattractive due to the cost implications

of additional transducers and associated interfaces. The most attractive

approach is to derive the feedback data directly frau the displacement

transducer signal in software.

8.4. 1 • DERIVATION OF VELCCITY AND ACCELERATION DATA

The optical enccder converts the load displacement into two quadrature

pulse trains, frau which the encoder interface then interrogates the

incoming pulses to produce a sixteen-bit position word. The counter buffer

can be accessed at any time by the processor to provide displacement data.

The displacement resolution is a function of the enccder grating line
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density and the feedback transmission ratio. The displacement resolution

defines the maximum Lenqfh of stroke that can be accomodated with the

present position feedback system.

The problem is to design a software algorithm to derive velocity and

acceleration of an acceptable resolution from the sampled displacement

data: techniques for deriving velocity and acceleration inforrration are

described below;

(a) DIRECT' DIFFERENTIATION OF STATE VARIABLES

Velocity and acceleration data can be derived from the changes in

displacement and velocity, resPeCtively, over a constant peri.od, namely

the sampling interval. Figure [8.4. 1 . 1 ] shows that the slope of the

position-time characteristic for any sampling interval (ts) represents the

average velocity over this interval.

The average acceleration is calculated from the slope of the

velocity-time characteristic for any sampling interval (ts).

The sampling interval (ts) determines the resolution in measuring the

velocity and acceleration. Using such an approach, a time delay is

introduced: the velocity and acceleration information being delayed by ts/2

seconds. For a discrete digital system to approximate to a continuous

system it is desirable to have the sampl.Lnq interval as small as possible,

but this irnplies that at 10YI velocities the resolution on velocity

measurement will be poor, with a high noise content and the acceleration

data will be a factor worse. At the other extreme a large sampling interval

will give good resolution, but with high module velocities the delay in the

measurement of the velocity and acceleration becomes increasingly

significant.

Using direct digital differentiation it is necessary to select a sampling
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Figure (8.4.1.1) Velocity Derivation
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interval to give a compromise between resolution aDd sample data rate

requirements.

The velocity being calculated as follows;

Vn = dY/dt = [Yn - (Yn-1)1/t

and acceleration;

An = d(dY/dt)/dt = [Vn - (Vn-1)1/t

--- (8 • 4 •1 •1 )

--- (8 •4 •1 .2)

where

Yn = position after n samples

Yn-1 = position after n-1 samples

Vn = velocity after n samples

Vn-1 = velocity after n-1 samples

An = acceleration after n samples

t = sampling interval

(b) DIFFERENTIATION OF STATE VARIABLES WITH Nth ORDER HOLD

In this method 'm' consecutive positions are stored together with 'm'

consecutive velocities in tables which have been calculated by;

Vn = [Yn - (Yn-m) l/t

and the acceleration is calculated by;

An = [Vn - (Vn-m) l/t

As new position and velocity values become available the two tables are

updated on the basis of the oldest data is removed and the new data forces

the other data to shuffle up one location.
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For example, store 'm' positions over consecutive sampling intervals, for

m=5, we have

sru~LING TIME t 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t 7t

POSITION Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7

VELOCITY V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7

The velocity and acceleration are derived as follows;

VELOCITY

V5=[Y5-YO]/mt

V6=[Y6-Y1]/mt

V7=[Y7-Y2]/mt

Vn=[Yn-(Yn-m)] /mt

ACCELERATION

A5=[V5-VO]/mt

A6=[V6-V1]/mt

A7=[V7-V2]/mt

An=[Vn-V(n-m) ]/mt

In a system where rapid dYnamic changes are present it is necessary to

sample data very rapidly, and the approach described here will yield a

better data resolution. The velocity and acceleration data is averaged

over an extended period, which should result in less noise content in the

data.

However, there is no ideal digital differentiation technique to derive

state variable data, a canpranise between sampling rate and resolution has

to be ffi3.de.
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8.4.2. MINOR LCOP CDMPENSATION \'1ITH CDNSTANT GAINS (MILCDM VERSION 1.0)

A control strategy incorporating minor loop canpensation was implemented;

the control scheme is illustrated schematically in Figure [8.4.2.1]. The

proportional error gain 'Kp', the velocity feedback gain IKvI, and the

acceleration feedback gain 'Ka' take constant values.

The control calculation is shown in flow chart form in Figure [8.4.2.2].

The corrmand signal within the control range is described by equation

(8.4.2.1).

Cs = Kp(Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cnull ---(8.4.2.1)

The strategy includes a 'control range' which defines the zone about the

setpoint in which the minor loop compensation is active. Beyond these

limits the corrnand signal is set to the appropriate saturation limit. The

control range is used to prevent an arithmetic overflow occurring. Overflow

conditioning is a necessary feature to incorporate in any digital motion

control systems.

The relationship between control system gains is shown in Figure

[8.4.2.3]. As can be seen, control is active within the deadband until the

brake is applied. The realtime control calculation operates every In'

sampling intervals. The command signal will only reach zero when the

setpoint is reached and the corresponding velocity and acceleration data

measured is zero.

8.4.2.1. SUMMARY

The minor loop canpensation control strategy has been illustrated here in

its most basic stage of evolution. No formal standard performance

evaluations were carried out with this implementation. Problems associated
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with the use of the digitally operated proportrional, valve with respect to;

(a) speed of r'esponse , and (b) limited spool displacement resolution,

prevented fhe control strategy being fully evaluated. However, during

Lnforma.I trials an increase in system damping due to the minor feedback

loops was noticeable. The subsequent implementation of the control

strategy, where the solenoid operated valve was used, includes additional

control features which are illustrated in the next section.

8.5. MINOR LCOP ca1PENSATION WITH PROPORTIONAL TERM COO'IDUR (MILCCM

VERSION 2.0)

The design of a control strategy with minor loop conpensat.ion

.incorporatlnq a profOrtional term contour is now described. The inclusion

of minor loop feedback e..'1abled the level of damping to be significantly

increased by appropriate selection of minor loop gains Kvand Ka.

With the level of damping relatively controllable, it was pcss.lbl.e to

improve the r'esponse tirne and increase the 'static stiffness' of the servo

by increasing the forward path gain. This was achieved by increasing the

profOrtional gain 'Kp'. In many practical situations sliding friction will

be a daninant factor in detennining the deadband of the servo. In such a

case if the sliding friction force is F, when the system is stationary at

the extrenity of the deadband fhenj

KpK' (Yd-Y) = F ---(8.5.1)

where KpK' = forward path gain of the system

and (Yd-Y) = the deadband about the sefpoi.nt;

(Yd) assuming symmetry

Clearly, as the gain Kp is increased the deadband will be reduced,

consequently improving the static perforrrance of the system. However, there
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is a limit on the magnitude of Kp as determined by the resulting stability

of the system.

Whe.T1 high controller gains are encountered t.he corrmand signal will

saturate rapidly and the corrrand signal will alternate between opposing

saturation levels. If the canmand signal saturates very close to the

setpoint instability can result. For these reasons it is desirable to have

a proportional gain 'Kp' that is non-linear, so that; 'Kp' can be chosen as

a function of error (Yd-Y) so that high static stiffness can be introduced

for small errors without introducing instability of larger error values.

A desirable characteristic for the proportional gain 'Kp' is shown in

Figure [8.5.1], where it takes a non-linear relationship as a function of

the position error. To implement such a control characteristic it is

necessary to have a function relating the gain to the position error. This

function could be parabolic or hyperbol.Lc in form, each would provide a

desirable characteristic, but both include a squared term. These functions

are difficult to implement using integer arithmetic and would significantly

increase the processing time. The proportional gain characteristic shown in

Figure [8.5. 1] would produce a proportional term of the form shown in

Figure [8.5.2].

The non-linear characteristic of the gain can be pre-calculated and

stored as a contour/look-up table in me-TOry. It is then only necessary to

look up the appropriate gain and multiply by the error (Yd-Y) to produce

the proportional term.

In implementing such a strategy it was felt that the process could be

further simplified by pre-calculating the proportional term 'Cp' and

storing this directly for reference as a contour in memory. This has

further benefits in regard to quantisation of signal levels. In the
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algorithm calculation it is then a s irnpl.e case of looking up the

appropriate proportional term value for a Particular position error. This

value can fhen be scaled and used in t.1-le ccmmand signal calculation. By

scaLinq the 'Cp' oontour it is possible to match exactly the physical

characteristics of aIly module to achieve a desired performance. The effect

of scaling the contour CaI1 be seen in Fig-ure [8.5.3]. The parameter used

to select the contour scaling factor is 'MNGCNT' where the oontour scaling

factor (C.S.F.) is calculated as follows;

C.S.F. = 16 / 'MNGCNT' ---(8.5.2)

fran which the scaled proportional term is derived;

Cp' = Cp. (16 / 'MNGCNr')

The software design for processing the proportional tenn and scaling is

shown in flow chart form in Figure [8.5.4]. The proportional te.....rm oontour

CaI1 be 'rnapped ' over any desired length of the stroke by selecting the

appropriate value of the parameter 'CNIRNG'. When all error generates all

index value greater fhan 4064 the index is reset to its maximum value, and

the proportional term saturates.

The corrmand signal within the oontrol zanqe CaI1 be described by;

Cs = Kp (Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cos + Cnull
nl

where

Kp = non-linear proportional gain
nl

Cs = ccrrrnand signal

Cnull = offset to achieve valve 'null'

Cos = valve offset fran null to reduce

system hysteresis

---(8.5.3)

This control scheme is shown schematically in Figure [8.5.5].
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The offset ' Cnul.I.' is necessary to produce valve 'null' when using the

solenoid operated proportional valve, it relates to the mid-point of the

DAC operating range. The solenoid operated valve was used for all

subsequent work in the research study, as the solenoid was a ttractive from

the canmercial point of view (lower unit cost) as well as technically it

provided a faster response time and greater spool displacement resolution.

The use of dither overcomes many of the hysteresis problems associated

with the solenoid operated valve, and also reduces other mechanical

hysteresis in the drive. The control system has an associated operating

'dead zone', which is significantly reduced with the inclusion of the

dither canponent. This dead zone can be attributed to friction in the

actuator/slideway and valve, and electrOITagnetic hysteresis in the

solenoid. With such a dead zone it is necessary to generate a minimum

conmand value fran 'null' before any response of the load is registered. In

a digital system it is possible to include discontinuities in the control

to acconcdat.e these conditions. Inclusion of the valve offset ' Cos', (see

Figure [8.5.6] ), where Cos is a constant for any actuator and load

condition, allows compensation to be made for this dead zone in the

operating characteristic, linearising the response. To overcome asymmetry

this valve constant is set using the parameters 'OFFPOS' and 'OFFNEG'

respectively for opposing directions of motion.

8.5. 1• PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - MINOR LCOP OJMPENSATIQN (MILCOM VERSION

2.0)

Two standard performance evaluations were carried out on linear modules

which exhibit differing pneuma-mechanical characteristics to determine the

effectiveness of this control strategy. The modules under evaluation
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demonstrate a large variation in slideway friction and load characteristics

and additionally use different size actuators.

(a) MINOR IroP Cll1PENSATION EVALUATION (1)

The experimental conditions for this evaluation are detailed in Table

[8.5.1.1] toget.1-ler with a list of associated control parameters. A standard

static performance evaluation was conducted using the M35 linear module

with a move length of 50rrm: this corresponds to twelve percent; of full

stroke.

The control strategy used was Milcan version 2.0, which consists of a

non-linear proportional error term (stored in the form of a look-up table

in memory) and a linear vel.ocf.ty and acceleration term. The control range

was defined as approximately eight percent of full stroke, outside this

region software saturation levels are imposed. The dynamic response

evaluation consisted of a series of transient responses for short moves in

different regions of the stroke.

The obj ective of this evaluation was to assess the performance of such a

control strategy with a module which demonstrates low inertia and low

friction.

(b) MINOR LCOP Cll1PENSATION EVALUATION (2)

The experimental conditions for this evaluation are detailed in Table

[8.5.1.2] with an associated list of control parameters. A standard static

performance evaluation was conducted using the LOT linear module No.2 with

a move length of 66.8mm: this corresponds to thirteen percent; of full

stroke. The control strategy used was Milcom version 2.0, as used in the

previous evaluation. The objective of this evaluation was to assess the

performance of such a control strategy with a linear module demonstrating

high inertia and friction.
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Table (8.5.1.1) Experimental Con::1itions - Milcx:m Ev. (1)

CONTROL CONDITION DESCRIPTION

Hodule H35 Arm
Hodule Attitude Horizontal
Load Condition Slideway - 3 kg
position Resolution 0.025 nun/pulse
Proportional Valve Solenoid Actuated (10 bit DAC)
Dither Frequency 50 hz
Brake Hechanism Yes
Supply Pressure 5.5 bar

Control Strategy Hilcom
Version Ver 2.0

Control Parameters KVGAIN = 4
KAGAIN = 24
Clcnum = 3 ( 1. 6 ms)
Deband • 6 (±O.15 nun)
Spltitn· 50 ('" O. 5 ms)
Haxsat = 380
Hinsat = -380
Inpnum = 40 "

Of Epo s = +9
Offneg = -9
Hngent = 181.
Cnt rn g = 3200

Table (8.5.1.2) Experimental Con::1itions - Milcx:m Ev.(2)

CONTROL CONDITION DESCRIPTION

Hodule LiJT Linear module No 2
Hodule Attitude Vertical
Load Condition Slideway - 16 kg
Position Resolution 0.033 nun/pulse
Proportional Valve Solenoid Actuated
Dither Frequency 50 hz
Brake Hechanism Yes
Supply Pressure 5.5 bar

Control Strategy Hilcom
Version Ver 2.0

Control Parameters KVGAIN = 9
KAGAIN • 35
Clcnum • 5 ("'2.6 ms)
Ileband • 6 (iO.2 nun)
SpIt lm • 50 (0.5 ms)
Haxsat = +500
Hinsat '. -500
Lnpnum'= 40
Offpos • +22
Offneg = -22
Hngent • 144
Cntrng • 3500



8.5.2. EVALUATION RESULTS

(a) MILCCX1 EVALUATION (1)

The results for a standard static performance test are sumrrarised in

Table [8.5.2.1] and Figure [8.5.2.1]. A summa-ry of dynamic response is

given in Table [8.5.2.2]. The results of static performance show that the

levels of linearity, accuracy and hysteresis achieved are significantly

better than those achieved in any previous evaluations on any linear

roodul.e ; however the repeatability has not shown the same improvement. A

study of the static test data ShOVled that it was only the isolated result

that produced a wide position variance. Fran these results and observations

at the time of the test it became apparent that periodically, once the

setpoint was achieved, before the brake mechanism could actuate and lock

the slideway, the module was drifting out of position. This position drift

was caused by a variation in the steady state conditions probably

influenced by leakage in the pnerratic supply and the mechanical operation

of the wrap spring lock mechanism.

In this version of the control strategy realtime control is maintained

until the mcdul.e achieves in-posit.i.onj the lock mechanism is then actuated

and realtime control ceases until a new setpoint is demanded. In subsequent

versions of the control strategy a mcd.i.f.i.ed brake control algorithm is used

where realtime control is maintained until the braking action is complete,

or alternatively realtime control can be maintained continuously and use of

the brake mechanism is optional.

Some informal tests were carried out with no brake mechanism, and these

tests showed that no contribution to positioning accuracy and repeatability

is made by the brake, this being a highly desirable feature as brake
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Figure (8.5.2.1) ~lilc01l - Ev. (1 )Table (8.5.2.1) Results S\.llTIDllY - static Perfonrance

PARAHETER OUT IN

Linearity (nun) 0.023 0.044

Repea tabi li ty (0101) 0.101 0.120

Hysteresis (mm) 0.01.6

Accuracy (nun) 0.15

Table (8.5.2.2) Resul ts SUTIT\3.ry - Dynamic Perfonrance
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characteristics are unpredictable and change as wear takes place and

operatinq conditions vary. The grab action of the wrap spring brake was

id~~tified on occasions to disturb the module and this would have

influenced the pos i.t.on variance. It was concluded that this design of brake

mechanism, with its inherent backlash, is not suitable. A conventional disc

brake arrangment is offered as an optional lock mechanism on the canmercial

family of linear modules.

The static Performance evaluation was r'epeat.ed sane days later under

identical test conditions to confirm that the results could be rePeated.

The dynamic performance figures obtained for short moves (5Ornm) were

encouraging with maximum velocities of 300mn/s, and poai.t.Lorrinq times (tp)

of less than one second being achieved: it should be remem1::ered that

posl tioning time is an imPJrtant criteria of the dynami,c r'esponse as in

industrial applications short cycle tlines can be identified with increased

manufacturing efficiencies.

'Ib summa.rise, the results of the first evaluation using a control

strategy Lncorporat.Inq minor loop canpensation were most encouraging, where

qocd accuracy and a stable resPJnse to a step demand were achieved.

(b) MILCCM EVAWATION (2)

The data derived from a standard static perfonnance test is sumnarised in

Table [8.5.2.3] and Fiqure [8.5.2.3]. A summa.ry of dynami.c response is

given in Table [8.5.2.4].

The static Performance achieved was not as good as that achieved in the

previous evaluation, and as would be expected, the deficiencies of the

brake control algorithm were also exhibited here, this influencing the

static performance achieved. As with the previous evaluation posdt.Lorrinq

could be successfully achieved without the use of the brake mechanism.
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Hilcom eu(2)

Table (8.5.2.3) Results Sumra ry - static Performance Figure (8.5.2.3) Hilcan - BY. (2)
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Linearity (m...,) 0.211 0.284

Repeatability 1m",) 0.494 0.268

Hysteresis (m,.,.,) 0.25

Accuracy (mm) 0.13&

Table (8.5.2.4) Results Summary - Dynamic Performance

DESCRIPTION HAXHIUH HEAN POSITIONING POSITIONING
VELOCITY VELOCITY (mmln) TUlE I tp' (5)

(rr'lrnl.~)

Small move ont (TOP) 376 30 2.227

Small move in (TOP) 188 24.6 2.711,

Sma11 move out (BOTTml) 163 31.6 2.115

Sma11 move in (HID) 288 28.6 2.331
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The dynarni,c perfonnance results showed that p::>sitioning times in excess

of two seconds were necessary. The increased inertia of the linear module

under examination here will obviously influence the dynamic r'esponse , but

the industry partners advised that the speed of response would need to be

improved for canmercial exploitation to be assured. Fran the t.ransi.ent;

zesponse it was seen that the time delay before the module r'esponds to the

corrmand signal accounts for about one quarter of the total posi tioning

time. This lag in the r'esponse is ITDst significant in short moves ,

8.5.3. SUMMARY

These performance evaluations have illustrated that minor loop

canpensation can be used to significantly improve the static ana dynami.c

characteristics of a pneumatic drive under varying load and friction

conditions.
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8.6. MINOR LCOP CCX1PENSATION WITH PROPORTIONAL TERJ.\1 CON'IDUR

The control strategy descri:ted. in fhe previous section (Milcan version

2.0) was the subj ect of a number of design rnc:difications to enhance both

the static and the dynami.c performance characteristics. These design

changes are illustrated in section (8.6) and as appropriate reference is

ma.de to evaluations.

8 •6. 1 • MINOR LCOP CCMPENSATION WITH PROPORTIONAL TERL'1 CON'IOUR (MILC:X)J.'1

VERSION 2.10)

Milcau version 2. 10 was designed such that the proportional term contour

can be 'ma.pped' over any desired 'control range' by simply selecting the

control parameter 'CNTRNG', in pulse counts. To improve the speed of

response (particularly for long moves), involved a mcxlification of the

control strategy outside the 'control range'. The command signal is set to

the positive or negative saturation level, so that outside the 'control

range' the canma.nd signal takes a constant value determined by the control

parameters 'MAXSAT' and 'L'1INSAT' respectively.

These modifications are shown in flow chart form in Figure [8.6.1.1J. The

relationship between the control system gains is shown in Figure [8.6.1.2J.

The proportional t~~ contour used here is as previously descri:ted..

The corrmand signal within the 'control range' can be descri:ted. by;

Cs = Kp (Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cos + Cnul.L ---(8.6.1.1)
nl

Outside the 'control range' the corrmand signal is

Cs = Csat ---(8.6.1.2)

other than the modifications discussed Milcom version 2.10 is the same as
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version 2.0.

8.6.2. MIi\JOR LCOP o:::MPENSATION WITH PROFDRTIONAL TERM CD."fIDUR (MILCCM

VERSION 2.20)

Problems were encountered using a step function to saturation level in

the control scheme when outside the control range. When a small step

function was used the response was unacceptably slow. If a large step

function was used then an acceptable speed .of 'response could be obtained,

but significant overshoot would result.

To obtain better control of the dynamic resp:mse, the step function,

which operates outside the control range, was replaced by a proportional

error control term. With an appropriate selection of the propcrtriona.l gain

'Kp', being set using the control paramet.er 'KGAIN',·

where, Kp == 1/KGAIN ---(8.6.2.1)

and the constant 'Cc', the dynamic response was significantly Improved

for the canplete range of moves. The controller constant ' Cc ' was

introduced to include the valve offset 'Cos'. This constant is set using

the control paramebar 'PROPST', and can be calculated approximately from

the relationship

Cc == PROPST == [( GITRNG) / KGAIN] + Cos ---(8.6.2.2)

Figure [8.6.2.1] shows the software modifications for the proportional

tenn calculation outside the control range.

With the introduction of the proportional control zone there are now

three distinct control schemes in operation, dependent upon the position

error. The control zones can be represented by the following equations;

for / (Yd-Y) / < Ecr (within the control range)

Cs == Kp (Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cos + Cnull ---(8.6.2.3)
nl
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for Ecr <= /(Yd-Y)/ < Es

Cs = Kp(Yd-Y) + Cc + Cnull

for /(Yd-Y)/ >= Es

Cs = Csat

---(8.6.2.4)

---(8.6.2.5)

These relationships are illustrated by Figure [8.6.2.2].

8.6.3. MINOR LOJP CD\1PENSATION WITH PROroRTIONAL TER1.'1 CDN'IOUR (MILCOM

VERSION 2.30)

The minor loop compensati.on control strategy, as described in the

previous section, was achieving target perfonnance levels acceptable for

corrmercial posi.t.Lonlnq systems with respect to its static characteristics.

The one characteristic of the transient res];X)nse that was still undesirable

was the low amplitude oscillation close to set.po.int; at certain pos.i.tions in

the stroke.

The first design change to overcane this problem was to implement a new

al.qor'Lthm for the derivation of the state variables. The method of direct

derivation of velocity and acceleration was replaced by the nth order hold

approa.ch, which involves the storage of post.t.i.on and velcx::ity data over 'm'

consecutive sampling periods. The velcx::ity and acceleration can be

re-ealculated every sampling interval, but the values calculated are the

average over the previous 'm' sampling intervals.

This approa.ch did allow improved resolution to be obtained on velocity

and acceleration measurement, but the time lag introduced did appear to

have a detrimental effect on stability. This effect was not fully

quantified due to time constraints in the research study.
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8. 6.4. MINOR IroP CX1iJPENSATION WITH PROPORTIONAL TERJ.'1 CDNTOUR (MILCOY1

VERSION 2.40)

The problem of reducing the low ampl.i.tude oscillation at the setpoint

(also resulting in a reduced settling time) was achieved by implementing

subtle changes to the minor loop canpensation strategy (version 2.20). An

additional control zone was intro::luced as part of the existing control

range (see Figure [8.6.4.1]) • The final. section of the proportional term

contour (the last 'rn I points in the table closest to . I null I) are replaced

by a linear proportional term. The contour at this point will approximate

to a tangent with a gradient 'Kl I and so for each discrete error value in

this region a proportional term can be calculated.

This additional control region overcomes the problem of discontinuities

in the look-up table. These discontinuities are a result of the quantising

of the contour profile and the length of stroke to which the look-up table

has been I mapped I. The larger the length of stroke over which I mapping I

occurs, the larger the resulting discrete incremental changes will be.

These discrete changes obtained from the contour will only be significant

when close to the null, and the problem disappears when this additional

control zone is intro::luced.

Another change to the control scheme that can be implemented is to stop

the control within the I deadband I • This means that when the 'deadband ' is

entered, the controller is immediately set at null. This change is designed

to reduce the settling perio::l. The effect of these changes on the

proportional term is illustrated in Figure [8.6.4.2]. The deadband now

defines a region about the setpoint within which the controller is

inactive, an analogy to prograrnmable compliance can be drawn. The . software

modifiCations necessary are shown in flowchart form in Figure [8.6.4.3J. It
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can be seen that to prevent the servo from stopping at the edge of the

deadband it was necessary to increment the error before the proportional

t.erm was calculated.

The command signal for each control zone can be represented by the

following equations;

For /(Yd-Y)/ < Edh (within the deadband) then,

Cs = Cnull

For Edb <= / (Yd-Y) / < Ecg then,

Cs = Kp (Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cos + Cnull
I

---(8.6.4.1)

---(8.6.4.2)

For Ecg <= / (Yd-Y) / < Eng then,

Cs = Kp (Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cos + Cnull ---(8.6.4.3)
nl

For Eng <= / (Yd-Y) / < Ecr then,

Cs = Kp(Yd-Y) + Cnull + Cc

and for Ecr <= / (Yd-Y) / then

Cs = Csat

---(8.6.4.4)

---(8.6.4.5)

This control strategy achieved target performance levels necessary for a

corrmercial pneumatic positioning system with respect to both static and

dynamic performance criteria, as illustrated in the following section.

8. 6.5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION - MINOR LCOP CDMPENSATION (MILCa1 VERSION

2.4)

Two standard Performance evaluations were conducted using the minor loop

ccmpensat.ion control strategy (Milcom version 2.4) to quantify the

performance level.

(a) MINOR LCOP CD1PENSATION EVALUATIONS (4) AND (5)

The experimental conditions for these evaluations are detailed in Table
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[8.6.5.1] with a list of associated control p3.rameters for each evaluation.

Using the M35 ann a standard static performance test was conducted in each

evaluation together with a series of dynamic response tests. The realtime

control software used for roth evaluations was Milcom version 2.40. This

strategy includes a proport.i.onaf control region and a 'control range' in

which the prop:>rtionaltenn can take either a linear or non-linear

relationship, the velocity and acceleration- minor loops have constant

gains.

The objective of these evaluations was to detennine the level of

performance that could be achieved using the M35 linear m::x1ule: this module

dem::mstrated similar mechanical characteristics to the proj ected production

m::x1ules. Two parallel evaluations were conducted necessarily in an attempt

to quantify the effectiveness of D"le non-linear proport.Lonal tenn when

compared to a linear proport.Ional, tenn. Milcau evaluation (4) was conducted

USi.T1g a linear proportional tenn wi thin the control range where the gain

'Kp' has a constant value

for 4 < /(Yd-Y)/ <= 255 then Kp = 1

Outside the control range the proportional tenn has a gain of Kp=1 /100.

Milcan evaluation (5) was conducted using a non-linear proportional tenn

wi thin the 'control range' where the non-linear contour values are scaled

by a factor of 1.6, the last fifteen points of' the contour having a gain of

Kp=1. Outside the control range the proportional tenn has a gain of

Kp=1/80.

The M35 linear module has the following loop gains associated with the

control system used in this research study, where;

Prop:>rtional error loop gain = Kp.400 volts/m
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5 -1
Velocity ICXJp gain = KV.2X10 volts/rns

8 -2
Acceleration ICXJp gain = Ka.1X10 volts/rns

8.6.5.1. EVALUATION RESULTS - MILm[1 EVALUATION (4)

The results of a standard static performance test are surrmarised in Table

[8.6.5.1.1] and Figure [8.6.5.1.1]. The transient response is shown in

Figure [8.6 _5. 1 .2] with a sumnaryof - dynami,c response given in Tables

[8.6.5.1.2](a) and (b).

The static performance evaluation results show that very good perforrrance

was achieved for all the performance criteria. The quantitive measures of

linearity, accuracy, repeatability and hysteresis ShOYl levels of

perforrrance necessary in a canmercial motion control syst.em, These static

perforrrance results are better than any achieved in previous evaluations

with a linear rocx1ule.

The dynamic perforrrance results show that for long moves velocities in

excess of 1000m:n/s are achieved, with mean position velocities in excess of

30Ormn/s. The positioning time 'tp' for all categories of move was found to

be less than one second. The transient responses show that the settling

phase, though reduced, still has a significant influence on the positioning

time and that the response lag is also significant for short moves: this is

why the positioning times cannot be directly correlated to length of move.

8.6.5.2. EVALUATION RESULTS - MILmM EVALUATION (5)

The test data for a standard static performance test are summarised in

Table [8.6.5.2.1] and Figure [8.6.5.2.1]. A typical transient response is

shovm in Figure [8.6.5.2.2] with a summary of dynamic performance given in

Tables [8.6.5.2.2](a) and (b).
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Table (8.6.5.1) Experimental Corditions - MilOOl11 Ell. (4) ard Ell. (5)

CONTROL CONDITION DESCRIPTION

Hodu1e N35 arm
Nodule Attitude Horizontal
Load Condition Slideway - 3 Kg
position Resolution 0.025 mm/pu1se
Proportional Valve Solenoid Actuated
Dither Frequency 50 hz·
Brake Hechanism NOT USED
Supply Pressure 5.5 bar

Control Strategy Hilcon
Version Ver 2.40

Control Parameters
-

Hi l com Ev(4) Hi1com Ev(5)

Kvgain = 50 Kvgain = 50
Kagain = 100 Kagain = 100
Deband = ±4 (0.1 nun) Oeband = ±4 (0.1 mm)
Spltum· 200 (2.13 IDS) Spltum· 200 (2.13 ms)
Naxsat = +60 Haxsat = +60
Hinsat = -60 Hinsat = -60
Inpnum = 60 (128 IDS) Inpnum = 60 (128 ms)
Offpos = +12 Offpos • +12
Offneg = -12 Offneg = -12
Hngcnt = XXX (dont care) NligCnt = 10
Cntrng = 255 (6.37 mm) Cntrng = 500
Propst = 40 Propst = 50
Kgain = 100 Kgain = 80
Lstcnt = 255 (6.37 mm) Lstcnt = 15
Klgain = 16 K1gain = 16

'I'able (0.6.5.1.1) static Performance SUJm1ilry

PARANETER OUTSTROKE (nun) INSTROKE (rom)
-

Linearity 0.008 0.008

Repeatability 0.057 0.043

Hysteresis 0.014

Accuracy OJ

NUcom eu(4)



Table (8.6.5.1.2) (il) Dynamic Performance SUl1unary - STD Test

Figure (8.6.5.1.1) Milccm - Ev.(4)
HOVE 50 rom HOVE 50 rom

PARAHETER OUTSTROKE INSTROKE

Hean

IPositioning 850 840
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,.
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Table (8.6.5.1.2) (b) Dynamic Response Summary

DIR HOVE POSITIONING VELOCITY HAX HEAN POS VEL
(rnm) • TUIE (ms) tp (mms-l) Vmax (nnns-l) HPV

+ LONG 937 892 293
OUT/S 275

- LONG 824 1020 334
IN/S 275

+ HED 940 633 1.46
QUT/S 137. 5

- HED 710 692 194
IN/S 137.5
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The static perfonnance evaluation shows that as with evaluation (4) very

qood results were obtained for all categories of perfonnance measure, with

no substantial differences to those of evaluation ( 4). The notable

improvement is that· relati..!1g· to mean positioning times (tp) of the SOmrn

moves in the standard test.- For the full test sequence, tp=723ms for

outstroke moves and 696ms for instroke moves; these compare with tp=8SOms

and 840ms respectively for evaluation (4) where a linear proport.IonaI term

was used. A reduction in mean positioning time of this order is qu.ite

significant in a series of short moves, and can be attributed to the higher

average forward path gain when using a non-linear proportional tenn. The

beneficial influence of a non-linear position Loop gain is demonst.rat.ed in

a fu...rther study of dynamic r'esponse in the next Chapter. It should be noted

that the pos.Lt.Loni.nq times quoted in any evaluation includes the

'in-p:::>sition' time, which in this case was 128ms. It is appropriate to say

that the static perfonnance derronstrated by the M3S linear module in this

evaluation would be acceptable for many industrial motion control

applications.

The dynamic perfonnance test results show that for long moves velocities

in excess of 120Omm!s are achieved, with mean posdt.Iordnq velocities in

excess of 30Omm!s. Particularly with short moves, the use of non-linear

posf.t.lon lcop gains has resulted in a faster dynamic r esponse , The use of a

non-linear velocity loop gain can further enhance the dynamic r'esponse , but

techniques to reduce the "response lag' in short moves and the ' settling

phase' result in a more significant improvenent.

8.6.5.3. SUMMARY

The evolution of a motion control strategy for pneumatic servo-drives has
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Table (8.6.5.2.1) static Performance SUmmary

PARAHETER OUTSTROKE (rnm) INSTROKE (rnm)

Linearity 0.013 0.012

Repeatability 0.046 0.040

Hysteresis 0.021

Accuracy 0.10

Hllcom eu(S)

Error Standard i
De v i at ion
(pulses)
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2

Figure (8.6.5.2.1) Miloom - Ev.(5)
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Table (8.6.5.2.2) (~) Dynamic Performznce Summary
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Table (8.6.5.2.2) (b) Dynamic Response Summary

PARAHETER HOVE 50 nun ~IOVE 50 nun
OUTSTROKE INSTROKE

Hean
Positioning 723 696
Time (ms)

Time
Standard 46 46Deviation

(ms)

Hean
positioning 69.2 71.8
Velocity (mm/s)

DIR HOVE POSITIONING VELOCITY HAX HEAN POS VEL
(rum) TIHE (ms) tp (mms-1) Vmax (mms-1) HPV

+ LONG 963 1043 285
0/5 275

- LONG 802 1230 343
I/S 275

+ HED 974 727 141
0/5 137.5

- HED 722 879 190
1/5 137.5

I
N
01
~
I



been described. The use of minor loop compensation techniques and

non-linear feedback loop gains in a multi-strategic control system has

resulted in a robust control scheme demonstrating significanlty improved

static and dynamic perfonnance. This control strategy will now be describ3d

under a series of load evaluations. However 1 "b'1e implementation of the

control strategy has been m::xlified to include bi-directional gains and

global saturation limits (Milcan version 2.50). These changes allow valve,

actuator and Load asymmetry to be acconmcdated by the control strategy.

The control strategy (Milcom version 2.5) will be described in sane

detail in the following section as this implementation (with the addition

of a I front-end I control scheme) is used in the canmercial motion control

system sold by Martonair Ltd.

8.7. A mNTROL STRA'IEGY FOR cnvJr1ERCIAL PNEUMATIC r.-mION CON'IROL (M:ILCCM

VERSION 2.50)

The control strategy is designed as a multi-strategic control scheme

incorporating minor loop compensation and non-linear gains which can be

represented schematically by Figure [8.7.1]. Milcan version 2.50 was

implemented to incorporate the most successful features of the early

control strategies using minor loop compensation and non-linear feedback

loop gains, for use in the prototype single axis controllers (see Chapter

(10)). Certain additional features, until now anitted to reduce canplexity,

were now necessarily incorporated within the control strategy.

It was necessary to intrcduce bi-directioDrll controller gains to

accomodate asymmetry in the actuator, valve and load conditions. Earlier

versions of Milcan allowed the controller to fu.l.l.y saturate the command

signal to the valve when outside the control range (saturation limits could
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be set wi thin the control range). Here parameters are introduced to Impose

global saturation Lirni.t.s on the controller. These software limits are set

usi.ng the control paramet.ers 'SATPOS' and 'SATNEG' for each direction.

Milcom version 2.50 is described in Figure [8.7.2] and [8.7.5]

and in section .(8. 7. 1) presented in Apperrlix (8)"
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8.7.2. LOAD TESTING OF A LINEAR MODULE (M60110/600)

w"ITH MINOR LCDP mMPENSATIQ'l' CDNTROL STRA'I'.EW:

fution control strategies using minor loop canpensation teclmiques have

been evaluated with a range of prototype rocx:lules. In this section a series

of performance evaluations are presented with variable load systems: the

tests J::::eing carried out using e1e Martonair M/6011 0/600 linear rocx:lule,

which is one of a ra.YJ.ge of handling rocx:lules marketed carunercially with an

LUT designed motion control system. It should J::::e noted fhat; prototype

M3rtonair linear units became available subsequent to the Milccm control

strategy evaluations in this research study.

8. 7 •3 • EXPERIJ.V1ENTAL mNDITIONS

Tne experimental conditions are descr.ibed for a series of perforrncmce

evaluations, which were conducted to analyse the effect of variable load

systems.

The realtime control software used for all the load system evaluations

was Milccm version 2.50. Real time control is maintained continuously

negating fhe requirernent for the lock mechanism.

(a) LOAD KVALUATION (1), (2)and(3)

The experimental conditions for load evaluation (1), (2)and(3) are

detailed in Table [8.7.3.1] with an associated list of control parameters.

A representation of the load test configuration is shovffi in Figure

[8.7.3.1], the M/60110/600 linear module is mounted horizontally- on the

test table with the load acting in the vertical plane via the pulley

system. This configuration ensures fhat; a purely axial load is applied to
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Table (8.7.3.1) Experimental Q:>rrlitions

Load Evaluations (l). (2) and (3)

CONTROL CONDITION DESCRIPTION

Hodule H/60l10/600 Linear Unit
Hodule Attitude Horizontal
Load Condition Slideway 3.5Kg + Load
position Resolution 0.028 nnn/puise
Proportional Valve Solenoid Actuated
Dither Frequency 50 hz
Brnke Hechanism Not used'
Supply Pressure 5.5 bar

Control Strategy Hilcom
Version Ver 2.50

Control Parameters Kv ga i n ~ 70 Propst ~ 30
Kar,ain ~ 150 Kgnpos c 60
Deband _ 5 (±0.14 mm) Kgnneg c 40
Spltum· 200 (2.15 ms) Lstcnt = 5
Haxpos c +60 Klgpos = 5
Haxneg • -60 Klgneg = 5
Inpnum = 60 Satpos = 650
Offpos = +17 Satneg = 375
Offneg = -17
tlngctn c 8
tlngctp • 8
Cntrng· 600 (~16.7 mm)

-. Load (mg)

A

+

To" T"bl~

I' ,'==__

I
tv
-...J
0I:>
I

Table (8.7.3.2) Load Evaluation

Figure (8.7.3.1) Load Test Q:>nfiguration TEST STATIC LOAD (Kg)

Load Evnluation (1) 13

Load Evaluation (2) 5

Load Evaluation (3) 0



the module: thus additional static Loadfnq can be incorporated with the

intrinsic mass of the slideway (3.5kg), the additional static loading used

for load evaluations (1),(2)and(3) is listed in Table [8.7.3.2].

Standard static perforrrance evaluations were conducted using a move

length of 84mm(3000 pulses) and the dynami.c responses associated with these

evaluations were also analysed. Other dynami.c response testing included the

monitoring of the transient resp::mse over various lengths of move in each

direction, to determine the effect of load.

The rncdul.e under test, the M/6011 0/600 linear unit, has a 600rnm stroke

length. A.s can be seen fran Figure [8.7.3.1] the actuator body moves with

respect to the piston (the reverse of a conventional pneumatic cylinder).

Hence to provide positive motion (outstroke) air is applied to chamber (A)

with negatve motion induced by supplying air to chamber (B). An actuator

piston area differential is present biasing motion in tile negative

direction. In each evaluation the 'null' of the valve was set in the loaded

condition.

(b) LOAD EVALUATION (4) - INERTIAL LOAD

The experimental conditions for load evaluation (4) are detailed in Table

[8.7.3.3] with an associated list of control parameters. The control

parameters were re-selected for this evaluation to acccmerlate the changed

load system configuration.

A representation of the load test configuration is shown in Figure

[8.7.3.2]: the M/60110/600 linear module is mounted horizontally on the

test table with the l03.d carriage mounted directly onto the module via a

flexible coupling. This configuration was chosen to determine the effect of

an inertial load of 6.5kg on performance, the intrinsic mass of the module

slideway (3. 5kg) plus the mass of the load carriage of 3kg.
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Table (8.7.3.3) Experimental Corrlitions - Load Evaluation (4)

CONTROL CONDITION DESCRIPTION

Hodule H/60ll0/600 Linear Unit
Hodule Attitude Horizontal
Load Condition Slideway
Position Resolution 0.028 rrnn/pulse
Proportional Valve Solenoid Actuated
Dither Frequency 50 hz
Brake Hechanism Not used
Supply Pressure 5.5 bar

Control Strategy Hilcom
Version Ver 2.50

Control Parameters Kvgain a 65 Kl gpos = 9
Kagain a 100 Klgneg = 9
Deband • 6 (±0.17 ~~) Satpos = 650
Spltum a 200 (2.13 ms) Satneg a 375
Haxneg a +60
Haxpos a -60
Inpnum a 20
Offpos a +17
Offneg = -17
Cntrng = 1000
Propst a 30
Kgnpos = +60
Kgnneg = -60
Lstcnt = 1000



The standard static perfonnance evaluation was conducted using a length

of move of 84mm( 3000pulses). The dynami.c response evaluation included the

monitoring of the t.ranai.ent; response over various lengths of move in each

direction.

8.7.4. EVALUATION RESULTS - LOAD TESTlliG

The results of the load evaluations of fhe Milcom version 2.50 control

strategy are presented below.

(a) LOAD EVALUATION (1) - 13kg payload

The results of a standard static perfonnance evaluation are surrmarised in

Figure [8.7.4.1] and Table [8.7.4.1]. A typical response is shown in Figure

[8. 7 •4 . 2 ] with a s1..1IT1ITl:3IY of dynami.c response given ··i.n Tables

[8.7.4.2](a)and (b).

This evaluation of the M/6011 0/600 linear unit with a 13kg payload shows

that static performance has not been adversely effected. The surrmary table

shows that all quantitive static performance measures show gcxx1 levels of

perfonnance. The results compare favourably with the Milcan evaluations on

the M35 linear module.

The dynamic response of the system is quantified in tenus of the summary

tables and the transient response. These illustrate that a high static

loading does considerably effect the dynami.c response. In L'1is evaluation

the pay load configuration assists motion in the PJsitive direction and

acts against motion in the negative direction. The mean positioning time

for an instroke move is increased by the order of twenty-five percent when

compared to an equivalent outstroke move: due to the asymmetric nature of

the payload. This asymmetry in the dynami.c response can be balanced by

appropriate selection of the bi-directional control system gains •.~1lUffi
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Figure (8.7.4.1) Load Evaluation (1)
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Table (8.7.4.2) Dynamic Performance Summary

PARAHETER NOVE HOVE
OUTSTROKE (mOl) INSTROKE (nun)

Hean
Positioning 1555 2006
Time (ros)

Time
Standard

N/A N/ADeviation
(ros)

Nean
Positioning 53.9 41.3
Veloci ty (mrn/s)

Table (8.7.4.2) (b)

HOVE DIR V POSITIONING Vmax HEliN NOVE
. (nun) p TIllE tp (s) VELOCITY POSITIONING POSITION

HAX (nuns-1) VELOCITY
HPV (mrns-l)

83.8 0/5 23 1.044 301. 7 80.3 9000-
+ 12000

83.8 1/5 14 1.542 183.6 54.3 12000-
- 9000

279.4 0/5 66 1.439 865.8 194.2 5000-
+ 15000

279.4 1/5 26 1. 958 341,0 142.7 15000-
- 5000

530.9 0/5 67 2.306 878.8 230.2 1000-
+ 20000

530.9 1/5 28 2.942 367.3 180.4 20000-
- 1000
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velocities in excess of 850mm/s were achieved in the outstroke direction

for long moves, and this could be significantly increased as t.he controller

saturat.i.on levels L'11POSed for these evaluations were relatively low.

The transient response for any of the sample moves show the effect of the

asymmetrical loading. For the instroke moves the response lag is

significantly increased (in excess of 300 percent when compared to the

outstroke move), and when motion takes place the mean velocity and rnaxirnurn

velocity are considerably lower when conpared to those for the

corresponding outstroke move. The settling phase for roth instroke and

outstroke moves appears to be very similar in duration and not

significantly influenced by the load condition.

(b) WAD EVALUATION (2) - 5kg payload

The results of a standard static performance evaluation are sum.narised in

Figure [8.7.4.3] and in Table [8.7.4.3]. A typical transient response is

shown in Figure [8.7.4.4] with a surrunary of dynamic performance given in

Table [8.7.4.4](a) and (b).

This evaluation of the M/6011 0/600 linear unit with a 5kg payload is

designed to illustrate the effect of the reduced payload on the static and

dynamic performance. The static performance criteria again show that

results have not deteriorated with the application of the load and compare

favourably with the best achieved in earlier evaluations.

The dynamic performance results (see surrunary tables and transient

response), as would be expected, show an improvement over the previous

evaluation. The asyrrunetric loading means that for identical moves the

instroke motion is adversely influenced by the load: the positioning time

is increased, the mean positioning velocity and the maximum velocity are

lower than for the corresponding outstroke moves. However, the mean
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Figure (8.7.4.3) Load Evaluation (2)
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T-able (8. 7 •4.4) Dynamic Performance Surmary

~IOVE ~IOVE
PARAHETER OUTSTROKE INSTROKE

Hean
Positioning 1.42 1526
Time (ms )

Time
Standard

N/A N/ADeviation
(ms)

Hean
Positioning 59.0 54.9
Velocity (mm/s)

'I'able (8.7.4.4) (b)

HOVE DIR V POSITIONING Vmax HEAN HOVE
(mm)

p TUlE tp (s) VELOCITY POSITIONING POSITION
HAl< (nnns-1) VELOCITY

HPV (nuns-I)

83.8 O/S 19 0.917 249.2 91.4 9000-
+ 12000

83.8 l/S 17 1. 221 223.0 68.6 12000-
- 9000

279.4 O/S 51 1. 356 669.0 206.0 5000-
+ 15000

279.4 I/S 40 1. 737 524.7 160.8 15000-
- 5000

530.9 O/S 62 1. 694 813.3 313.4 1000-
+ 20000

530.9 l/S 51 2.015 669.0 263.5 20000-
- 1000
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posi t.ioninq velocities show an overall improvement conpared with the 13kg

pay.Load evaluation. The r'esponse lag is a significant propcrt.ion of the

positioning time for any instroke move.

(c) WAD EVALUATION (3) - Okg payload

The results of a standard static performance evaluation are summarised in

Figure [8.7.4.5] and in Table [8.7.4.5]. A typical transient res[X)nse is

shown in Figure [8.7.4.6] with a surrmary of dynamic performance given in

Tables [8.7.4.6](a) and (b).

This evaluation of the M/6011 0/600 linear unit with zero payload (other

than the intrinsic mass of the slideway) shows very qocd static performance

has been achieved with respect to all the quantitive performance measures

and compares favourably with the previous load evaluations.

With zero payload, the asymmetrical nature of the loading is removed and

this is reflected by the dynamic r'esponse results. With a short move the

'res[X)nse lag' is still a significant pro[X)rtion of the [X)sitioning time

(as was the case with the M35 module - Milcom ev(5)). This is caused by the

canmand signal only reaching modest values when small errors in position

are encountered as for short rnoves. An improvement in dynamic respJnse

results with the application of a 'front end' saturation cont.rol scheme

applied until motion occurs.

For corres[X)nding instroke and outstroke moves the values for [X)sitioning

time, mean positioning velocity and maximum velocity are similar:

differences in the dynamic responses being accounted for by the asymmetry

of the actuator and proport.Lonal, valve. The levels of mean poai.trlorrinq

velocity and maximum velocity achieved are correspondingly higher than the

equivalent figures for the previous load evaluations.

(d) WAD EVALUATION (4) - inertial payload
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Figure (8.7.4.5) Load Evaluation (3) Load eu(3)
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Table (8.7. 4.6) Dynamic Perfonnance Surrrnary

PARAHETER HOVE HOVE
OUTSTROKE INSTROKE

Hean
Positioning 1. 25 1. 28
Time (ms)

Time
Standard

N/A N/ADeviation
(ms)

~Iean

Positioning 67.0 65.5
Velocity (nnn/s)

Table (8.7.4.6) (b)

HOVE DIR V POSITIONING Vmax HEAN HOVE
(nnn)

p TUlE tp (s ) VELOCITY POSITIONING POSITION
HAX (nuns-I) VELOCITY

HPV (nuns-I)

83.8 0/5 20 0.905 262.3 92.6 9000-
+ 12000

83.8 1/5 18 0.993 236.1 84.4 12000-
- 9000

279.4 0/5 41 1.422 537.8 196.5 5000-
+ 15000

279.4 1/5 47 1.055 616.5 264.8 15000-
- 5000

530.9 0/5 62 1. 389 813.3 382.2 1000-
+ 20000

530.9 1/5 58 1. 849 760.8 287.1 20000-
- 1000
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The test data from a standard static performance evaluation are

summarised in Figure [8. 7 . 4. 7] and Table [8. 7 . 4. 7]. A typical transient

response is shown in Figure [8.7.4.8] with a sumrrary of dynamic performance

given in Tables [8.7.4.8](a) and (b).

This evaluation of the M/60110/600 linear module with an inertial payload

was conducted with the valve 'null' being set with the load in position.

The static performance sumnary ShOV1S very good results are achieved with

respect to all quantitive performance measures and compares favourably with

the other load evaluations. It can conclude that inertial loading does not

significantly influence static performance.

The dynamic response data illustrates that the response lag for an

instroke move is substantially larger than the corresp:mding response lag

for the outstroke move: this being particularly significant with short

moves.

8. 7 •5. LOAD EVALUATION (MILCDM VERSION 2.50) CDNCLUSIONS

It has been shown that variations in load system conditions do not

adversely effect the static performance when using the minor loop

compensation (Milcan Version 2.50) control strategy. However I the dynamic

response is influenced by the load conditions but within limits this can be

accomodated by the appropriate 'tuning' of the control system gains.

Furthermore I a reduction in the ' response lag' by the introduction of

'front end' saturation control schemes (Milcom version 2.60) will improve

the dynamic response under load particularly for short moves. Fran these

load evaluations it woul.d have to be concluded that such a pneumatic motion

control system is appropriate for use in camnercial positioning systems

such as 'modular handling systems' for 'point-to-point' control of small
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Figure (8.7.4.7) Load Evaluation (4) Loa<l eu(4)
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Table (8.7.4.8) Dynamic Performance Summary

PARAHETER !lOVE NOVE
OUTSTROKE (nun) INSTROKE (nun)

Nean
Positioning 1,275 1,503
Time (ms)

Time
Standard N/A N/ADeviation

(ms)

~lean

Pos i tioning 65.65 55.69
Velocity (mm/s)

Table (8.7.4.8) (b)

~IOVE DIR V POS ITIONING Vmax NEAN NOVE
(mm) p TUlE tp (s ) VELOCITY POSITIONING POSITION

HAo': (nnns-1) VELOCITY
NPV (mms-1)

83.8 0/5 19 0.934 250 89.7 9000-
+ 12000

83.8 1/5 17 0.910 223 92.1 12000-
- 9000

279.4 0/5 41 1. 230 539 227.1 5000-
+ 15000

279.4 1/5 43 1.113 565 251.0 15000-
- 5000

530.9 0/5 54 1. 488 710 356.8 1000-
+ 20000

530.9 1/5 56 1. 746 736 304.1 20000-
- 1000
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and medium payloads.

It should also be noted that the magnitude of the allowable payload will

be a funct.ion of fhe size and mechani.caI design of the actuator and

slideway.

The control strategy described and evaluated in t.his research study

though relatively ccmplex in form (using minor loop compensation,

non-linear gains and multiple control zones), is quite easy to 'tune' for a

speci.fied "dynami.c ' and ' static' Performance requirement. The control

strategy is sufficiently 'robust' to be applicable to a wide range of

mcx1ules, pneumatic actuators (Morgan [1985]) and load systems (as

demonstrated in these evaluations).

The 'tuning' of control parameters is best achieved iteratively during

installation/re-programming phases based on an empirically derived

methodology. In the corrmercial implementation of this pneumatic motion

control system only a li..rnited sub-set of the control paramet.er's need to be

accessed by the user for 'fine-tuning'. These can be considered as

parameters for determining the speed of response 'approaching' a setpoint

(KGNPOS, KGNNEG setting the proportional error gain) and paramebars for

determining the 'damping ratio' during the 'settling phase' (where the

velocity and acceleration loop gains are set using a single parameter).

other control parameters can be accessed (eg to improve the position

'deadband') but in general they can be considered as operating constants.

In Appendix [8] a control parameter tuning .procedure is presented in

flowchart form in Figure [8.7.5.1]. The final tuning tends to be an

iterative procedure to match control parameters to the mechanical system,

and Performance required.· The tuning procedure has been written with

reference to Milcom version 2.50 and forms the bas.i.s of a ' single axis
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controller' set up procedure for the canmercial pneumatic positioning

system.

In the follovling section an assessment of the position feedback system of

the M6011 0/600 linear rncx:1ule is presented to confinn the validity of

perfonnance evaluation data presented.

8.8. ASSESSMENT OF THE POSITIOO FEEDBACK SYSTEM OF THE

M60110/600 LINEAR MODULE

The evaluation results presented in this thesis have been based on the

feedback measurement of a position sensor which itself is an element within

the control system. It was necessary to calibrate this sensor with an

independant source of position measurement.

An assessment of the accuracy/linearity of the feedback system of the

M60110/600 linear rncx:1ule was conducted. The M6011 0/600 modul.e was used for

a large proport.Ion of the later static and dynamic perfonnance evaluations

and also it was felt necessary to calibrate the position feedback syst~m

currently employed. When applying digital control strategies that use state

variable data (eg minor loop ccxnpensation) derived from a single feedback

transducer the integrity of the velocity and acceleration is influenced by

the accuracy/linearity of the feedback system.

8.8. 1 • TEST EQUIPt1ENT AND PROCEDURE

The feedback system of the M60110/600 module consists of a Hewlett

Packard HED 5000 incremental encciier, with a rubber drive belt transmitting

linear motion to a pinion wheel i thereby converting linear motion of the

module to rotary motion ?f the encoder shaft.

The encoder quadrature pulse trains are processed directly by the encoder
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interface, providing an increase in the resolution by a factor of four. To

calibrate this fee::Thack system, it was necessary to use a secondary

'reference fee::Thack' system as a st.andard , fran which the accuracy and

linearity of the M6011 0/600 fee::Thack system can be determined. A Heidenhain

IS513 incremental linear transducer was used as the 'reference fee::Thac.1<.'

system, whi.ch was interfaced to a duplicate encoder interface. Information

fran both eno::x1er interface cards was prcx::essed by TMS9900 target systems.

D2tails of the Heidenhain IS51 3 transducer are given in Olapter (5).

The M60110/600 has a position resolution of 0.028rnm/pulse while the IS513

has a position resolution of 0.01rnm/pulse; hence providing a reasonable

increase in resolution to facilitate calibration. The LS513 linear

transducer was mounted to comp.ly with the manufacturers' specification. The

sliding head of the IS51 3 transducer was coupled to the module using an

aluminium carrier arm.

The evaluation software package described in Olapter (5) was used as a

convenient method of conducting the calibration tests. A sequence program

was produced. which consisted. of forty-two setpoints evenly distributed. over

the full-stroke of the module, each point separated by an interval

corresp:mding to 500 pulses of the rotary encoder, Both outstroke and

instroke tests were carried out. Using single step mode the module was

moved to each setpoint: having initialised both the encoder fee::Thack and

IS513 feedback systems to zero at a datum thane' position to ensure

synchronisation. When 'in-position' the position recorded by the encoder

was stored., as was the position recorded via the LS513: the module being

moved sequentially to each setpoint.

It was fhen necessary to convert the rotary encoder pulse readings to

equivalent LS513 readings, allowing the readings to be directly cornpared..
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Fran the difference in these readings calibration could be achieved.

8.8. 2 • ACCIJRACY AND LllID\RITY

Tne test results are shawn graphically in Figure [8.8.1] which shows a

plot of deviation in position readings against stroke posi tion for both

instroke and outstroke moves.

These results show that for outstroke motion the maximum deviation in

position reading between the rotary encoder and the LS51 3 linear transducer

corresponds to plus or minus O.12mm and for the instroke motion the largest

position deviation is +O.12mm and -O.15mm.

Fran Figure [8.8.1] it can be seen that the mcx:lule feedback system

(canbination of encoder and transmission) exhibits a cyclic deviation with

respect to the linear transducer, which is approximately sinusoidal in form

and can be related to the toothed belt and pinion gear arrangement. The

pattern of deviation is similar for both directions with a slight offset,

which is attributable to transmission backlash.

The absolute accuracy attainable fran a module is a function of the

precision of the feedback system. The feedback system precision can also

impose limitations on the position resolution and the accuracy with which

velocity and acceleration data can be derived (errors in accuracy and

linearity will influence the value of derived velocity and acceleration

data) •

A possible source of error in the feedback system is eccentricity between

the pinion and the encoder shaft, or alternatively any ovality in the

pinion/shaft assembly. This form of error can produce a cyclic sinusoidal

error source, the diameter of the pinion determining the pitch of the

error. Errors due to the alignment or tensioning of the belt transmission
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Figure (8.8.1) Linearity and Accuracy calibration
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during assembly of the slidevlay will also influence accuracy and linearity.

A source of backlash in the feedback system can be attributed to the large

tooth pitch (on D.1.e pinion and tooth belt) used with this prototype rncx1ule:

tooth belts usually being designed to have several teeth engaged at anyone

tirne whereas with the Martonair m:dules the belt has not been used in

conventional form.

Having discussed possible sources of error in the present feedback system

(prirrarily connected with the transmission), it should be noted that for

many industrial applications the drive belt and pinion provide an adequate

feedback transmission and are very low cost. If greater absolute accuracy

and linearity are required then a more elaborate transmission system must

be employed, such as a steel or nylon rack and anti-backlash pinion (as

employed in the prototype M35 linear rncx1ule). Alternatively in high

precision applications a linear displacement transducer could be used (such

as the Heidenhain IS513) negating the requirement for a transmission, the

penalty being an increase in cost.
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8.9. ALTE&'\!ATIVE VERSIONS OF MINOR ImP CCNPENSATION CDNTROL STRATEGY

During the course of this research study alternative versions of minor

loop compen.sation control strategy were investigated. These control

strategies are briefly described here; however formal, evaluation results

are not presented - evaluation results are given in Moore [1986].

Alternative control strategies were studied in an effort to improve the

dynamic r'esponse (enhanced stability and Improved speed of resr:onse),

hO'Wever Milcom version 2.50 was proved to be the most successful

implementation of minor loop conpensat.i.on, Greater improvements in dynarni.c

performance 'Were achieved using I front end I control schemes.

8.9. 1 • MINOR IroP CCMPENSATION - MILCX:>M VERSION 3.0 - NON-LINEAR VELOCITY

LCOP GAIN (roSITION ERROR DEPENDANT)

This control strategy is a variant of conventional minor loop

compensation. Here the velocity feedback gain (Kv) is non-linear, and its

value is a function of the posf.tion error (Yd-Y). In this way the damping

present in the system can be increased as the se'tpofnt; is approached, but

for larger positon errors (when the level of dampinq can be reduced) fhe

velocity gain is reduced. The intrc:duction of a non-linear feedback gain

should provide enhanced stability when close to the set.po.int , whilst

allowing a faster dYnamic resr:onse.

The relationship of the control system gains is· shown in Figure

[8 . 9. 1 •1 ]. As can be seen the velocity feedback gain is a function of the

posft.i.on error within the control range, and outside this region the
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velocity fee::llia.ck gain becomes constant. Within the control range the

velocity feedba.ck gain is calculated by a straight line function (see

Figure [8.9.1.1]). The ideal relationship between velocity loop gain and

position error would be similar to the proportional gain/error

characteristic. The non-linear characteristic of the velocity fee::llia.ck gain

woul.d result in an increased velocity term as the proportional gain

increased, as such a suitable ratio for stability can be maintained between

the fee::llia.ck loop gains.

The velocity feedba.ck gain is calculated from a straight line function,

as a cauprauise between taking a constant value and implementing an

additional look-up table with its associated canplexity. The velccity gain

describing function, as implemented, produces a velocity feedback term

(Cv), as shown in Figure [8.9.1.1], where even low velocities at small

position errors produce a significant damping term.

Outside the control range,. the velocity loop gain takes a minimum value

Kv(min). The acceleration gain Ka has a constant value within the control

range. All other features of the control strategy are as described

previously. The changes of significance in the control software are shown

in flowchart form in Figure [8.9.1.2]. The evaluation of this control

strategy is considered in Chapter (9).
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8.9.2. MINOR LCOP CQ."1PENSATION - MI:LCC:M VERSION 4.0 - NON-LINEAR

VEI:.,()2ITY LCX)P GAIN (LOAD POSITION DEPENDANT)

The control strategies describe:J. so far in fhi.s Chapter, have made use of

non-linear feedback gains to canpensate for deficiencies in the dynamic and

static characteristics of the drive system. Inspection of the open loop

linearised rrodel presented in Chapter (7) indicates that the drive

stiffness will vary as a function of load position. As the relative chamber

vo.lumas of the actuator change, the stiffness and damping will change. It

can be shown that the mid-stroke position (Ym) of a linear actuator is the

least damped and at the extremes of stroke the damping increases to a

ITELximum level, (Burrows [1969]).

I'

The forward path gain Kf can be shown to be

,
Kf = Kp.K =

2 2 2

KPf4A ~ ~ J
m lGP{Vi -A [Y-Ym] J

For a given actuator, valve, and load mass 'rn", with a constant

proportional error gain Kp, then
,

Kf = K'

222
[Vi -A [Y-Ym] ]

where

K' = Kp

m
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For a 25mn di.amet.er cylinder with a 400mn stroke length (assuming

actuator symmetry);

-4 2
Piston Area A = 4. 6 X 10m

2
therefore A =

-8
21 X 10

-4 3
and V, = A.S/2 = 0.92 X 10 m

i

2 -8
thus V, = 0.85 X 10

I

and
I

Kf=
8

10 .K'

2
[0.85-21 (Y-Ym) ]

Constructing a table of position in stroke

•Y-Ym Kf
8

0 1. 18 X 10K'
8

o.1m 1.57 X 10K'
8

0.15m 2.6 X 10 K'
8

0.175m 4.8 X 10 K'
8

0.185m 7.7 X 10 K'
8

0.195m 20 X 10 K'

S/2=0.2m

Fran which Figure [8.9.2.1] can be drawn showing the relationship between

load position and the forward path gain.

High .st.i.ffriess at the extremes of stroke should be beneficial, but

additional damping and higher stiffness is obviously desirable about the

mid-stoke position. In an attempt to increase the damping and improve

stabil~ty in the mid-stroke a control strategy was implemented where the

velocity feedback gain is made a function of load position.
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An implementation of a non-linear velocity feedback gain (Kv) related to

load position about midstroke is shown in Figure [8.9.2.2]. This allows an

; ncrease in the velocity gain (and hence increased. damping) as midstroke is

approached. The structure of the control strategy is shown in flowchart

form in Figure [8.9.2.3].This particular control strategy was never fully

evaluated due to time constraints.

The ideal velocity feedback gain describj..ng function could only be

implemented in t.he form of a Look-up table or contour1 but this adds to the

complexity. It would be feasible to relate the proportional error gain and

the acceleration gain to the load position in a similar way. In this way

variation in forward path gain with load position could be canpensated.
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8. 10 • FRONT END ffi\ITROL SCHEMES APPLIED TO PNEUMATIC MYrION ffi\ITROL

In fh.i,s section several ex:mtrol strategies are described that are

designed to improve the dynamic r'esponse characteristics of the pneumatic

pos.i t.i.on control syst.em, The minor loop conpensat.Lon strategy is used with

the addition of 'front end' control schemes in an effort to enhance the

dynamic r'esponse characteristics. The approach is ba.sed on an outer

decision loop which modifies the command issued to an existing closed loop

system. This outer loop is designed to generate a set of initial (front

end) control sequences at the start of any "po.lrrb-bo-pcdrrt ' move ,

Deficiencies in the dynamic resI,Dnse characteristics are mainly

attributable to the 'time lag' after a corrmand signal is issue5., and 'rise

time' of the transient r'esponse which can be sluggish for short moves or

under the influence of load. These characteristics are attributable to

dominant non-linearities caused by stiction, canpressibility, hysteresis

and saturation effects in the proport.Lonal, valve. These non-linearities can

make the dynamic r'esponse unpredictable which results in variable speeds of

r'esponse and overshoot for different rroves, though the strategy has a high

degree of robustness and reliability.

8. 1O. 1. FRONT END cx:MMA1.'ID SIGNAL 'SATURATION CONTROL' SCHEME

The multi-strategic minor loop canpensation control scheme is illustrated

in Figure [8.10.1.1]. The first application of a front end control scheme

with this strategy Incorporated the use of ccmmand signal 'saturation

control' and is illustrated in Figure [8.10.1.2]. To reduce the time lag of

the system the appropriate command signal saturation value (Csat) is

applied until rrovement of the actuator is detected. This control approach
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is illustrated in Figure [8.10.1.3 J, and was implemented in Mi.Lccm version

2.60, and is illustrated in flowchart form in Figure [8.1 O.1 .4J• This

front end control scheme must reduce the response lag to a mi.rrirnum for any

given load condition, actuator, valve and supply pressure, the maximum

flowrate of the proportional valve being determined by the corrmand signal

saturation Csat when the valve is fully opened. Hence the fastest initial

response possible to a step comnand will be achieved by the system when

this corrmand is applied. The time (t1) for which the corrmand saturation is

applied is determined by the time lag. The canmand cannot be maintained at

saturation for a longer peric:d, as at sane later instant, overshoot and

instability will occur, particularly for sma.ll moves.
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Figure (8.10.1.3) Saturation Control
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8. 10 .2. FRONT END mNIROL SCHEMES INOJRFORAr..LNG SErroINT SWITO-UNG

TEX:ENIQUES

Front end ex:mtrol schemes incorporating setpoint switching or

m:xiification techniques for pneumat.Lc drives have been used in a parallel

research study at the University (Nagarajan et al [1985]), where the

control system described in this thesis was used and a logical decision is

incorporated, external to the original realtime control software, to action

an adjustment to the non-linear setpoint gain Ks. The approach is

illustrated scherna.tically in Figure [8.10.2.1].

A control scheme has been designed that canbines 'setpoint m:xiification I

and 'cCXllITBJ1d signal saturation control' to produce an Improved dynamic

response characteristic by minimising the 'time lag' and reducing 'rise

time'. The control signal (Cs) for a typical roove is shown in Figure

[8.1 0.2.2J, which shows that the control signal is rrodified as a logical

function of the setpoint and selected features of the response.

In this control scheme (Milcan version 2.7) the control signal is

initially saturated (Csat) until motion is registered: time t.l , The

setpoint to the controller is then adjusted for a time t2 producing a

control signal greater than would be the case for the original RTC: thereby

allowing the system to move faster towards its desired position. The

magnitude of the setpoint rrodification and its duration are two control

parameters to be selected to increase the speed of response. In this

implementation of the control scheme, a fixed setpoint modification is made

which corresponds to twice the original step camnand. The duration t2 is

chosen to correspond to the time at which the position error (Yd-Y) reaches

half its initial value. M:my other criteria could be used to select these
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Figure (8.10.2.1) Schematic Representation of a Front End
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control parameters. This type of control scheme design was suggested by

Ast.rcm [1981] where it is employed as the first sample in a regulator

designed for stable systems with monotone step respoD~e.

With these control parameters having a fixed relationship it is desirable

to have a control parameter that can be used to adjust the amount of

overshoot once an acceptable speed of response has been obtained. Here we

use reverse command signal saturation (-Csat) for a duration t3, where the

control parameter sets the percentage of the move over which fhi.s reverse

or negative comnand signal saturation is applied.

The influence of 'Front-End' control schemes on dynami.c response in

pneumatic motion control is studied in Chapter (9), where results are

presented.
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8. 11. LEARNlliG SCHEMES FUR PNEUMATIC IvDl'ION aNIROL

The front end control schemes described in the previous section can be

.incorporat.ed with a mi.nirnum of mcxlification into a simple adaptive control

scherne. This could have great potient.LaL for use in the control system when

used in industrial applications, particularly where operat.i.nq conditions

and load conditions vary considerably. Such an adaptive scheme can be used

to ensure that the quality of performance does not degrade with tirne or

variation in operating conditions.

The aim of an adaptive control scheme is to adapt its control and 'learn i

an optimised parameter level for each move, the criteria for adapting the

control parameters is dependent upon the design of the adaptive system. The

adaptive scheme can be used continuously 'on-line' or alternatively be used

for fine tuning to learn the 'opt:Lrnised' parameters to use subsequently.

Adaptive controllers are used when the plant to be controlled is unknown

(namely the parameters of the plant are not known) and the plant parameters

vary with respect; to time in an unpredictive marmer , Adaptive controllers

work 'on-line' to generate 'adaptive controls', where they modify their own

parameters in order to minimise the deterioration of plant performance due

to variations in plant parameters. The adaptive control system, hence, has

an ' adaptive mechani.sm ' to mo:lify the parameters of the controller by

employing realtime control algorithms of appropriate design.

In the general scheme it is required to maintain plant performance as

close as IDSsible to a desired level. A performance index can be used to

measure this performance, The perfonnance of the plant is compared with a

desired performance; dependant; upon the deviation, the parameters are

adjusted such that the deviation is always made a minimum. The adjustment
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of controller parameters is made based upon an adaptive algorithm with

which the adaptive mechanism works. It is essential that the overall scheme

(pl.ant., controller, adaptive mechani.sm, and performance evaluation) is

'asymptotically' stable, that is, that mcd.ification of controller

parameters is rrade in such a way that the performance deviation fran the

desired level tends towards zero. Various techniques can be employed to

ensure asymptotic stability (Eveleigh [1976], Ogata [1978]).

An alternative adaptive control scheme is to have the desired performance

specified in a 'reference rncd.el', known as a 'rncd.el reference adaptive

control' (MRAC) scheme. The reference rncd.el (usually a software sub-system)

is designed to achieve the specified performance desired fran the input to

the plant. The adaptive mechanism alters, 'on-line', the controller

parameters so as to minimise a defined perfonnance indice. When the

adaption is ccmpl.et;e the plant-controller combination behaves identically

to the reference mcd.el (Shacloth and Buchart; [1 965] ) •

Another approach to adaptive control is to measure plant performance,

on-line, and to mcd.ify the controller parameters on the basis of these

measurements. Using an' identifier', the input and output of the plant are

measured and the set of plant parameters comput.ed, The on-line parameter

identifier is also a 'rncd.el reference' system. With this approach the plant

pa.rameters will be tracked as they vary with time (Kudvn and Narendra

[1 974] ) • A detailed survey of types of adaptive control schemes is given

by Landau [1974].

8. 11 •1. A mNTROL STRATEGY WITH LEARNING

In the learning control scheme implemented in each run the control system

evaluates its own performance and conpares it with specified performances.
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8. 12 • CDNCLUSIONS

In this Chapter the evolution of a motion control strategy for pneurratic

servo-dri,ves has been considered. A novel control strategy has evolved

incorPOrating minor loop canpensation and non-linear feedback loop gains.
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Figure (8.11.1.1) Learning/Maptive Ccrltrol Scheme
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The additional use of 'front-end' control strategies and

'learning/adaptive' schemes can further improve the dynamic response and

robustness of the control. Analysis of t.'le dynamic r'esponse c'laracteristics

with various motion control strategies is presented in Chapter (9).
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CHA.PI'ER 9

PERFDffi1ANCE CXXv1PARISON OF THE MarION o)NI'ROL

STRATEGIES EVOLVED

9. INI'RODUCITOO

In this Chapter a study of the dynamic response characteristics of the

M60110/600 linear module is described for a range of motion control

strategies. In the previous Chapter a series of performance evaluations

were presented for a range of motion control strategies. The primary

objective of those perfo:r:mance evaluations was to determine static

performance data for t.he drive syst.emj together with an analysis of the the

dynamic response for the motion control strategies evolved.

The studies outlined in this Chapter attempt to analyse the performance

of a pneumatic linear module in fur-iller detail and canpare directly

alternative control strategies. The dynamic response characteristics of a

drive system will directly influence the acceptability of the drive for

various manufacturing applications. In many industrial tasks short cycle

times are an essential feature of any automation scheme (eg assembly,

packaging and palletising w11ere high speed point-to-point motion is a

requirement) •

The evolution of the control strategies described in Chapter (8) has

resulted in the design of a pneumatic motion control system that is finding

wide acceptance as an industrial drive with potential cost benefits over

alternative drive technologies. Milcan versions 2.50 and 2.60 have been

proven to be robust control strategies 'resulting in good static and dynamic

perfonna.nce. However, the dynamic response of a pneumatic drive can be
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further enhanced with the addition of I front-end I control schemes that

result in a faster and more predictable dyna~ic response characteristic.

This study of the dynamic response presented here wi.Ll, quantify the

beneficial influence of such I front-end I control schemes when applied to a

pnewm.tic drive.

A short study of control strategies which incorporate a learning scheme,

as described in Chapter (8), are also presented. The learning schemes are

simple in concept to keep the additional processinq time necessary to a

minimum. Such learning schemes can be used in one of two ways;

(i) A learning scheme is used as Part of an initialisation phase when the

pnewm.tic drive system is being set up. 'Ihe control parameters are set at

default values and then the necessary program sequence is taught to the

actuator. The actuator then runs through this sequence in an

, initialisation mode' in which the control strategy optimises the response

of each rrove by successively modifying one control Parameter. Once a

SPecified level of Performance has been achieved for each setpoint then the

learning stops. In this way the learning scheme has resulted in a SPecified

dynamic response and the necessary 'tuning' of control parameters has been

greatly simplified.

(ii) Alternatively, a learning scheme can be used adaptively 'on line',

that is the learning is always active wi.rhtn the control strategy. Any

detrimental change in performance will be accomodated by the strategy self

adapting the chosen control parameter/s until parformance returns to a

SPecified level. In saine applications such an approach would be most

desirable, perhaps where large variations in ambient temPerature are

encountered, or external forces will change.

The lirnited study presented here will serve to illustrate the potential
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of 'learning schemes' when appl.i.ed to a pnewna.tic servo drive.

9. 1. MJTIOO O)',j"TROL STRA'I'E3IES

For the purpose of this study, the 'programrrable actuator' comprise::1 a

Martonair linear module M60110/600 (with a 600rnrn stroke oPerating at a 6

bar supply pressure) and the load table as described in Chapter (5). In

addition, a digital storage oscilloscope and pen plotter were used to

provide storage, measurement and hard copy facilities to analyse the

experimental data qenerate::1.

As indicate::1 previously in Chapter (8), a number of control strategies

for pneumatic motion control have been investigate::1. Some of these control

strategies"are described and experimental data produced during dynamic

perforrrance evaluations is referenced. The evaluation data is presented in

fhe form of transient responses and tabulated performance indice relating

to pre-defined moves of 56rrm, 112rnrn and 168mrn (which represent a cross

section of point-to-point move categories). By selecting identical moves

(and position in stroke) a direct canparison can be made with respect to

selected Performance criteria for each strategy: a sampling interval of

2.133 milliseconds being used for all evaluations. Of rrajor importance in

compar.inq different control strategies is the selection of appropriate

performance criteria. In practise, the Performance of a drive system will

ultirratley be application dependant but generally with positioning

mechanisms, such as robot; modules, good static Performance can be

identified with satisfactory rePeatability/accuracy while good dynamic

performance requires fast positioning (and hence short cycle times) coupled

wi th adequate damping (critical damping usually being optirral). perfo~nce

indices used in this study to quantify the dynamic response include
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---(9.1)

settling time, positioning time, maximum velocity, mean r;:ositioning

velocity and absolute error integral. These indices are defined in Table

[9.1].

9.2. PROPORTIONAL ERROR CONTROL

To achieve conventional proportional error control, position information

(measured by the encoder) is obtained once each sampling interval and the

controller generates a canrrand signal in proport.Ion to the position error,

where Cs = Kp(Yd - Yn)

Cs = canrrand signal

Yd = setr;:oint or desired position

Yn = quantised position after In' samples

and Kp = position error gain

Using only position information, loop closure in software may be achieved

in several ways (Weston et al [1984], MJore et al [1985] r Moore et al

[1984]), but here this was achieved in two ways; viz

(i) selecting a constant position loop gain (Kp), and

(ii) selecting a non-linear position loop gain (Kpn) as a

function of position error.

To study the effect of varying the position loop gain an evaluation was

conducted by selecting a gain (Kp) to achieve a critically damped transient

response" Subsequently, the gain was increased in stages and the changes in

response monitored and analysed.

A non-linear position loop gain was also investigated! the non-linear

gain being achieved by storing a proportional term look-up table in memory

(Moore et al [1984]) and selecting and scaling this index as a function of

position error. In this way, high stiffness can be achieved close to
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Performance Indices

Settling Time (ts) it is the time required for the response
to reach and remain within a specified
tolerance band of its final value (usually
defined as a percentage of move length)

Positioning Time (tp) the time required for the response
to reach and remain within the specified
position 'deadband' (which defines an
acceptable steady state error used in the
software to flag "in-position")

Maximum Velocity (Vmax) this is the peak value of velocity
measured in any point to point move

Mean Positioning Velocity (MPV) this i.s the mean velocity level during any
point to point move...

Absolute Error Integral (AEI) this is the sum of errors measure::' "for any
point to point move

Table (9.1 )
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setp::>int without inducing instability, ie the gain reduces as the error

increases (Weston et al [1984]).

9.2. 1. ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFEcr OF PROPORTIONAL ERROR ffi'\f.IROL

The effect of Lncreasinc the magnitude of a linear pos.it.i.on loop gain is

illustrated in Figure [9.2.1]. This figure shows the r'esponse of the mcd.ule

for two step inputs (setpo.int.s ) , in each case a critically damped r'esponse

is achieved wi th gain (Kp=K1). However, when the gain is increased

(Kp=10K1) the response becanes faster and overshoot occurs, and as the gain

is further increased (Kp=45K1) the r'esponse becanes unstable. The

performance indices are listed in Table [9.2.1] from which it can be seen

that the maximum velocity achieved increases as the gain is increased and

the absolute error integral is reduced until the mcd.ule reaches an unstable

o:mdition. The proport.Iona.I error gain K1 =6.35 volts/me

These results illustrate clearly the severe control problems associated

with a pneumatic drive where there is little inherent natural damping, low

values of stiffness and natural frequency occur and the pneumatic time

delay is significant at low operating pressures due to the compressible

nature of the drive medium. Furthennore, the 'profX)rtional' valve

controlled actuator system is highly non-Li.near ,

Applying a low position loop gain results in a sluggish resp::>nse,

pos.Lt.Iorrinq can only be achieved when using a large deadband which only

allows an absolute posi.t.i.on error of 3.4rnm or better to be achieved.

Increasing the loop gain reduces the necessary deadband but results in

overshoot and ultimately instability.

By careful design a non-linear posi.t.Lon loop gain· results in a faster

r'esponse , a smaller posi.t.Lon deadband and reduced overshoot (see Chapter
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. l
Parameters t s (ms) t p (ms) V AEI MPV Lengthmax 1

(mmx10 3) (mms-1)(mms- ) of Move (mm)

Kp =K - 1340 157.6 12.86 41. 79 561 1200 1650 341.4 37.51 262.08 168

Kp = lOKI 1410 1870 748.4 6.24 29.95 56
973 1530 853.5 17.23 109.80 168

Kp = 45K The response is oscillatory1

Table (9.2.1)
Module Performance With Proportional Control

Parameters t s (ms) t p (ms) Vmax 1 AEI MPV Length
(mms- ) (llli"D.x10 3) (mms-1) of Move (mm).

Using Kp 913 542 183.82 7.45 61.34 56
Using KPn 494 166 682.76 2.85 113.36

Using Kp 1032 610 315.12 15.55 108.53 112
Using KPn 299 258 748.41 8.51 374.56

Using Kp 1024 657 485.81 24.72 164.06 168
Using KPn 597 382 735.28 19.44 281. 71

Table (9.2.2)
Module Performance With Kp and KPn Proportional Control

Parameters t s (ms) t p (ms) V AEI MPV Lengthmax 1
(mmxl03) (mms-1)(mms- ) of Move (mm)

Kv = K2 910 1480 787.80 4.16 37.84 56
745 1360 800.90 17.00 123.53 168

Kv = 3K2 277 393 722.15 2.92 142.49 56
382 574 827.19 15.53 292.68 168

Kv = 8K2 523 973 590.85 4.12 57.55 56
589 1120 761. 54 19.38 150.00 168

Table (9.3.1)
Module Performance Using Minor Loop Compensation with a Constant Velocity

Gain (Kv)
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(8)). A conpar.l.son of linear and non-linear loop gains is illustrated in

Figure [9 .2.2] and Table [ 9.2.2] where the magnitude of each gain was

selected to produce a near critically damped response. A further

improvenent in drive stiffness could be achieved with an increase in system

damping (Weston et al [1984]).

9. 3 • MINOR L(X)P a::X1PENSATION

Minor loop conpensation (Weston et al [1984], M:::x:>re et al [1985]), in the

form of velocity and acceleration state feedback, can be used to introduce

a controlled damping tenn into the control system. The state variable data

is derived from the pos.i.t.i.on feedback USLT1g software algorithms.

By using this velocity and acceleration inforrration, compensatrion can be

achi.eved in several ways (M:::x:>re et al [1984]), the additional damp.inq

allowing fhe drive stiffness to be increased whilst still maintaining

stability. Here fhe cormand signal (Cs) is fonned using the relationship;

Cs = Kp(Yd-Y) - Kv.V - Ka.A

where Kv = velocity loop gain

Ka = acceleration loop gain

With reference to the linearised model of the drive described, in Chapter

(7) (Weston et al [1984]), the velocity and acceleration loops can be

considered to adjust the coefficients of the characteristic equation: the

coefficients being dependant on the magnitudes of the loop gains Kp, Kv and

Ka.

In this analysis a large position loop gain (Kp=75K1) was used with a

constant acceleration loop gain (Ka). The velocity loop gain (Kv) was

implenented in two ways, viz

(i) as a constant loop gain (Kv), and
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(ii) as a non-linear loop gain (Kvn), where the velocity

gain is selected as a function of position error

(see C1J.apter (8) for details).

9.3. 1 . ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECI' OF MINOR LCX)P CDMPENSATION

The effect of increasing the magnitude of a constant velocity loop gain

is illustrated by the transient responses of Figure [ 9.3. 1 ]. The response

is oscillatory with a low velocity loop gain (Kv=K2) while as t.he velocity

gain is increased (Kv=3K2) we approach a critically damped condition. A

further increase (Kv=8K2) results in an overdamped, sluggish r'esponse ,

Table [9.3.1] lists L""le performance indices for each response. The

critically damped r'esponse results in an absolute error integral of lowest

value CL~d the highest mean positioning velocity, thus illustrating a

significant improvement in dynami.c response which is directly attributable

to the use of minor loop ccmpensation.

6 -1
The velocity loop gain, K2 = 1.8 X 10 volts/ms

Resulting fran the stabilising effect of minor loop canpensation, the

allowable increase in drive stiffness enables an absolute position error of

O.2rrun or better to be achieved (Weston et al [1984], Moore et al [1984])0

Static performance positioning repeatability figures of this order have

also been demonstrated for the complete family of linear modules now

rrarketed by I1artonair (see C1J.apter (8) for details of static performance

evaluations).

When a non-linear velocity loop gain is used, the magnitude of the gain

is a function of the position error (Yd-Y). With position errors less than

Berg the velocity loop gain is determined by,
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Kvn = &v. (Yd-Y)

where If;N is the gradient (see Figure [9.3.2]).

For pos.i.t.Ion errors greater tban or equal to Ecrg fhe velocity loop gain

takes a constant value. Use of such a non-Linear relationship allows

viscous damping in t.~e system to increase as the setpo.int. is approached

ensuring that stability is maintained but allowing a fast dynamic response,

The response of the modul.e when using a non-linear velocity loop gain is

illustrated in Figure [9.3.3]. The form of the r'esponse is similar to those

when using a constant loop gain. An increase in the magnitude of the

non-linear velocity loop gain results in a stabilised res[X)nse, a further

increase in the non-linear velocity loop gain results in an over damped

response. The associated Performance indices for this evaluation are listed

in Table [9.3.2]. By using a non-linear velocity loop gain one can atte.mpt

to accorcdate for variation in the system transfer function with load

pos.it.Lon as identified in the linearised modeL (Weston et al [1984])

enabling a faster dynamic response and enhanced stability to be achieved.

Use of minor loop canpensation and non-linear control system gains has

resulted in a significant improve.ment in the dynamrc response of the

pneurratic drive and a dramatic increase in drive stiffness (resulting in

good accuracy and rep2atability (Weston et al [1984, Moore et al [1985] ) )

which has enabled such a drive system to be exploited carnnercially (Morgan

[1985]). However, deficiencies in the dYnamic response are still

identifiable in terms of variable time lags (due to the influence of

friction), particularly for small moves, and unacceptable overshoots with

change in load. In order to improve the performance further, additional

I front-end I controls were implemented as an outer loop acting in

conjunction with the realtime control strategy (Milcan version 2.5).
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Parameters t s (ms) t p (ms) Vma :< AEI MPV Length
(=s-l) (=..-dO J ) (=s-l) of Have (ron) I

Kv = 6v 499 739 800.93 3.64 70.98 56
I

n
405 8:'0 879.71 15.30 200.00 163

KVn = 48v 365 595 774.67 2.98 94.12 56
384 802 905.67 14.68 206.48 163

KVn = 306v 561 853 551. 46 4.75 65.65 56
597 1080 827.19 19.27 155.56 163

Table (9.3.2)
Module Perror.nance Using Minor Loop Compensation with a Non-Linear Velocity

Gain (Kvn)

.
Parao.eters Time t s (ms) t p (ms) Vma :< AEI MPV Length

Lag (ms) (=s-l) (=--<103) (=s-l) of Move (ram)

No saturation 173 1220 1314 160 19.03 43.4 56
Saturation 38 70 747 200 6.85 76.3

No saturation 109 1276 i545 200 29.75 73.8 112
Saturation 36 976 1122 240 20.28 102.6

No saturation 62 1289 1762 267 44.32 97.05 168
Saturation 41 1084 1273 307 34.10 134.33

Table (9.4.1) IPe r f o rmanc e on Applying the Saturation Control Scheme I

Parameters t s t p (ms) Vma:< AEI MPV Length
(ms) (mms-1) (=:<103) (rnms-1) of Hove (mm)

Original RTC 531 872 210.00 7.56 64.20 56
Set?oint scheme 247 700 393.90 3.40 80.00

Original RTC 625 1047 315.12 16.23 106.97 112
Setpoint scheme 341 743 630.24 9.15 150.74

Original RTC 651 1092 4135.81 24.39 153.85 168
Setpoint scheme 448 751 840.32 16.26 223.70

Table (9.4.2)

~Perfo~ance on Applying the Setpoint Hodification Control Scheme
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9.4. FRCNT-END ffiNTROL SCHEMES

Several 'front-end' control schemes have been implemented during tru.s

research study aimed at improving the dynamic Cl'1aracteristics of pneumatic

servo drives. The approach is based on an outer decision loop whi.ch

m::xlifies the cormand issued to an existing closed loop drive. The outer

loop is designed to generate a set of initial (f'rorrt-cend) control

conditions at the start of any 'PJint-to-PJint' move (Nagarajan and Weston

[1 985] ) • A log-ical decision is Lncorporat.ed, external to the existing

control scheme, to action an adjustment to the ccmnand signal. The conmand

signal is rncxlified as a log-ical function of the setPJint and selected

features of the response,

The f'ront.-end control schemes implemented include;

(a) a saturation control scheme, and

(b) a setpoint modification scheme.

9. 4. 1. SAWRATION CQ\ITROL SCHENE

The saturation control scheme is applied when a new setpoint is generated

and involves the issuing of a maximum (saturation condition) caumand signal

for a short duration (t1) to overccme stiction in the actuator and load

system. As soon as movement is detected the normal control scheme becomes

operative. With a propoztiLona.L control valve (Weston and Morgan [1984]), a

saturation o:xrmand will normally be Ldenti.f'Led with a maximum flow

condition (ie the spool is displaced by a maximum amount relative to the

valve sleeve), see Chapter (6) for a full description of the proportional

valve.

The effect of applying a saturation control scheme is illustrated in
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Figure [9.4. 1] which shows the resulting t.ransf.ent; r'esponses both with and

without 'saturation control'. The effect is particularly advantageous as

the pneumatic time lag is significa1'1tly reduced fu~d results in a more

predictable and faster response for all categories of move. The

Performance indices listed in Table [9.4.1] illustrate the ~nproved dyna~c

r'esponse achieved in terms of a reduced absolute error integral, increased

mean posi.tioning velocity and a reduced time lag when ccmpared to the

original control: the improvement being particularly significant for short

moves.

9.4.2. SEI'POINT MODIFICATION SCHEME

The set.po.int; modification scheme includes the saturation control scheme

previously described with additional switching (or modification) stages.

The use of setroint modification for stable systems with monotone step

responses has been analysed by Ast.rom [1980].

To surnm::rrise, after initial exper.imentiat.i.on a scheme was implemented

which involves four switching stages as follows:

Stage 1: Saturation control is applied for a Period (t1)

to overccme stiction.

Stage 2: A fixed control level is applied which

corresponds to twice the original conmand signal

for the desired setpoint. The duration (t2) of

this stage of control is selected to correspond

to the time taken for the module to reach half

the distance to be traversed for any selected

move.

Stage 3: A negative saturation canmand is applied for a
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short time (t3) which decelerates the drive as

it approaches its setpoint thereby reducing

overshoot. Typically the duration (t3) would be

selected to correspond to the time taken for the

mcdule to traverse one eighth of the desired

stroke.

stage 4: Normal realtime control is applied for the rest

of the rrove, ie the current setpoint is used in

calculating the camna.nd signal for the drive.

The benefits of using a setpoint modification scheme are illustrated in

Figure [9.4.2] which shows a series of transient responses roth wi th and

without setpoint modification. These responses show that the time lag

before movement com:nences is reduced to a relatively small reasonably

constant value (as indicated previously with saturation control) and that

discrete logical switching of the setpoint/canrna.nd signal has resulted in a

much faster response (reduced rise time) and an improvement Ln. the overall

quality of the d~~c resonse. The results are illustrated in Table

[ 9 •4.2] and show a significant reduction in the Absolute Error Integral

index and corresponding increase in the Mean Positioning Velocity value

when introducing setpoint modification.

The combination of saturation control and setpoint modification as a

"f'ront.-end ' control scheme for pneumatic servo drives has resulted in a

faster and more predictable dynamic response whilst maintaining stability

and good static performance. Good static performance is assured by

incorporating stage 4 switching where a well proven realtime control

strategy is used in final positioning. A typical command signal (Cs ) , when

'front-end' control schemes are applied, for a point-to-point move is
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Parameters t s (ms) t p (ms) V AEI MPV Lengthmax 1
(rr..mxl0 3) -1(mms- ) (mms ) of Move (mm)

Hg = 0 Kg 213 582 774.70 2.90 96.22 56
314 653 800.90 15.48 257.27 168

Hg = 5 Kg 435 .1080 682.76 4.00 51.85 56
525 896 840.32 17.05 187.50 168

Mg = 10 Kc- 1130 1450 656.50 5.53 38.62 56
0

1080 1230 853.50 22.04 136.59 168

Table (9.5.1)
Performance on Increasing the Loading

Parameters t s (ms) t p (ms) Vmax AEI MPV Length
(mms-1) (mm."d0 3) (:urns-I) of Move (mm)

Kp = K3 834 1330 512.07 5.28 42.11 56
680 1420 787.80 20.92 118.31 168

Kp = l..K3 196 580 643.37 3.42 96.55 56
4 324 742 905.97 17.42 226.42 168

Kp = l-K3 1210 973 722..12 5.22 57.55 56
10 582 953 879.71 19.17 176.29 168

Table (9.5.2)
Performance on Increasing the Position Loop Gain when Loaded with 5 Kg

Parameters t s (ms)1 t p (ms) Vmax AEI MPV Length
(mm) I(mms-1) (mmxl03) (mms-1) of Move

I
!

Kv = K4 1190 1300 709.02 6.97 43.08 56
943 1480 853.45 21. 90 113.51 168

Kv = 3K4 215 543 682.76 3.42 103.13 56
313 651 919.10 17• 32 182.79 168

I I

Kv = 6K4 904 1030 42.0.16 6.39 54.37 56
834 1070 814.06 23.27 157.01 168

Table (9.5.3) !
Performance on Increasing the Velocity Loop Gain when Loaded with 5 Kg I

I
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illustrated in Figure [9.4.3].

9. 5 • THE Er"""FECI' OF WADING

It is imPO~Gant to consider the Lnfluence of load on the dynamic response

of a pnema.tic drive and the effectiveness of any oontrol strategy will

necessarily depend upon an ability to deal with the load disturbances which

can occur in a given application.

To evaluate the effect of inertial loading on dynamic response, several

experiments were conducted as outlined below.

(i) The effect on the dynamic response of increasing the inertial load:

the oontrol parameters originally being selected to give a high quality

dynamic response with no additional inertial load (the intrinsic unloaded

rroving mass of the module tested being 3. 5kg). The transient response was

then studied using s'tandard test moves with various inertial loads added.

The results are illustrated in Figure [9.5.1] which shows a series of

transient responses obtained, while Table [9.5.1] lists the measured

performance indices.

(ii) The effect on the dynamic response of changing the position loop

gain: the rrodul.e was loaded with 5kg and the transient response analysed

for various values of position loop gain (Kp). The transient responses

obtained are illustrated in Figure [9.5.2], while Table [9.5.2] lists the

measured Performance indices (K3 = 1428 volts/m).

(iii) The effect on the dynamic response of changing the velocity loop

gain: the modul.e was loaded with 5kg and the transient r'esponses analysed

for various values of the velocity loop gaL'1 (Kv). The transient responses

obtained are illustrated in Figure [9.5.3], while Table [9.5.3] lists the

measured performance indices.
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6 -1
The velocity Loop gain K4 = 2.7 X 10 volts/ms

9. 5. 1 • ASSESSMENT OF T".till EFFEcr ON THE DYNAMIC RESffi'ISE OF WADING

The effect of increasing the inertial load on a pneunatic drive is to

increase the rise t irne and overshoot. of the r'esponse (see Figure [9.5. 1 ] ) •

By correctly selecting control system gains the overshoot; can be reduced to

a specified level but this will result in a slower response (see Figures

[9.5.2] and [9.5.3] ). In many industrial applications the variations in

payl.oad will be relatively smal.L and the control system gains can be

selected to give an acceptable dynamic response for a 'known load'

condition. In application areas where a wide variation in payl.oad is to be

encountered a 'range' of control system. gains may be necessary to produce

acceptable dynamic responses.

An e.It.ernat.Lve approach to the problem is to use a learning scheme

(Nagarajan and Weston [1985]) whereby the pneumatic drive adapts its

control paramet.ers with respect to an evaluation of its own performance.

The learning procedure can continue until it has produced an optimised

parameter set for each move and associated payload thereby achieving a

dynamic response of specified quality.

9.6. LEARNING SCHE.'1ES

Simple learning schemes have been i.rnplemented in software which allow a

specifed control parameter to be adapted dependant upon a measured

perforrrance. Such an adaptive mechani.sm is active until a specified

quality of response is achieved. A learning scheme of this type can be used

as part of an 'initialisation' phase to produce an optimised parameter set

to simplify any pre-installation tuning of a module, alternatively the
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learning scheme can be maintained cont.LnuousIy 'on-line' to rectify any

drift/degradation in perforrrance. Such a control scheme is illustrated in

Chapter (8).

In this evaluation, to simplify learning and reduce associated realti..me

processing, only a single Parameter is adapted: fhe chosen parameter being

the reverse saturation time (t3) in the setp:::>int modification scheme, By

adapting the time (t3) the damping can be adjusted unt.i.L a satisfactory

response is achieved.

The result of applying a learning scheme of this tyPe is illustrated in

Figure [9 .6.1] which shows the transient r'esponses frxm a number of trials

after 1, 3 and. 6 learning sequences respectively. Here an optimised set of

control parameters were chosen with_the ITDdule unl.oaded, Subsequently, an

additional inertial load of 5kg was applied which resulted in under damped

responses before the learning scheme was included. Thus as the selected

parameter is adapted, overshoot is reduced to within a predetermined level:

the associated Performance indices are given in Table [9.6.1] which shows

how the dynamic responses have been improved.

Various forms of learning schemes are currently being investigated and

rnethcrls of evaluating and describing the necessary dynamic r'esponse are

being studied. Perforrrance indices such as 'absolute error integral' or

'absolute error t.ime integral' can be used to obtain a better quantitive

measure of the dynamic response thereby allowing improved learning

procedures to be devised.

9.7. mNCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated in this research study that the dynamic resp:::>nse

characteristics of a pneumatic motion control system can be dramatically
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Parameters t s (ms) t p (ms) Vmax MPV Percentage
(mms- 1) (mms- 1) Overshoot

168 mm
Sequence 1 1410 642 18.6 119.1 8.1

Sequence 3 1170 354 17.76 143.6 6.2

Sequence 6 972 343 16.23 172.8 1.5

56 mill

Sequence 1 1570 1030 4.53 35.7 31.6

Sequence 3 1370 968 4.04 40.9 28.2

Sequence 6 740 608 3.39 75.7 6
--

Module Performance on Applying the Learning Scheme

Table (9.6.1)
.---
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improved by applying appropriate software based motion control strategies.

Application of 'minor loop canpensation' and 'non-linear' loop gains

allows the stiffness of a pneu.rratic drive to be significantly Increased

whilst rraintaining stability. This enabl.es high accuracy and repeatability

to be achieved coupled with satisfactory dynamic characteristics.

Results of tabulated indices for various control strategies have been

presented together with transient responses. To illustrate further the

performance improvements ach.ieved by incorporating digital canpensation it

is Inst.ructi ve to consider at one extreme 'proportional error' control and

at the other 'minor loop canpensation with non-linear loop gains and set

point -mcrlification' control. For 'short' moves, when using a propor't.Lona.L

error control scheme; the static performance can be a'1aracterised by

positioning errors of 3. 4rrm or better while typical dynamic performance

characteristics are critical damping with a positioning time of 1.4

seconds:' such an arrangement will have very limited application in

ITB.nufacturing industry. However, by including minor loop canpensation with

non-linear loop gains and set point modification the corresponding static

positioning errors are O.2mm or better with critically damped responses

demonstrating positioning times of less than 0.6 seconds. Fur'thermore, load

disturbance effects can be improved by incorporating learning schemes. The

dramatic performance improvements involved can make the use of canputer

controlled pneurratic servos in manufacturing very attractive with cost

performance ratios which match or better alternative drive technologies.
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CHAPTER 10

CDMMERc-.iAL EXPIDITATION OF PNEUMATIC MOrION CDNTROL

10. INTROOOcrION

This Chapter describes the commercial exploitation that has resulted from

the successful evolution of pneumat.Lc motion control systems in this

research study. Pneumatic rrotion control is not as yet generally accepted

as an alternative drive system within industry. However the commercial

availability of proprietary pneumat.i.c rrotion control systems will further

enhance the acceptance of such technology in appropriate applications

(Morgan [1985]).

The com:nercial exploitation of pneumatic motion control can be considered

within categories which include;

(a) robot; modul.e drives,

(b) "intelligent" actuators,

(c) special rrachinery drives,

(d) single axis controllers, and

(e) distributed control systems.

'Ib achieve camnercial exploitation it has been necessary to package a

"pneumatic motion control" syst.em in a way that ensures;

(i) cost advantages are achieved,

(ii) easy integration with other manufacturing equipnent and systems,

(iii) "user friendly" set up and operational facilities are provided,

(iv) good performance characteristics carl be achi.eved with a range of

"intelligent" actuators and rrodule types with appropriate

"tuning", and
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(v) pneurratic motion control systems can be used in "standalone"

applications, or integrated within larger automation schemes

with distributecl control where supervi.sory control facilities

are providecl by either proprietary PLC's or computer systems.

The control system architecture adoptecl for the commercial exploitation

of pneumatic motion control was the result of a parallel research study at

r-
Ioughboough (Thatcher et al [1983], [1986]). Specific consideration was

J..

given to maintaining hardware and software rncx1ularity within the overall

control architecture, and allowing easy integration of the system into the

manufact.urinq environment ('i'V"eston et al [1983], [1984]).

The potent.Ial. of any motion control system can only be realisecl when it

is canplimented by mechanical hardware of appropriate design, and a control

system architecture which exploits its features to the best advantage. The

design of the software for supervisory control functions (Thatcher et al

[1983], Thatcher et al [1984]) and the "local motion control" (Thatcher et

al [1985]) has been the subject of a concentrated research study at the

University.

The commercial availability of new families of robot modul.es ,

"intelligent" actuators and asscx::iated control system modul.es will

accelerate the intrexluction of distributecl automation schemes within

ITmlufacturing industries.

1O. 1. CONTROL SYSTEM AROUTECIURE

A distributed multi-prcx::essor control system architecture has been

adopted to canpliment the "mexlular" design philosophy in the mechanical

elements (see Figure [10.1.1]).

The addition of servo-controlled modul.es and "intelligent" actuators will
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Figure (10.1.1) DistributEd Control Architecture
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allow industrial users to configure manipulators and machinery which

incorporate appropriate o:xnbinations of servo-controlled and end-stop

m::x1ules as dictated by fhe requirernents of each application area, The

number of m:::xlules/actuators and their individual features will be

application dependant. A manipulator comprised of only end-stop m:::xlules can

be conveniently controlled by a conventional programmable logic controller

(PLC). However, in many applications, especially those involving f requent;

re-programming, manipulators/machinery which canprise one or more

servo-controlled axes cannot easily be controlled in this way and require a

control system offering "user friendly" programming and sequence control

facili ties which are commonly provided in the control systems of

conventional industrial robots.

The Particular need for a supervisory control system which may be

required to control at one extreme a single servo-controlled module or

"intelligent" actuator and at the other extreme a 'distributed manipulator'

cx::xnprising ITK)re than one multi-axis group of servo-controlled m:::xlules (in

which the groups must operate in a co-ordinated manner to achieve a given

manufacturing function) has led to the adoption of the distributed control

architecture as shown in Figure [1 O.1 •1 ] •

Each servo-controlled modul.e is assigned a local processor or "single

axis controller" (Thatcher et al [1985J) which is responsible for the

realtime control of the modu.Le in response to position camnands as supplied

by the "supervisor". Figure [1 O.1 .2 J illustrates the functions of a single

axis controller when interfaced to a programmable positioning unit.

A distributed control architecture results' in certain significant

advantages that can be gained as follows:

(i) even when large numbers of servo-controlled modules are required,
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Fi~Jre (10.1.2) ~Jnctional Elements of the
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sufficient processing power' is available to execute the realtime control

functions necessary to achieve satisfactory drive perfonnance. An approach

of using a single processor to implernent both supervisory and servo-control

functions would severely limit the maximum permissible number of

servo-controlled axes;

(ii) modularity is conserved and the need for redundancy is reduced as it

is not necessary to use a high cost and powerful computer controller

capabl.e of controlling a large number of servo-controlled rncxiules when in

many application areas only one or two such rncxiules may be required;

(iii) an elegant division of software functions is achieved between

(a) fast realtime control strategies which can

conveniently be assembler derived to maximise

execution speed and minimise hardware costs,

and (b) supervisory software can be conveniently

implemented in a high level language with

advantages of transportability, reduced system

engineering costs and improved documentation; and

(iv) division of responsibility when designing and configuring the

autanation scheme.

10 .2. SINGLE AXIS CONTROLLERS

A microprocessor based controller known as a "single axis controller"

(SAC) is now available in canmercial form which utilises the motion control

system describe:J. within this thesis (Milcom version 2.60).

A servo-controlled axis is known canmercially as a "programmable

pos.Lt.Lorrinq unit". The basic operation of a unit interfaced to a SAC is

shown in Figure [10.1.2]. Clearly, for a programmable posf.t.Lonfnq unit to
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have industrial applicability it is essent.LaI that t.he "single axis

cxmtroller" can be easily interface:l to existing and new manufacturing

plant in such a way that system controllers or supervisors (PLC's,

ccmput.ers , etc) can readily exchange data with the SAC (Thatcher et al

[1985]). For this reason the SAC design incorporates several types of

interface.

The SAC microprocessor hardware, shown in Figure [10.2.1] and Plate

[1 0.2. 1 I , has been developed into a full o:m:nercial product by

Nutek(IDndon)Ltd from a design based on a Loughl::xJrough University

prototype, The SAC incorporates a TI 9995 microprocessor, which is a device

which is software compatible with the TI 9900 processor (which was used for

the prototype evaluation system) and this facilitated the transfer of

motion control software to the production SAC's. The TI 9995 has an

external 8 bit data bus, its internal 16 bit architecture and other pipe

lining features ensured sufficient speed of operation to execute the

realtime control strategy. The 40 pin package of the TI 9995 and

considerable on-board features facilitated an inexpensive production

.linplementation.

The production version of the SAC hardware consists of two half

euro-sized printed circuit boards , The first board contains the CPU,

memory, supervi.sory computer/teach pendant interface and incremental

encoder interface. On the second resides the proportional amplifier

circuit, PLC interface and the 'home' sensor interfaces. A backplane

connects these boards; The ,power supply resides in half s.inql.e euro-size

and provides sufficient power for up to three SAC's, so that it is possible

to mount up to three SAC's and PSU in a single 19 inch rack.

In operation each SAC is required to move its associated
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module/intelligent actuator to a series of setpoints. The setpoints may be

stored locally in the SAC's battery backed RAM or remotely in the

supervisory controller. The setpoints can be acquired using either one of

two methcds. If a hand held terrni.T1al is connected to the RS 232 port and

teach/set merle selected the hand held tenninal can be used as a teach

pendant.

The module can be driven in either direction at variable speed until the

desired position is achieved, at which point the SAC is instructed to store

the desired position as a setpo.int , Alternatively numerical values

corresporrling to desired setpoint positions can be keyed into the SAC's

memory. When running, the setpoints can be selected in any order by the PLC

or intelligent controller. An intelligent controller can also obtain the

setpoints fran the SAC for editing, storage, monitoring and subsequent down

loading.

The second methcd. of providing setpoints involves the use of an

intelligent supervisory controller attached to the RS 232/422 port, from

which carmands to the SAC requiring it to move its mcdule in either

direction at variable speed can be transmitted. On reaching the desired

position, the supervi.sor may store the setpoint or the SAC can be canrnanded

to store the setpoint locally.

Each SAC has t'toD interfaces, see Figure [1 0.2.2], fran which supervi.sory

controllers can control the actions of the SAC and its associated module.

The PLC interface canprises a Parallel "bus" and associated software

drivers which facilitate direct connection to PLC's and similar devices by

implementing a set of carmunication functions.

The ser.La.l interface provides both RS232 or RS422 carmunication data

links (RS422 being appropriate for systems which require more than one
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Figure (10.2.2) Single ~~is Controller Interfaces
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pneumat.i,c servo-drive). The same software protocol is used for roth

versions. Devices using the serial interface follow a master/ slave

relationship, where supervi.sors send messages to the SAC using a message

format of fixed length.

A unique address is set on each SAC with all. address DIL switch so that

each SAC can determine if the message is for itself or another SAC. Many

SAC instructions exist, examples are those which canmand a SAC to load or

return a set.pofnt; value, move to a setpoi.nt., change or read a control

Parameter, etc•• (Thatcher et al [1985]).

When the supervi.sor requires data from a SAC (eg SAC status, error

conditions, Parameter values) , it issues a canmand to request that

information and then awaits the reply.

The software design Incorporated in the SAC includes two interrupt

service routines and a l:ackground scanning task. The highest priority

interrupt erninates fran the TI 9995' s on-board timer. The service routine

to this interrupt constitutes the motion control software. The l:ackground

scanning task monitors the operation mcde status which informs the SAC as

to which of the interfaces is currently active and whether the Teach/Set or

Run mode has been selected.

10 .3 • PRCGRAL'1MABLE ACIUA'IDRS

The pneumatic motion control system descrited in this thesis is being

marketed by Martonair Ltd in a number of forms. Much of the early Martonair

prcduct devel.oprent; work and the cor.resond.inq LOT r'esearch and evaluation

effort has concentrated on 'prograrmnable variants of the M/60000 series of

linear handling modules (Martonair [1985], of which the M/60110/600 was

used for the latter series of Performance evaluations), since often in
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Plate (10.3.1) Programmable Actuators
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applications requiring programmable positioning it is appropriate to

utilise off the shelf mechanical modules which can easily be included

wi,thin the machi.ne structure involved. Bowevar1 other generic forrns of

actuator have been considered and Iill and M3.rtonair have evaluated versions

of both the M/8000 ISO standard cylinder and the M/45000 rodless cylinders

in which integral position sensors have been fitted. A standard actuator

with the addition of a position sensor and axis motion controller is termed

an "intelligent actuator"; the approach has been applied to borh linear and

rotary devices. The position sensor used in these actuators is an

incremental rotary encoder 1 the encoder is physically small and is neatly

embodi.ed in the actuators. In the M60000 modules the encoder is driven by a

pinion engaging with a rubber drive beIt; which is attachEd to the module

slideway. The two cylinders referred to use an integral nut and lead screw

arrangement to drive the encoder which is set in a smal.L housing mounted on

the end cover. SAC I S incorporating the Milo:m motion control software can

be used to control "intelligent actuators" which should find application as

cost effective drive elements in "special purpose machinery". The range of

actuators and modules to which servo-control can be utilisEd illustrates

the robustness of the control strategy. Linear and rotary "intelligent

actuators" have been evaluated at Iill.

1 0 • 4. APPLICATICN OF PNEUMATIC MOTICN CONTROL

A study of the potential applications for pneurratic motion control in the

form of modular rotots/work handling systems and "intelligent actuators"

has been conducted both at the University (Harrison et al [1985]) and at

M3.rtonair (Morgan [1984]) 1 aimed at achieving the following objectives:

(i) to categorise potential application areas for the family
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of r~onair/LUT pneumatic motion controllers used in

combination with roth standard mcdules and "intelligent

actuators",

(ii) to evaluate the systems engineering requirements when

configuring systems,

(iii) to assess the behaviour and capabilities of servo-controlled

pneurratic rnc:x:Iules under representative conditions,

(iv) to investigate, for a range of applications, the requirements

for sequencing and programming facilities, and

(v) to improve the effectiveness of future research into mcdular

rrotion control systems by more accurately establishing and

categorising the requirements of industrial applications.

Some fifty cauPanies were contacted who returned questionnaires

conce-rning the application of modular rob::>ts and "intelligent actuators".

'IWelve of these ccmpani.es were willing to participate in detailed

application studies where potential application areas were identified and

classified.

The LUT application studies have been canplemented by a Parallel

Martonair activity which has seen the intrcduction of mcdule/SAC

combinations and "intelligent actuator"/SAC canbinations in a range of

industrial applications (Weston et al [1984]).

Some example application classifications of pneumatic motion control

include;

(a) work handling where mcdules are used to configure stand-alone

manipulators, for picking and placing ccmponents,

(b) "customised automation" where the mcdules and "intelligent actuators"

can be considered as "higher order building blocks" which OEM's and system
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builders can use to adapt standard machinery. An example of these is a

prcqranmabl.e bar feed. unit (utilising a standard module) which has been

fi tted to a saw machine used in the preparation of billets from bar stock,

(c) "special purpose machines", constructed from pneumatic zobot; modules,

"intelligent" actuators and associated control modules, such as palletising

units, which allow a canponent to be picked up or set down at any location

wi thin a bvo-dirnensional array, and

(d) assembl.y systems, where distributed manipulators (constructed from

modul.es and/or "intelligent actuators") can exhibit a number of advantages

(including higher operational speeds, concurrent motions and reduced costs)

when canpared with conventional pedestal mounted zobot.s ,

10 .5 • CCNCLUSIONS

This chapter has described the implementation and corrmercial exploitation

of pneumatic motion control resulting from the research study described in

this thesis. The canrnercial availability of pneumatic motion control

systems will advance the application of such technology within industry.

Since the marketing introduction of pneumatic motion control systems by

M3.rtonair in April 1985 a small number of canpetitive systems have started

to appear as the potential for canrnercial exploitation is recognised; these

include systems fran

(i) Robert Bosch have introduced. a programmable pneumatic drive using

binary (onloff) control valving and a brake mechanism (pneuma-mechanical

control) ,

(ii) NEL have developed a programmable piston air-motor to be marketed

by M:::>tron, which utilises a proportional control valve, designed for high

torque applications, and
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(iii) Schrader Bellows have demonstrated a pneuma-mechanical programmable

drive which utilises binary valving and an electro~gnetic brake system;

are nCM known to the author and serve to illustrate the developing

awareness of such technology within industry.

The research study described in this thesis has provided a foundation

fran which the initial introduction of pneumatic rrotion control systems in

rotot m:::x1ules and "intelligent actuators" within manufacturing industry has

resulted. HO\Vever, the author acknowl.edqes that there remains considerable

scope for future research effort in this field.
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CHAPTER 11

OJNCWSICNS

This thesis has described the design and evolution of motion cont.ro.l

systems for pnewnatic drives. The use of microprocessor based controls has

allowed a family of low cost pneurratic servo-drives to be produced which

exhibit excellent cost perfonnance ratios, thereby allowing them to find

widespread application in manufacturing industry. Much of this work has

centred on devising and testing appropriate motion control strategies which

have incorporated the use of various control techniques which include;

(i) "gain scheduling",

(ii) "non-linear" feedback coefficients (gain contours),

(iii) "control algorithm schedulinq'",

(iv) "front-end" control, and

(v) learning.

The design approach has been largely experimentally based wi th an

evaluation facility devised to enable the success of any control

implementation to be established. Embodied in this work has been the need.

to define performance measures which can provide the necessary quantitative

assessments of how each control strategy overccxnes the problems associated

with a canpressible drive medium in terms of low stiffness, little inherent

damping and the highly non-linear characteristics associated with the

control ccmponents.

The motion control strategies have evolved with respect to specified

design criteria (which relate to static and dynamic performance

characteristics, to be achieved using "low cost" control components) and

demonstrate significant performance ~provements over conventional linear

proportional control approaches with respect to both static and dynamic
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performance of the pneumatic servo--drive. The success of the v.Drk has

furthered the industrial application of pneumatic motion control with the

drive teQ~~ology evolved leading to exploitation in cCITu~rcial form of

"single axis controllers" for pneumatic servo--drives which can be used in

conjunction with r'obot; mcx1ules, "Int.el.Li.qent; actuators" and "special

purpose" machine drives (for translation and rotary motion).

The resultant pneumatic drive systems exhibit for many categories of

industrial task, a cost performance ratio comparable to or better than

alternative drive systems based on hydraulic or electric acttEtion.

However, much work remains in maximising the usefulness of pneumatic

servos: for example the implementation of learning/adaptive control schemes

can further enhance the performance and robustness0£ pneumatic

servo--drives and facilitates a greater level of user friendliness with

respect to control parameter tuning. However, the work reported in this

thesis has provided a framework for future work, not least fhrouqh the

availability of canmercial pneumatic servo systems and components ; thereby

also a.Ll.owinq them to gain industrial acceptability.

The describing equations of compressible fluid power systems are highly

non-linear and hence analysis is complex. However, linearised analysis has

been used by a numbar of researchers in attempting to develop a pneumatic

system mcx1el which is appropriate over a range of operating conditions. In

general a linearised model offers advantages of simplicity and can be

analysed using a range of well proven techniques. Linearised analysis was

first used by Shearer [1954] to develop a model for a valve controlled

pneumatic actuator and load, operating about its' midstroke position. The

analysis has been extended by Burr-ows [1969] to account for motion of the

load about any initial position, and shows that the use of velocity and
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pressure feedback can be used to stabilise low pressure (less than 10 bar)

pneumatic servo-drives.

A linearised mcde.l is presented, derived fran Burrows [1969] analysis,

and has been extended in this research study wi th the objective of

formulating a system model that can re used;

(i) to gain an understanding of the physical system and as a means of

establishing a theoretical foundation for the open-loop system, to be used

in the ensuing research program,

(ii) in analysis of the closed loop system behaviour and illustrate the

generalised effect of changes in controller feedback design (from which new

controller designs can be formulated), and

(iii) speci.f.ical.Iy in controller design (eg selecting controller gains to

simplify tuning of robot modul.es and "intelligent" actuators).

However, as a result of studies here it was found to be impractical,

using linearisation techniques, to make specific use of the mode.L for

controller design due to;

(i) the inadequate nature of the medal, in representing the highly

non-linear system, and

(ii) the difficulties embodied in establishing system parameters. For

these reasons the ensuing research program was largely formulated on

practical investigations, where the evaluation system is used to test an

hypotheses.

The linearised medal, can be used as an aid in formulating the design of

appropriate control approaches, but its application here is limited to

illustrating the generalised effect of changes in' feedback design. The

roc:del is not good enough to represent the true system behaviour because of

simplifications made within the analysis and the limitations of linearised
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analysis. The rnodeL and its interpretation need to be viewed with care when

direct compcrrison with the physical system is made. The linearised mcXl.el

has been used to qualify practical findings as to D.~e limitations of

conventional proportional control (using t.he Root Locus tschnique for

generalised stability assessment). The ar~lysis is then extended to

incorporate velocity and acceleration minor loop feedback and is qualified

by exper.imerrtaL findings which show that by appropriate selection of the

minor feedback loops stability can te achieved. However, it must be

remembered that the rnodel, only approximates to the physical system (which

is highly non-linear), and that many assumptions are embodied within its

formulation. A reader wishing to extend the use of this mode.L should

proceed with caution because;

(a) the saturat.ion-type non-linearities (which occur when input demand

exceeds a given level) are not considered within the model,

(b) linearisation techniques are effective only if the system is

operat.Inq away from the threshold conditions and the input is not

sufficiently large to cause saturation, (and when high gains are

encountered in control loops a saturation condition is registered for very

small changes in operating conditions),

(c) the proportional valve demonstrates asyrrunetry in its characteristics

which are not ern1:xXiied within the analysis,

(d) friction forces (and the non-linearities therein introduced) are

ignored, in particular those associated with actuator seals and bearings

have a significant effect,

(e) the difficulties associated with establishing representative system

parameters for use within the mode.l., and

(f) the linear model is only valid for small perturbations about the
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initial position.

The research study described in this thesis has resulted in a pneumatic

motion control system with significant merits which include;

(i) accuracy and repeatability for poirrc-t.o-pcdnt; p:Jsitioning of

payloads can be achieved to O.2rruu or better for a range of robot mcrlules,

"intelligent" actuators and payloads (which is camnensurate with many

industrial application requirements) through the application of novel

non-linear feedback loop coefficients (gain contours) which result in

significant increases in drive stiffness as the setpoint is approached.

Non-linear loop gains, achieved using "gain scheduling" techniques and

look-up tables, enable very significant increases in drive stiffness (high

gain) to be attained which reduces not only steady state errors, it also

reduces the effects of non-linearities due to Coulanb friction, hysteresis,

backLash , etc., thus improving system accuracy;

(ii) stability is achieved by utilising 'minor loop canpensation' in

the form of velocity and acceleration feedback. Velocity feedback has a

similar effect on stability as increasing viscous damping acting on the

load, but unlike viscous damping it does not dissipate energy.

Acceleration feedback further improves system stability and is most useful

in conjunction with velocity feed1:B.ck. Regenerative, or positive

acceleration feedback has been found most effective in achieving minor loop

ccmpensation in this study with a pneumatic drive (where previous studies

known to the author advocate negative feedback);

(iii) satisfactory dynamic response characteristics are achieved through

the implementation of novel realtime "control algorithm scheduling"

techniques allowing control strategies to be selected which can cater for

the major changes in operating conditions which occur during load and valve
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spool movements;

(iv) non-linearities (due to backlash, hysteresis, seal friction and

stick-slip friction effects), and asymmetry in the control components (ie

proportional valve and cylinder) can be reduced t.hrouqh the novel use of

software controlled offsets and high loop gains, which can also reduce the

tfrreshol.ds relating to the static and dynami.c deadtBnds;

(v) speed of response can be improved and the pneumatic time delays

minimised through the application of 'front-end' control schemes to the

original realtime control strategy (Moore et al [1986J).

Front-end control is an approach which can be used to improve the dynamic

characteristics of pneumatic servo-drives. The strategy utilises an outer

decision loop vmich modifies the command issued to an existing close loop

drive. The outer loop generates a set of initial (front-end) control

sequences at the start of any "point-to-point" move. The front-end control

schemes decribed are based on simple logical strategies, and as such are

relatively easy to implement. Such a strategy results in an improved

quality of response, however highly oscillatory systems would cause

problems (Astrern [1980 J), so the response must be over damped under its

rated load condition before applying a front-end strategy. Such a control

approach includes;

(a) "saturation" control which minimises the pneumatic time delay

in addition to making the response to step demands more predictable.

"Saturation" control is where a maximum canrnand signal (corresponding to a

valve "saturation") is applied until the system responds to the input. Such

an approach results in a very significant improvement in response

characteristics (pneumatic drives are characterised by a "response lag"

caused by the delay in pressure rise within the actuator) • Under
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"saturation" control the resPJnse

actuator, load a~ supply pressure.

lag

The

is minimised for a given valve,

"response lag" is particularly

significant for small moves when the cormand signal is consequently small,

(the cormand signal l::eing a function of error).

(b) "setpo.int; switching" techniques which result in a faster speed

of resPJnse (ie reduced rise tLme) whilst stability is maintained, and good

static performance achieved by finally reverting to the original control

strategy. SetPJint switching involves the use of a setPJint co-efficient,

by increasing this co-efficient fran unity for a proporrt.Lon of the r'esponse

the set.pcdrrt; is adjusted accordingly. As such the system moves faster

towards its desired position, l::efore reverting to a unity co-efficient. The

magnitude of change in the setpoint co-efficient and the propcrt.ion of the

response time over which the rocxlification takes place are control

parameters that have to l::e selected; and

(c) "negative saturation" control can l::e used to ensure overshoot

is maintained within specified levels. "Negative saturation" involves the

use of a discrete corrrnand (as the setpotnt; is approached) which correspords

to reverse "valve saturation", which increases damping. 'Ihe duration of the

"negative saturation" can l::e incorporated within a "learning" strategy

(where an adaptive algorithm is used) to optimise the final response

characteristics wi thout having to modify system control parameters

directly;

(vi) learning/self tuning control strategies have l::een shown to further

enhance the characteristics of a pneumatic servo. Learning schemes have

l::een incorporated wi thin the control system design which allow certain

characteristics of the dynamic response of a drive to l::e optimised. Such

learning schemes can further extend the application areas and enhance the
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l:::enefits asscx:iated with pneumatic motion control. Such a control approach

can be used in one of two modes ;

(a) to sirnpliy control Parameter tuning during an 'initialisation

phase' to achieve a specified dynamic performance level (eg overshoot

within five percent), and alternatively

(b) to be used 'continuously' on-line (adaptive control) to

rectify any changes in performance as time progresses due to external load

variations or drift in plant conditions. The use of "learning" in a "self

tuning" control scheme for pneumatic drives could be a major area of

subsequent study, where performance "optimisation" and simplified system

"initialisation and set-up" are two tangible benefits that should result;

(vii) robustness of the control strategy has been demonstrated in a

number of ways;

(a) through a series of evaluations for which performance measures

were derived to facilitate the Partially autanated testing of control

strategies. These evaluations yielded statistically valid performance data,

(b) the control strategy has been successfully applied to a number

of rolx>t modules and "intelligent" actuators which demonstrate a wide

variation in mechanical characteristics with respect to actuator size,

intrinsic mass, slideway friction and ratio of valve port; area to actuator

volume. Modules include M60000 series (25 and 50mm diameter units);

intelligent actuators include ISO standard. pneumatic cylinders with

integral leadscrews and encoder, Lintra rodless cylinders with rack and

pinion encoder feedback, Origa rodless cylinders with integral leadscrew

and encoder, and SMC rotary vane actuators with tooth belt encoder

feedback,

(c) performance testing of modul.es under "load" has been
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undertaken (inertial loading and mass loading have been considered). The

static performance of modules does not deteriorate under rated load

condi.t.Lons , However, dynamic performance characteristics are influenced by

variation in paylead. The influence on the dynamic response can be

minimised with the use of "f.rorrt-iend" schemes, and similarly adaptive

M
control can acc:x::m:Xiate variations within the rated load spect.rum, For most

;..

industrial applications of the M60000 series modules the Miloom control

strategy is sufficently robust
i'1'l

to accanodate
j..

the load variations

encountered without any noticable performance deterioration by appropriate

tuning. Additionally, a feature unique to the pneumatic servo-drive

configuration described in this research study, allows "known payloads" to

be "count.erbal.anced" by automatically re-setting the nominal "valve-null"

when the system encounters a static load (eg p::>sitioning a "mass" in a

vertical orientation) which can be a very significant advantage (the use of

"active" counterbalance systems based on pneumat.i.c drives could be a

significant area for future study), and

(d) through a series of example industrial application studies the

reliability and robustness of the control strategy has been confirmed;

(viii) the motion control system is applicable in a range of applications

requiring point-to-p::>int control (other than robotic systems): eg ma.chine

elements, process control valve operation applications, etc•• ; and

ix) the control parameter "tuning procedure" is reasonable, but could

be an area of subsequent study (eg utilising ccmputerised simulation and

"self tuning" strategies). To "tune" for most types and sizes of the

pneumat.i,c actuators discussed in (vii) is not difficult, however to

optimise characteristics is more difficult. Within the "Single Axis

Controller" implementation it is only necessary for the user to access
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three "user setup parameters" for setting (a) approach speed., (b) damping

and (c) final speed, for each direction. With access via a "password" the

user can ,...".;j • .c
IT't'..A.Ll.Ly "systern parameters II if necessary. The t.unabi.Li,ty is

commensurate with proprietary dc electric drive axis motion control systems

available (ie Galil, Electrocraft, Qlin, etc.), where fine tuning tends to

be an iterative process. However, there rerrains considerable scope for

further work generally in this area,

For industrial applications the pneumatic servo drive will only find wide

acceptance if it can maintain a cost.rperformancs advantage over alternative

drive technologies. From the canp::ment cost perspective pneumatic systems

should be cheaper than their electric or hydraulic counterparts. It can be

argued. that the OPerational cost of pneumatic actuators can be neglected. as

the pneumatic network within a manufacturing plant would be required. to

service other funct.i.ons , The efficiency of pneumatic systems is low (due

to cooling of the fluid, use of positive displacement actuators, and

difficulty in achieving satisfactory sealing), however , OPerational

efficiency is not necessarily of prime importance in selection of a drive

system, but where efficiency is an important criteria a pneumatic drive

woul.d not be selected..

Future developnents that could further enhance the performance and

acceptance of pneumatic motion control systems could include;

(a) enhanced. "self-tuning" and adaptive control schemes,

(b) optimised. mechanical system canponents, namely a family of fast

response two-stage proportional valves with syrmnetric and linear

OPerational D~aracteristics; red.uced. friction in actuators by utilising

PITE seals/wiPers and coated. actuator barrels; improved. transducer

resolution and linearity (eg low cost linear scales) ; and functional
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developuent of "intelligent" actuator technology (eg microprocessor axis

controls integrally eml::Ddied within the actuator),

( ) f ~ 'ried d ' /. l~' k fc use 0 conp..rcer aa.c esi.qn SL.'1lU at.ron p3.C ages or control syst.em

design (eg component orientated modelling, non-linear system models,

etc•• ), and

(d) the use of pneumatic motion control systems in applications requiring

a speed control and/or contouring capability. These are categories of

motion control that cannot be addressed by the present generation of

pneumatic servo-drives.

This reseach study was Part of a collab:Jrative research program between

Loughborough University and Martonair (UK) Ltd., sponsored by the Science

and Engineering Research Council.
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Table (3. 3.1)

HODULE DATA TABLE LUT LI N"EAR HODULE No 1

Actuator Mar t ona i r Cylinde r ¢38 rum

Stroke 300 rum

Slideway Twin hardened and ground bars ~n oi lite bushes

Transducer Fe rranti Optical Encoder - 500 p/rev Type 24ST

Transducer Transmission Rack and p~n~on

Brake Mechanism Pneumatic clamp arrangement - positive ' on'
ac tion

Carriage Frame Mild Stee l

Additional Fe atures Sliding carriage with ACE hydraulic dampers

Transmission Di re c t acting

Plate (3. 3. 1) LUT Linear Modul e No. 1
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Figure (3.3.1)

LUI Linear Module No 1
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Part No Description

A Mounting plate
B Rack-encoder transmission
C Brake actuator
D Sliding carriage actuator
E Carriage V-Frame
F Encoder and mounting
G Pneumatic cylinder
H Centralising springs

I
I Base plate
J Slideway bars
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Figure (3.3.2)

LUT Rotary Nodule No

Part No Description

A Nounting plate
B Brake mechanism
C Actuator housing
D Fixed actuator vane
E Shaft
F Sliding carriage and ferodo insert
G Diaphragm
H Encoder transmission - pulley wheel (1)
I Encoder and mounting
J Pulley wheel (2) and tooth belt
K Carriage arm
L Hydraulic damper
H '0' ring vane seal
N Rotating vane

Table (3.3.2)

NODULE DATA TABLE LUT ROTARY NODULE No 1

Actuator Oval shaped brass vane actuator in an
aluminium housing ('0' ring seal)

Stroke 270 deg

Slideway Steel shaft in phosphor bronze bushes

Transducer Philips optical encoder - 250 p/rev

Transducer Transmission Tooth bel t and pulley wheel

Brake mechanism Pneumatically actuated CI annular
ring - positive 'on' action

Carriage frame Aluminium

Additional features Rotary sliding carriage with ACE
hydraulic dampers actuated by a
diaphragm and friction pad

Transmission Direct acting



Figure (3.3.3)

LUT Rotary Hodule No 2
Table (3.3.3)

NODULE DATA TABLE LUT ROTARY 110DULE No 2

Actuator Square brass vane in cylindrical aluminium
housing (p/bronze insert seal)

Stroke 270 deg

Slideway Steel shaft in p/bronze bushes

Transducer Philip optical encoder - 250 p/rev

Transducer Transmission Tooth belt and pulley wheels

Brake mechanism Pneumaticly actuated annular ring

Carriage frame Aluminium

Additional features Sliding carriage and dampers

Transmission Direct drive
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Part No Description

A Hounting plate
B Frame top plate
C Fixed vane of actuator
D Shaft
E Actuator plate
F Brake chamber
G Damper carriage with Ferodo insert
H Diaphragm
I Encoder transmission - pulley wheel (1)
J Base plate
K Encoder and mounting
L Pulley wheel (2) and tooth belt
H Hydraulic damper
N Carriage arm
0 Rotating vane
P '0' ring seal
Q Phosphor bronze vane insert
R Actuator frame



Table (3.3.4)

INODULE DATA TABLE I N35 A..'lli

Actuator Stainless steel 025 rom
Cylinder RH8025 012 piston rod

Stroke 400 rom

Slideway Aluminium extrusion square section with stainless
steel face inserts, in pre-loaded roller bearings

Transducer Hewlett Packard REDS 5000 - 500 p/rev
0.025 rom/pulse

Transducer Transmission Rack and Pinion ( 1 rev = 50 rom)
R47YG-2 AP2MS40-25

Brake Mechanism Wrap spring on cylinder rod - positive 'off'

Carriage frame Aluminium block

Additional features Hydraulic dampers at the ends of stroke

Transmission Direct Drive

Table (3.3.5)

MODULE DATA TABLE BOSCH 480 NODULE

Actuator Aluminium extrusion through rod - annular ¢50 rom

Stroke 480 rom

Slideway Twin bar hardened and ground in plain bearings

Transducer Ferranti 24 ST - 500 p/rev 0.025 rom/pulse

Transducer Transmission Rack and Pinion

Brake Mechanism Pancake cylinder clamp

Carriage frame Aluminium block

Additional features Telescopic al.r feeds l.n sis pl.pe and IJroximity
sensor and connections

Transmission Direet3~f"ive



Plate (3.3.4) M35 Arm Module
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Figure {3.3.6}

LUT Rotary Hodule No )
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Part No Description

A Hounting plate
B Top plate
C Drive coupling
D Brake disc
E Encoder Transmission - pulley wheel (1)
F Encoder Hounting block
G Incremental Encoder
H SHC vane actuator
I Base plate
J Support bars
K Caliper brake mechanism
L Encoder Transmission - pulley wheel (2)

and tooth belt

Table {3.3.6}

NODULE DATA TABLE LUT ROT,\RY }!ODULE No 3

Actuator SHC rotary vane actuator CRBSD

Stroke 2700

Slideway SKF 16003
Ball races SKF 72l0B/720SB

Transducer Hewlett Packard HEDS-SOOO 500 p/rev
0.045 deg/pulse

Transducer Transmission lSnO)7
Tooth belt and DAVAL Pulley wheels 72XL037

Brake Hechanism Disc Brake GA500l

Carriage frame Aluminium and BDS

Additional features Aluminium face plate

Transmission Direct drive

Plate {3.3.G} Rotary }Wule No.3
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Figure (3.3.7)

LUT Linear Hodule No 2
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Part No Description

A Haunting plate
B Tubular slideway
C Glacier bearing
D Encoder pulley
E Bearing block
F Slideway tie bars
G Encoder cable connector
H Encoder cable
I Actuator
J Encoder pulley
K Base plate
L Ferranti encoder
H Flexible coupling
N Brake mechanism

Table (3.3.7)

HODULE DATA TABLE LUT LINEAR ~IODULE No 2

Actuator Hartonair Cylinder ¢50 nun

Stroke 500 nun

Slideway Hi Ld s tee 1 tube 125 rom OlD in Glacier
plain graphite bearing

Transducer Ferranti 24 ST - 500 p/rev 0.032 rom/pulse

Transducer Transmission Capstan pulley wheels

Brake mechanism Wedge action, pneumatically actuated with
Ferodo liner

Carriage frame Aluminium block and tie rods

Additional features Actuator mounted within the tubular
slideway

Transmission Direct drive



Table (3.3.8)

NODULE DATA TABLE GANTRY ~IODULE N/60400

Actuator Aluminium extrusions, 050 rom

Stroke 1000 rom

Slideway Aluminium extrusion with sIs face plates
and plastic bearing inserts

Transducer Hewlett Packard HEDS 5000 500 p/rev
0.028 nun/pulse

Transducer Transmission Fixed tooth belt and pulley wheel pinion

Brake mechanism Direct acting pancake cylinde

Carriage frame Aluminium

Additional features Inductive proximity sensors, hydraulic
dampers at stroke ends

Transmission Direct drive via cable from piston to
carriage
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APPENDIX (8.0) caITROL STRATEGY DESCRIPI'ION
- MILCOM VERSION 2.50
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8.7.1. HILCX1·! VERSICN 2.50 - CDNTROL STRATEGY DESOUPTICN

The control strategy is detailed in Figures [8.7.2] and [8.7.5]. Figure

[8.7.2] shows the functional elements of the realtirre control, and the

detailed descr.ipt.i.on of the software is given in flowchart form in Figure

[8.7.5]. The relationship between the control system gains as a function

of error is sham in Figure [8.7.31, from these it can be seen that the

strategy involves the use of distinct control regirres. The control regime

used is a function of the error in position. 'Il1e limits of individual

control regimes are determined by control parameters and saturation levels.

The control strategy within each control zone is descr-Ibed by equations

(8.6.4.1) through (8.6.4.5). The control zones are defined as;

Zone (1) : DEAD-PAND

In control zone (1) where I(Yd-Y)1 < Imbl

then Cs = Cnull

When the absolute position error, I(Yd-Y)/, is less than lillbl the system

is defined as I in-position I, namely it has achieved its setpoint (Yd)

within the specified tolerance. The 'deadband' is syrnnetrical about the

setpoint.

Whilst the mcdul.e remains within the "dead-band.' of the setpoint the

valve is kept at null, but if any drift in position cx:::curs realtime control

will conpensat.e for this drift am move the rrodule I in-position' •

Zone (2) : a:::NSTANT Gl.INS FOR ALL FEEDBACK LOJPS

fu control zone (2) where:

EJJb <= I (Yd-Y) I < Ecg

A

Enter

Disable
interrupts

I
Status
check

Check for
position deadband

Calculate state
variables;displacemenq

velocity and
acceleration

Brake
control

algorithm

Determine
which

control zone
is active

'Proportional'
control
only

B

then the ccnmard signal can be described by,

Cs = Kp (Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cos + Cnull
1

Figure (8.7.2) Sequential Flow Diagram for the Real Time Control
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Figure (8.7.3) Control G:lins - ~lilcan Version 2.50
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'Ihe position error has a high value of gain Kp(l), the gain having a

constant; value thrcughcut this contiro.l zcne. The prop::>rtional gain can take

a high value in the region, due to the stabilising effect introduced by l:he

velocity am acceleration feedback terms, and will dencnst.rata a linear

relatiOl1ship with displacement frem the setp::>int.

'Ihe limits of the oontrol ZOl1e are defined by the ccntirol, parameters

DEBAND and LSI'CNT in counter pulses, where DEBAND defines the inner limit

relative to the setpci.nt , and ISTCNT defines the outer limit.

'Ihe prop::>rtional gain can take a different value for each direction of

rrove , the gain being selected using the ccot.rol, parameters KLGPOS and

J<LGNE); for positive am negative moves respectively. The velocity gain

(Kv) is selected using the cont.rol, parameter KVGAIN, the gain being equal

for both positive am negative moves. The acceleration gain (Ka) is

selected using the control, parameter KAGAIN, the gain being equal for both

pos.i t.i.ve am negative moves •

WNE (3) : NCN-LINF..AR PROPORTICNAL TERM wrm LINEAR ~UNJR

LOOP GAINS

In control ZOl1e (3) where

Ecg <= /(Yd-Y)/ < Eng

then the conrarxl signal can be described by,

Cs = Kp (Yd-Y) - KvV - KaA + Cos + Cnul.L
nl

Control zone (3) is similar to control zone (2) rut the proport.LonaL gain

is non-linear; this produces a nco-Linear relaticnship between position

error and the proport.LonaL term. TIle use of a non-Linear gain Kp(nl)

allows a high gain close to the setp::>int, producing a high static

stiffness, but it allows a reduced gain for large errors.

!

'Ihe non-linear gain Kp(nl) is used to generate a proport.IoraL term

contour or look-up table. The ratio of the pos i t Ion error (Yd-Y) to the

active range of oontrol zone (3) (Eng-Ecg) , detennines the proport.IonaL

term (Cp).

Dependant; upon the selected magnitude of the proport.LonaL term, values

are accessed frem the contour and scaled. The scaling is set with the

oontrol parameters ~INGCI'P am ~INGCIN for the posi t.Lve am negative moves

respectively. 'lhe active range of this coat.rol, ZOl1e is determined by the '.

oontrol parameters OUTING and IS'KNr, set in counter pulses.

'lhe contour currently implerrented approximates to a seqroent; of a

quantised circular function. As the circular function approaches the I null'

a tangent to its circumference will approximate to a quantised linear

function with a gain dependant upon the radius of the circle defined (see

Figure [8.7.4J).

TIle magnitude of the contour can also be altered. '!hus, once the desired

Cp contoar has been defined, quantised and stored in rrerrory, the gain of

the proport Lona.l loop can be adjusted, irdependent of the shape of the

contour , 'Ihus it is possible to match the requirerrents of a given set of

valve, actuator, slideway and load condi t.Lons ,

WNE (4) : PROfORrIONAL fOSITICN consor,

In control, ZOl1e (4), where

Eng <= /(Yd-Y)/ < Ecr,

the ccmnand signal can be described by

Cs = Kp(Yd-Y) + O1ull + Cc

In contro.l ZOl1e (4) post t ico loop feedback only is present. '!he

proportional error gain Kp is selected using the oontrol pararreters KCNfOS

and KGNNm, which set the proportaonal, gain for posd.t.Lve and negative moves
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Figure (8.7.4) Influence of Proportional Term
Contour Scaling on the Absolute Gain at the Setpoint

Proportional t
Term 'Cp'

Kp"

-.
(Yd-Y)

Control Range

If r" > r' > r

Kp" > Kp ' > Kp

radius = r

respectively where the chosen values of gain remain o:mstant.

It can be seen that the ccmnand signal includes a controller constant

(Cc) , 'lliis constant is selected using the control parameter PROPST, and is

set at an absolute value within the DAC range. 'Ihis term is necessary to

prevent a controller output discontinuity in the transition between control

zones (3) and (4).

ZONE (5) : SATURATION

In control zone (5), where

/(Yd-Y)/ >= Ecr ,

the ccmnand signal can be described by

Cs = Csat

'I11e ccrrmard signal is a constant, Csat, which determines the upper limit

of the conrand signal in either direction of motion. This ccrist.ant; is

selected using the control parameters SATroS am SATNEG which set the

saturation levels for positive and negative moves respectively.

'lliis control strategy was fully evaluated on a prototype linear module

where r is determined by the contour scaling factor (CSF) which is set
using the control parameters '~n,GCTP' and '~lliGCTN' for the positive and
negative halves.

under load.
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Figure (8.7.5.1) Control Parameter Tuning Procedure

- reference Milcom Version 2.50
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Q Figure (8.7.5.1) Continued
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Figure (8.7.5.1) Continued
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N.B.: To successfully 'tune' control parameters for variation
in 'module' characteristics it is simply necessary to
select a suitable 'Approach Speed', a 'Damping Ratio'
and a 'Final Speed'.
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